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FOREWORD

Under Contract F33657-79-C-0717, ARINC Research Corporation conducted

a study of the development of an avionics packaging, mounting, and environ-

mertal (PME) standard. This effort, performed for the Air Force Systems
Command, included a cost-benefit analysis of PME standardization.

ARINC Research acknowledges the valuable contributions to this study
provided by the Aeronautical Systems Division engineering staff (ASD/EN).
We also are grateful for the cooperation extended by representatives of

* the aircraft and avionics industries in their written responses to our
questionnaires and follow-up conversations with us.
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ABSTRACT

This is the final report on a study concerning the development of an

* avionics packaging, mounting, and environmental (PME) standard and an
associated cost-benefit analysis performed by ARINC Research Corporation
for Air Force Systems Command, Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright-
Patterson AFB, Ohio. The report compares military and commercial airlines
avionics generic standards to determine their technical and procedural
differences and identifies the changes and waivers required when equipment
built to the commercial airlines standards are procured by the USAF. It
also compares the functional and physical characteristics of certain
military and commercial avionics equipments and assesses the degree of
utility of current commercial equipments for use in USAF aircraft.

The opinions of aircraft and avionics manufacturers concerning a
military avionics PME standard and their suggestions as to what the stan-
dard's scope and applicability should be are reported. Alternative avion-
ics cooling procedures and technologies and the concept of employing a
separate environmental control system dedicated to avionics cooling are
reviewed.

A life-cycle-cost payback model that addresses the impact of PME
standardization on the cost of avionics systems in USAF aircraft is de-
scribed. The results of exercising the model are reported.

The significant tasks and scheduling for the n~ext phases of avionics
PHE development, leading to the definition and acceptance of a military
avionics PME standard, are presented.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the standard avionics packaging, mounting, and
cooling (PMC) concepts used by the United States commercial airlines and
their applicability to United States Air Force (USAF) avionics. The study
it culminates investigated (1) the extent to which avionics subsystems
built to commercial form, fit, and function (F 3) standards might be used
in ,USAF aircraft; (2) aspects of equipment packaging, equipment thermal
performance, aircraft environmental control, and aircraft electromechanical
interfaces to which a USAF PME (Packaging, Mounting, Environment)* standard
might be applied successfully; and (3) the cost-benefit relationships
associated with various approaches to implementing the elements of a USAF
PME standard. Also, a plan for developing and applying a USAF PNE standard
was completed as part of the study.

The contract's Statement of Work identifies the following subjects

for study:

. Task 1: Potential USAF Use of Commercial Avionics

. Task 2: Cost-Benefit Relationships Associated with USAF PME
Standardization in Avionics

. Task 3: Development Plan for an Avionics PME Standard

The first work of Task 1 was the identification of generic differences
between the Military Specifications and Standards applicable to USAF avion-
ics procurement and the ARINC Characteristics and Specifications. A corol-
lary to this work was the identification of general exemptions to the
Military Specifications and Standards that will be required if commercially
developed avionics are to be used.

The second part of Task 1 was a review of specific avionics equipments,
specifications, or functional requirements associated with several USAF
aircraft types to determine the applicability of cormmercial equipment de-
fined by ARINC 500 series Characteristics ("Current Commercial Avionics")
and the ARINC 700 series Characteristics ("Future commercial Avionics").

*For purposes of this study, the term "PME" is used interchangeably with

"IPMC", since the major environmental impact under discussion is cooling

or the thermal environment.
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Task 2 started with the development of a systematic methodology for

cost-benefit analysis for such factors as the following:

. Retrofit versus new (future installations)

* Small aircraft versus large aircraft

• Life-cyc_-cost impacts

j Reliability/maintainability impacts

. Impact on common avionics versus mission-unique avionics

The second stage of Task 2 was the development of preliminary cost-
benefit figures for the following standardization alternatives:

. Avionics line-replaceable unit (LRU) packaging standard

* Avionics rack/mounting/interface standard

. Avionics environment standard

• Avionics common power standard

* All of the above as a full PME standard

In support of this cost-benefit analysis, industry opinion was soli-
cited on the potential benefits and cost implications of a military avion-

ics PME standard. The impact of new avionics cooling technologies on PME
standardization alternatives was also addressed.

In Task 3 a likely scenario for implementing a USAF PME standard was
developed. It suggests that the effort needed to develop alternative PME
standards should be scheduled over the next 1-1/2 to 2 years, and the task
descriptions for each work package carefully defined.

A plan was formulated for developing the PME standard by open-forum
discussions of "strawman" standards in meetings attended by user command
and industry representatives.

Our general findings in each of these task areas are summarized in
the following sections.

2. COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND AIRLINES STANDARDS

Because of their different origins and objectives, there is consider-
able divergence between the military standards and specifications that
govern USAF avionics procurement and those that serve a parallel function
for civil aviation -- FAA, RTCA, ICAO performance standards and commercial
airlines (ARINC) form, fit, and function (F 3) characteristics. During this
study, we reviewed a large number of both military and commercial specifi-
cations and standards in attempting to determine some of the major differ-
ences between them in both purpose and use. As a result of this review,
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in conjunction with ASD personnel, we developed generic classes of differ-
ences and specific waiver exemptions we feel would be applicable to use
purely commercial standards for military applications. We concluded that
there were three generic classes of differences:

Physical and Performance Differences - Airlines units may be too
big for space-premium USAF aircraft, may not withstand the physical
environment of these aircraft, or may not provide the performance
characteristics required by these aircraft. In some cases, accom-
modations may be made, but generally this class of differences
dissuades the use of commercial equipments.
Electrical and Mechanical Interface Differences - These encompass
differences in connectors, data formats, cooling-air needs, etc.,

which result from differences in military and commercial practices.
Minor modifications or waiver of military requirements can make
commercial avionics acceptable for military use.

Procurement Documentation Differences - ARINC Characteristics
specify form, fit, and function (Fl) interfaces and do not detail
design features or specify piece-parts and processes. MIL Speci-

fications detail design and construction as well as performance
required. Also, differences occur in application of quality con-
trol, vendor participation, and acquisition practices. These dif-
ferences do not affect the functional adequacy of commercial
equipments, but they do raise concerns in military acquisition
and logistics circles.

3. POTENTIAL USE OF COMMERCIAL AVIONICS

Commercial airlines flight-essential avionics are designed, manufac-
tured, tested, and certified to a well defined and documented set of
standards, which correlate qualitatively, and sometimes quantitatively,
with equivalent military specifications and standards. The key specifica-
tion that has been in use in the commercial airlines since 1956 is ARINC
Specification 404: Air Transport Equipment Boxes and Racking. Avionics
equipments defined by current ARINC Characteristics (the "500 series")
comply with ARINC 404A and provide a high degree of interchangeability
between like units supplied by different avionics manufacturers. The air-
lines have developed and implemented a new-qeneration racking specification
-- ARINC Specification 600. The princil al advance of ARINC 600 over ARINC
404A is in ensuring the availability of improved cooling by limiting the
avionics thermal dissipation according to the LRU case size, and by requir-
ing adequate quantities of clean cooling air to be furnished to it. Other
changes redefine the allowed avionics case sizen and introduce a new style
"low insertion force" rear connector and revised box hold-down arrangements.
Avionics equipments conforming to ARINC 600 are defined by ARINC Charac-
teristics in the "700 series." Th- ABINC 700 series Characteristics also
standardize data input and output to t1e digital formats of ARINC Specifi-
cation 429, Digital Information Transfer Svstm (DITS) and, where appro-
priate, to ARINC Specification 453, Very High ,;ced Data Bus. On the
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basis of our review of selected commercial standards and their applications
to specified USAF aircraft, we make the following conclusions:

Existing commercial avionics are broadly applicable to use in
military transport aircraft; only relatively simple racking and
interface changes are required in aircraft not originally designed
for commercial avionics.

Existing commercial avionics can be used in bombers and other pene-
tration aircraft if racking and interface modifications are made

in the aircraft and if the aircraft and/or avionics are modified
to provide required interfaces with mission equipment, to prevent
EMI, and to provide for EMP and nuclear hardening.

Existing commercial avionics generally will not be applicable to
high-performance aircraft because of space, environment, or per-
formance constLaints; in some cases, however, available space may
permit installation of selected avionics and necessary interfaces.

Use of future commercial avionics will require adaptive work in
USAF aircraft. In addition, because they accept only digital
inputs and provide only digital outputs (both to the ARINC 429
format), future commercial avionics will require additional inter-
face equipment to make them compatible with existing analog inputs

and/or with the MIL-STD-1553 data bus.

The cost-benefit relationships associated with the USAF's using
commercial avionics are difficult to articulate. The use of com-
mercial avionics can circumvent the development time and cost of
military procurement in circumstances where military equipment is
not readily available. The acquisition cost of commercial avionics
is comparable to large-lot GFE procurements for similar functional
systems. The greater maturity and highur reliability in commercial
avionics, generally due to higher flying-hour experiencue and con-
tinuing vendor involvement, tend to offset higher logistics cost
that may be introduced by non-standard parts. Each procurement
should continue to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

Table S-1 lists our findings on the degree of applicability of ARINC 500-
series equipmcits in selected military aircraft.

4. STUDIES SUPPORTING COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

As part of the cost-benefit analysis of Task 2, we were asked to per-
form two special supporting studies: (1) an industry survey to solicit
opinions and data on the merits of a USAF avionics PME standard and (2) a
review of "new" cooling technologies, to assess the potential effects of
such technologies on future PME standardization.
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4.1 Industry Survey

Industry inputs were solicited by a mailed questionnaire. Follow-up
visits were made to General Dynamics at Ft. Worth, Rockwell International
(Collins Radio) at Cedar Rapids, and Bendix Avionics at Ft. Lauderdale.
We conferred with personnel of Boeing Aerospace at Seattle by telephone.
These direct contacts reinforced the written responses and provided first-

F hand information on current military and commercial avionics integration
constraints in high-performance aircraft. The survey revealed an almost
unanimous opinion that the military should establish an avionics PME stan-
dard along the lines of the AEEC/ARINC concept; there would need to be
differences, it was generally conceded, because of the different sizes
and environmental constraints of military aircraft and the sometimes more
stringent performance requirements. There was an equally emphatic opinion
among both aircraft and avionics manufacturers that military environmental
test requirements were frequently much more demanding than the actual air-
craft environment warranted. The avionics manufacturers felt that this
over-specification, together with military-qualified-parts requirements,

* represents a cost element in military procurement that is not justified
by any demonstrated superiority of the military product over its commercial
counterpart.

The consensus was that a USAF avionics PHE standard, based on the
ARINC 600 concept, is probably viable and could be broadly beneficial for
certain classes of aircraft in the proper context. The standard would
need to be divided into subsets or sections to avoid "worst case" over-
specification on the one hand, or excessive numbers of exceptions (needed
by high-performance military aircraft) from a standard primarily directed
at the transport aircraft environment, on the other hand.

While it would he desirable to apply a PME standard to all remotely
mounted avionics, respondents felt that it might he more practical to
restrict application of the standard to 'common functions", excluding
mission avionics completely. They also agreed that the primary applica-
tion should be to new aircraft.

4.2 Review of Avionics Cooling Technology

Alternative avionics cooling technologies were reviewed to determine
what potential impact they might have on USAF' avionics standardization.

The requirement to transfer incrl asinql y cgreater amounts of heat from
components or chips to the outside of the package will put more emphasis
on the use of conductive heat transfer rather than transfer by natural
convection, internal fans, or forced air. Heat transfer from the package
to the final heat sink (outside air or fuel) may rely nn circulating air,
vapor, or liquid, or may also he entirely conductive. Technology is now
available to implement such a shift f rom the- almost routinely used blow-
through air-cooling systems to se~lf-contained closed-cycle cooling systems
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or, in some circumstances, to thermoelectric heat transfer. Advantages of
such a change include:

• Improved operation at high altitude

. Exclusion of contaminants (water, dust, nuclear debris)

. Less power drawn from the aircraft's propulsion system

These design trends emphasize the need to plan for a new USAF avionics
PME standard, as well as making optimum use of commercial transport avion-
ics where these will adequately perform the required function.

5. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

During this preliminary study of PME standardization, two of the
principal activities were (1) to develop a methodology for evaluating
the potential effects of an avionics PME standard on the costs associated
with the avionics in a fleet of aircraft through its life cycle, and (2)
to develop and exercise a computer program in support of the evaluation;
the program had to be capable of analyzing the effects of the five alter-
native standards under consideration:

. Avionics line-replaceable unit (LRU) packaging standard

• Avionics rack/mounting/interface standard

. Avionics environment standard

. Avionics common power standard

. Avionics PME standard (combination of the above)

The scenario that we used to perform the PME cost-benefit analysis
included a mix of three types of aircraft that are currently in the USAF's
projected force structure: (1) high-performance tactical, (2) tactical
attack/observation, and (3) cargo/transport. This force subset is pro-
portionally representative of the total USAF current inventory.

Avionics costs were separated into two groups: (1) communication
and radio-navigation equipments (e.g., UHF Radio, TACAN), and (2) mission

or aircraft-unique equipments, (e.g., EW, radar). A third cost group was
added to account for the cost of environmental control when included in

4the standard being analyzed.

The sensitivity of potential saving to input assumptions was also
determined; this provided significant insight into the relative attrac-
tiveness of each standardization concept.

Results of the cost-benefit analysis are depicted in Figure S-1.

!
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Future cost paybacks will stem primarily from cost saving on LRU
* acquisitions and avionics-update modifications. we expect that the prin-

cipal expenditure will be for implementing the environmental control system
standard. Because of this, the new cost saving will be significantly
limited for the two standardization alternatives that include an environ-
mental standard (avionics environmental standard and full avionics PME

* . Istandard). The largest payback potential resides in applying standardiza-
tion to aircraft or mission-unique avionics, simply because this group
incurs the greatest avionics cost and occurs in the most numerous aircraft,

* . the tactical fighters.

If the scenario used to perform the cost-benefit analysis had not
been limited to avionics used only in future aircraft, larger returns in
the aggregate might have been shown. However, it was not possible to
determine realistically the extent to which the PME standardization alter-
natives could be implemented in an existing aircraft architecture or at
what cost they could be implemented. This inability stemmed principally
from the wide variations in retrofit needs.

The following are key conclusions that provide good direction for
* . future work:

*Aircraft not yet designed appear to be the best candidates for
implementation of the USAF PME standard. For these aircraft, our
analysis showed that economic advantages would accrue through
the PME standardization alternatives in the following order of
merit: (1) LRU packaging standard, (2) rack/mounting/interface
standard, (3) full PME standard, (4) common power standard, and
(5) environmental standard. Payback periods varied from 5 to 15
years depending on investment required and benefits gained.

. Fighter-type aircraft comprise the largest component of the USAF
projected force and the largest component of the representative
force addressed in this analysis. Even small cost changes asso-
ciated with this class of aircraft will derive laryc changes in
total USAF avionics life-cycle cost.

. Radar, weapon-delivery, and electronic-warfare avionics costs
dominate the avionics suite LCC and, consequently, have the

* biggest potential quantitative payback for PME standardization.

* The "comn group of avionics, which is the Mr-St amenable to the
use of commercial or similar standards, represents only a minor

part of the total cost of the avionics for a combat aircraft; how-
ever, one must remember that op~erational benefits stem from any
availability improvements in flight essential functions.

. Installation of new PME standard equipments (racks, mounting pro-
visions, connectors and cables, environmental control, etc.) in
older aircraft would cost at least as much as installation in new
production-line aircraft, and most likely a great deal more. Any

saving attributable to upgrading older aircraft with PME standards
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would necessarily be less than that for new aircraft by the in-
creased cost of installation. Thus the payback time would be
longer, but there would be less opportunity to secure the possible
benefits because of the age of the aircraft at the outset. If a
PME standard is implemented, the value of installing PME equipments
on older aircraft would need to be evaluated by trade-off studies
on a case-by-case basis as hard PME cost data were developed.

*Environmental improvement implemented in conjunction with PME
standardization would have a much more significant payback poten-
tial than environmental improvement implemented alone.

*The commo~n power standard can be implemented on a stand-alone
basis. The implementation cost necessary to provide better regula-
tion, voltage spike protection, and outage prevention are much less
than those for the improved cooling system. Currently, this pro-
tection must be provided within each LRU. The payback starts by
removing this cost from the LRU (acquisition saving) and continues
with improved reliability (O&S saving).

*The standardization choices are not mutually exclusive; for example,
continued use of commercial standards for transport-type aircraft
and adaptation of the ARINC standards for other applications could
be approached simultaneously; or an LRU packaging standard devel-
oped initially could later be included as part of a full PME
standard.

6. SELECTED TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF PME STANDARDIZATION

ARINC 500 and 700 series avionics equipments have differtnt degrees
of direct usability in USAF aircraft. Except where space, environment, or
performance prohibit it, adaptability can be achieved through interface
accommodation, waiver of standards, and changes in the procurement process.
These requirements often cannot be accommodated within the authority of the
military procuring agency, with the result that frequently a decision is
made to pursue a military development. In many cases, this spawns another
new and individualistic piece of USAF equipment. A PME standard that has
attributes similar to ARINC standards can remove many of these superficial
obstacles to the use of commercial equipments. Among the industry repre-
sentatives we surveyed, there is a consensus that applying a USAF PME

* standard is a suitable way to gain many standardization benefits attributed
* to commercial practices, even if commercial avionics themselves are not

employed. This notion complements the current USAF standardization thrust,
by providing cross-system advantages of standardization as well as those
gained by the GFE approach. The PME concept can extend from standard
boxes, racks, plugs, wiring, test equipment, installation design, and
modification process to power sources, environmental control sources,
ducting, and porting. In addition, it introduces a high potential for
commonality in many other aspects across multiple platforms.
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We make the following specific conclusions:

Sizing is the main point of contention associated with a PME stan-
dard. ARINC 404A and 600 Standards are considered "frequently too
large," especially for -space-constrained fighter-type aircraft.
Sizing in a PME standard should accommodate generalized USAF needs;
while a single standard would be ,reffrable, multiple standards may
be necessary to serve the full range of USAF needs economically.
Perhaps some combinations) of USAF and commercial sizing would be
possible, to permit cross-fit of equipments. Size concerns appear
to loom in the following order of priority: first, height; second,
length. Width is not mentionted as a concern.

The next most severe contention centers around environmental con-
trol, which would require design to maximize long-term benefits of
current and future techniques. If designed and implemented care-
fully, an environmental standard could benefit not only the prime
users (such as the F-16 and F-ill) but also those who would achieve
environmental control as a bonus. While good environmental design
parameter, certainly do not lower desiqn and acquisition costs,
they do provide lower peak operating tcmpratures, which, in turn,
reduces equipment failure rates. This s,rvos to reduce operating
and support costs directly.

Convection cooling continues to serve the commercial airlines
needs because of the availability of pressurized and condi-
tioned cabin air and the acceptabilit'.' of low-density avionics
packaging. Military aircraft designs, too, have continued to
use convection cooling for most avionics installations, in
spite of the performance shortcomings that occur under some
militarv operating conditions. At the same time, escalating
performance roquire.m-nts hav forced avionics designers to
achi eve dens>,r comjlon nt iackaging , pushing the state of the
art of high--tmperaturf, ele.ctronic comonents.

Alternative techniqut- for rmoving e-xc,,ss heat from avionics
components have been aml ly demonstrated in mission-equipment
installations whre, fnrcd-,ir coling is not sufficiently
effective. Advanced envi r)mntal studi-s art in process in
industr., today; if th, rosult.; are available, in time, they
deserve assessm(ent be fore U2AF environmental standardization

features are settlhd on.

Vibration standards and th., qualification testing relating to them
need to be reconside red in conjunction with potential shock mount-
ing techniques. Vibration isolation for a complete avionics box-
rack combination presents qualification-test problems; hard mount-
ing is preferabl, but vibration test conditions appropriate to
specific aircraft and box locations should be specified. The
current method of generalizing requirements frequently leads to
over-specifying qualification tsts and, consequently, the equip-
ment itself. Benefits ',1aid accrue from lower costs for production
and qualification testing.
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*Quality control requirements on piece-parts create cost escalation

for military equipments that is not necessarily incurred by commer-
cial counterparts. In the views of several avionics manufacturers,
however, the higher price of military quality control does not buy
better quality. Rather, MTBF guarantees can be used to provide a
positive incentive for a contractor to achieve proper design for

- F good performance. RIW also gives the manufacturer a continuing
opportunity to improve equipment performance if he chooses to -- or

-. r needs to -- to forestall an unacceptable deterioration in performance.

7. PME IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

An avionics standard for packaging, mounting, and environmental control
must be applicable to a wide variety of equipments and aircraft and accept-
able to the user and logistics communities. It must be managed according
to a concept that stimulates and facilitates its use, primarily in new air-

* craft programs but also in major avionics modernization programs. Decisions
must be made concerning the "depth" of the standardization to be specified,
the form factors and interface parameters that are to be preferred, and the
classes of aircraft to be involved. We conclude that the following specific
matters shouild be addressed:

Programs within the USAF, in other military services, and in indus-
try will contribute to the formulation of basic design requirements.
Study and planning will also be needed to provide design options
and data from which one or more "strawman" PME standards can be
developed. An AEEC-like open-forum procedure, involving represent-
atives of the military developer, user, and logistics agencies and
aircraft and avionics manufacturers, is seen as the must effec-
tive way to produce a well balanced avionics standard and obtain
all-around support for its application.

Some of the aspects of PME standardization can be implemented pro-
gressively. For example, a common power standard could be applied
to the electric power supply of the next new aircraft program; exist-
ing configurations of environmental control systems could be upgraded
to meet an improved cooling standard. Other aspects of PME stan-
dardization need cautious planning so that they do not conflict with
technology growth (e.g., in aircraft configuration, environmental
support techniques, and avionics component and device integration)
or with possible subsequent higher levels of standardization.

While the use of a PME standard generates its own advantages, expand-
ing the concept from one of form, fit (F 2 ), and environment to one of
form, fit, function (F 3 ), and environment raises the likelihood of
future functional standardization, which has been widely discussed
but only occasionally implemented in the Air Force. The benefits
achieved through the combination of box and functional standardiza-
tion are synergistic: the user and the supplier enjoy continuing
competition, interchangeability, maturity, and ease of modification,
and also work within the framework of a well established, recognized,
and accepted discipline that encourages its own use.
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PME standardization can be applied to any class of avionics as a
box standard. Function standardization should probably be added
only for common and mature avionics functions -- mission avionics
should be considered, at best, only if they have reached an equiv-
alent stage of maturity. In short, F2 can be applied to most
avionics; F 3 probably should be limited to common avionics and

perhaps the less complex mission avionics functions. The following
is a possible sequence of events:

An initial "strawman" PME standard could address box size, cool-
ing interface, rack-mounting arrangements, and connector cozi-
figuration; it should be adaptable to all "avionics bay" LRU

4' applications.

• Individual functional standardization planning could follow for
mature avionics subsystems: this would lead to "strawman" stan-
dards for "form, fit, and function" specifications applicable

to future Air Force procurements with standardized interwiring.

*° As digital data bus standardization becomes more widespread,
standard interwiring constraints will become less burdensome
and increasing proportion of avici.cs LRU specifications
could well be upgraded from an F 2 content to an F 3 content.

While PME standardization techniques are appropriate for all USAF
aircraft, the idea of undertaking an entire avionics-system overhaul
to incorporate new avionics standards in existing aircraft does not
appear reasonable. However, when entirely new avionics suites are
being considered for retrofit, as in the case of the B-52, F-4G, etc.,
there may well be merit to a wholesale incorporation of the new stan-
dards. This would need to be evaluated on an aircraft-by-aircraft
basis after basic PME acquisition and installation cost factors have
been accertained. On new aircraft, the incorporation of a PME stan-
dard would be an integral part of the design process; this appears
to be the most reasonable place to initiate the concept.

8. RECOMMENDATIONS

This section presents our recommendations concerning (I) the use of
commercial avionics by the USAF and (2) the development and implementation
of a USAF PME standard. They are based on the results of the investigation

- 1 described in this report.

Commercial airlines standard avionics, existing and future, have valid
applicability to USAF aircraft. We make the following recommendations for
pursuing this course:

Procedural restraints and maintenance concepts should be reevaluated
and restructured to encourage the use of these equipments wherever
this course is technically and economically valid; appropriate revi-
sions should be made to MIL-Standard directives.

Standardized approaches to solvinq typical integration difficulties

should be developed.
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. Volumetric and environmental criteria should be established to give
general guidance on the applicability to high-performance space-
premium aircraft.

. Ultimately, each aircraft program decision should be the result of
an individual trade-off evaluation of its common-avionics needs,
interfaces, and cost constraints.

. While pursuing the development of its own PME standard, the USAF
should undertake actions to foster greater commonality in avionics
systems; these could include the sponsorship of a MIL-SPEC for the

F 'ARINC 600 low-insertion-force connector and mutual cooperation in
the development of concepts for fiber optics data busses and soft-
ware standards.

The following specific actions are recommended for establishing the
USAF PME standard:

* Official USAF projections of new aircraft construction and major
retrofit programs should be reviewed to determine the total market
size for new rack-mounted avionics in the 1985 to 1995 period. The
avionics should be categorized by type ot system (radar altimeter,
INS, etc.), and within each category the prcportion to be installed
in each class of aircraft should be determined. This process will
identify the 10-year equipment universe and performance drivers
for the PME standard and the extent to which retrofit applications
should be considered.

* An overall management approach for the implementation and enforce-
ment of the selected standard should be developed. The approach
should consider the following particulars:

The roles of AFSC and AFLC in implementation and control

• The extent of participation by industry

Partial versus full-up implementation approaches

* Procurement mechanisms

* The initial "strawman" standards for consideration by the USAF and
industry technical community should be developed. Following the
guidance provided by the PME standardization road map, two parallel
but related tasks should be undertaken: an electrical and mechanical
commonality analysis and development of alternate cooling concepts.

Candidate avionics for each candidate aircraft should be surveyed
to develop a baseline of potential interface parameters, develop
the permissible numerical limits of each parameter, and identify
the parameters that are applic ible to multiple installations.

* The result of ongoirq studie's r)f coolinq techniques conducted by
the military and in contractually sponsored efforts (such as the
Boeinq B-1 cooling studies) should be examined for application to
the candidate aircraft/avionic qroups.
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Agenda, issues, and procedures should be established for the open-
* forum meetings at which the USAF PME standard will be developed.

A PME standing committee should be established, with regular members
from AFSC, AFLC, and the using commands, to oversee the implementa-
tion of the open-forum process. Participants and their assigned
functional responsibilities in the committee should be defined.

During the open-forum meetings, there should be continuing evalua-

the participants. The exact nature of the trade-of fs are difficult

to forecast, but it is likely that they will concern, at least, the
following matters:

*Avionics acquisition, modification/integration, and support
costs

Avionics repackaging, redesign of aircraft mounting racks, etc.,
and environmental control systems

Reliability and maintainability

Mission capabilities
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

This report concerns the standard avionics packaging, mounting, and

cooling (PMC) concepts used by the United States commercial airlines and
their applicability to United States Air Force (USAF) avionics. The study
it culminates investigated (1) the extent to which avionics subsystems
built to commercial form, fit, and function (F3) standards might be used
in USAF aircraft; (2) aspects of equipment packaging, equipment thermal
performance, aircraft environmental control, and aircraft electromechanical
interfaces to which a USAF PME* (packaging, mounting, and environment) stan-
dard might be applied successfully; and (3) the cost-benefit relationships
associated with various approaches to implementing the elements of a USAF PME
standard. Also, a plan for developing and applying a USAF PME standard was
completed as part of the study.

1.1 BACKGROUND

The United States commercial airlines long have used a concept of
building avionics subsystems to form, fit, and fucntion (F3) standards
known to the industry as ARINC Characteristics. These documents specify
operational performance characteristics that the airlines want manufac-
turers to adhere to in the design and manufacture of the avionics equip-

ment they offer. Electrical inputs and outputs (interfaces) are specified
'in detail to ensure functional interchangeability of the equipments to
achieve complete standardization, the Characteristics are complemented by
a second type of standard known as ARINC Specifications. These specify

t,,luipment dimensions, mounting, electrical connections, and environmental
aspects. In short, the ARINC Characteristics dictate the internal elec-
trical parameters that must be achieved through functional design of
circuitry and interwirinq with other subsystems, whereas the ARINC Speci-
fication dictate the external physical parameters, including mounting,
coolinq, and cabling.

*The term "packaging, mounting, and nvironment (PME) is used interchange-

ably with PMC for the purposes of this study. Although the major ( nviron-
mental aspect discussed is cooling, vibration and shock are other environ-
mental considerations. The term PMF is pr-ferred so that the broader
definition is applicable.
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Airframe manufacturers are involved in this standardization process
too, because they must build their avionics bays with racking, mounting,
cabling, and cooling provisions that comply with ARINC Specifications and
ensure that the aircraft wire bundles accommodate avionics interwiring in
accordance with the ARINC Characteristics.

The not result of the ARINC Specifications and Characteristics is
the provision of specific directions on mechanical, electrical, and en-
vironmental interfaces that yield standard and interchangeable equipments.

*On the other hand, USAF avionics development and procurement practices
yield equipments whose sizes, shapes, mounting provisions, connections,
cabling, environmental aspects, interfacing details, and signal charac-

teristics are tailored to their original installations. The results are
non-standard equipments that have generally standard functions. This
situation evolved because of the USAF's need to apply new capabilities and
technology in short time frames to satisfy constantly escalating performance
requirements. The resultant military procurement procedure has been success-
ful but at the expense of standardization.

Recently, however, the USAF has been emphasizing the use of "standard"
GFE avionics wherever possible. Well known examples are the AN/ARN-127
ILS, the AN/ARN-ll8 TACAN, and the AN/ARC-164 UHF communications system.
Benefits have been derived from this policy in the form of lower acquisi-
tion cost and significantly higher MTBFs. Table 1-1 shows some primary
examples of standard GFE equipments currently in use or planned for use in
new-generation USAF fighter/attack aircraft (F-15, F-16, A-10), and the
oider F-4s and F-llls. This table makes the point that the USAF has ini-
tiated an extensive thrust to reduce the proliferation of non-standard
-equipments even in the difficult environmental and space constraints of
fiqhter aircraft.

In the same vein, many of the equipments shown in Table 1-1 currently
are used or will be used in less environmentally demanding aircraft types,

as bombers and cargo aircraft. Because of their multiple-aircraft
adjl)cdtions, these equipments have truly reduced proliferation and Yielded
impressive economies.

Even before this new generation of standard GFE equipment was devel-
-' oped, the USAF had started using equipments built to ARINC Characteristics

in some cargo-tylc aircraft similar to commrcial airliners. By these
occasional iurchases, the 17SAF buys mature, reliable equipments without
the expenditures that otherwise would be needed to develop a suitable
military equipment. This level of standardization does provide some of
the benefits that the airlines enjoy -- principally lower cost and mature
design -- but the additional benefits that flow from standard box packag-
ing, mounting, and cooling are not attainable because military aircraft
normally are not built in compliance with ARINC Specifications and
Characteristics.

To gain all the benefits of standardized avionics and aircraft inte-
gration, the USAF would need to allocate substantial resources to cover
the cost of initial work in avionice development and modification, aircraft
integration/environmental control systems, and implementation of the
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standardization program. Naturally, the USAF is concerned about the
potential for "payback" of these expenditures in the form of increased
operating effectiveness, and reduced cost to manage, install, modify,
operate, and maintain the avionics. As a result of this concern, ASD/XRE
selected ARINC Research Corporation to perform this study under Air Force
Contract F33657-79-C-0717.

1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVES

The contract's Statement of Work identifies the following subjects
for study:

1.2.1 Task 1: Potential USAF Use of Commercial Avionics

The first work of this task was the identification of generic differ-
ences between the Military Specifications and Standards applicable to USAF
avionics procurement and the ARINC Characteristics and Specifications. A
corollary of this work was the identification of general exemptions to the
Military Specifications and Standards that are required when commercially
developed avionics are used.

The second part of Task 1 was a review of specific avionics equipments,
specifications, or functional requirements associated with several USAF
aircraft types to determine the applicability of commercial equipment de-
fined by the ARINC 500 series Characteristics ("Current Commercial Avionics")
and the ARINC 700 series Characteristics ("Future Commercial Avionics").

The results of the work performed under Task 1 are recorded in Chapter
Two of this report.

1.2.2 Task 2: Cost-Benefit Relationships Associated with the USAF Avionics
PME Standardization

Task 2 started with the development of a systematic methodology for
cost-benefit analysis for such factors as the following:

. Retrofit versus new (future) installations

. Smell aircraft versus large aircraft

. Life-cycle-cost impacts

• Reliability/maintainability impacts

. Impact on common avionics versus mission-unique avionics

The second stage of task 2 was the development of preliminary cost-
benefit figures for the following standardization alternatives:

" Avionics LRU packaging standard

* Avionics rack/mounting/interface standard
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. Avionics environment standard in aircraft

. Avionics common power standard

. Combinations of the above (full PME standard)

In support of this cost-benefit analysis, industry opinion was soli-
cited on the potential benefits and cost implications of a military avionics
PNE standard. The impact of new avionics cooling technologies on PME
standardization alternatives was also addressed. The results of these

* two investigations are reported in chapter Three, while the work on cost-
benefit analysis is reported in Chapter Four.

1.2.3 Task 3: Development Plan for an Avionics PME Standard

on the basis ' f the work reported in Chapters Two, Three, and Four,
a likely scenario for implementing a USAF PME standard was developed. It
suggests that the effort needed to develop alternative PME standards should
be scheduled over the next 1-1/2 to 2 years, and the task descriptions for
each work Package carefully defined. The scenario is presented in Chapter
Five.

A plan for developing a USAF avionics PME standard by use of a "straw-
man" standard and using-command and industry participation in open-forum
discussions is presented in Chapter Six.

Conclusions are presented in Chapter Seven; recommendations are
presented in Chapter Eight.



CHAPTER TWO

POTENTIAL USAF USE OF COMMERCIAL AVIONICS

Task 3.1 of the Statement of Work concerns the study of current and
future commercial airline avionics, and the determination of their poten-
tial applicability and cost-benefit relationships to existing and planned
USAF aircraft. ASD/XRE provided guidance on the types of military equip-
ment and operational aircraft that were of primary interest to the USAF
and that should be used to evaluate the seven classes of avionics listed
in the Statement of Work. A copy of this guidance is included as Appendix
A. We also performed an additional evaluation of a VOR/ILS so as to in-
clude a military avionics equipment that was developed to have USAF-wide
application to many types of aircraft. The following avionics equipments
were studied, therefore:

*HF Radio

* Radar altimeter

. Weather radar

. Crash recorder

0 Ground proximity warning system

. Air data computer

. Inertial navigation system

. VOR/ILS

2.1 TECHNICAL APPROACH

To evaluate the potential use of commercial airline avionics in UISAF
aircraft, we had to address the generic differences in civil and military
procurement procedures, design specifications, and qualification-test
requirements, as well as the differences in requirements and specifications
for the designated avionics functions.

The USAF (AFSC/ASD/EN) provided technical comparisons between civil
and military standards and information on MIL-Standards changes now under
consideration. These inputs were included in our analysis and also are
reproduced as Appendix B.
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The generic differences in acquisition methods and standards are
addressed first to identify major obstacles to the widespread use of com-
mercial avionics in USAF aircraft and to list the exemptions from generic
requirements needed if they are to be used. Then each of the designated
commercial avionics equipment specifications is compared with the corre-
sponding Air Force specification to determine the extent of its possible
application in each designated aircraft. Relative costs also are compared
for several equipments to provide a basis for determining potential cost
advantages of the USAF's use of commercial avionics equipments.

2.2 OVERVIEW OF THE COMMERCIAL AVIONICS ACQUISITION PROCESS

In the same way that military avionics acquisition procedures, docu-
mentation, system effectiveness, and safety are governed by the application

*of DoD procurement directives, MIL-Standards, and MIL-Specification require-
ments, suppliers of avionics equipment to the airlines are governed by
commercial contract, Federal regulatory agencies, and airline industry
technical standards bodies and documentation. All of these are illustrated
in Figure 2-1. These standards and how they are developed, approved, and
used have been described in other ARINC Research reports*. A recapitulation
of the process is provided here along with such aspects as the specification
and characteristic development process, the airlines/FAA certification
process, and associated business methodologies, in order to introduce the
latest changes and provide background material for the reader unfamiliar
with the process. The process is then comparud with the military standards
and procurement practices.

2.2.1 Airline Procurement

The high cost of developing, buying, and sulporting aircraft (,lbc-
tronic equipments was one of the major problems faced by the airlines as
they were growing in the 1920s and 1930s. Each of the airlines was striv-
ing to provide safe, reliable, and on-time services to its customers, which
required safe and reliable electronic systems on board the aircraft. This
meant specifying new equipment and havinq it developed, bought, and sup-
ported each time an airline recognized a need for improvement or change.
While this process frequently generated new id(,as and gave impetus to the
advancement of technology, it also proved to be time-consuming and expensive.

*References:

1. "Adaptability of Airline-Type Avionics Acquisition Processes to Advanced
Landing System Procurement", Publication 10)4-()1-1-1321), October 1974.
2. "Special Report - Summary of Efforts: ASI)/(PWSV) Standardization and

Avionics Subsystem Interfaces", Publication 126-)1-i-144 c1, August 1975.
3. "Air Force Avionics Standardization: An Initial Investigation into an
ASD INS Procurement Concept", Publication 126)-01-2-1497, May 1976.
4. "Air Force Avionics Standardization: An Examination of Implementation
Alternatives for an Avionics F3 Procurement Conceit", Publication 1902-01-
2-1599, March 1977
5. "Air Force Avionics Standardization: An Assessment of System/Subsystem

Standardization Opportunities", Publication 1910-13-2-1722, March 1978
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The inevitable growing pains associated with "getting the bugs out" of

new equipments promoted expensive changes and increases in "downtime'; the
equipment became obsolete in a short time, too. Also, since each airline
wanted something a little different to satisfy its own operating require-
ments, individual airlines ended up buying small numbers of unique equip-
ments. This process created a relatively non-competitive marketplace,
because equipment manufacturers dedicated specialized equipment and serv-
ices to single customers.

2.2.2 Commercial Airlines Standards

The airlines recognized these problems. Ini 193f, they gave the job
of specification development and equipment buying to Aoronautical Radio,

Inc. Over the next few years, the airlines and ARINC worked together to
evolve an avionics acquisition philosotihy thiat is simile, effective, and
still in use today. It serves the needs of the airlines in buy .ing econom-
ical, depe.(_ndable avionics. The strategy: get all the potential users
together to discuss their requirements openly', aqr e. on a single_ common
set of requirements, and then buy common tIguiznmn t to) :srv- those
requ i rtments.

The central element of tis recess is; the APII> Olractristic,

F I s:e(cification. T he F3 specification dcfin( s eiisetinterfaces that

will make it compatibile ,sith ossentiall':- all airline(r- in rack mounting,

piu and iTh connections, and tl. firient ion; it t'erform>. Ini turn, the
enli;men bcoTrrs virtually,, initerchan a] ile e' s,,fn airframes, r-;ardless

Of Who builds- it. Basic inte-rfaces r1] fin' d i in APTNC Cliara,:tteri Stic

includ, Mechanical (s;ize-, cha1e, motini i-isnd f;imi lar ph,,.sical
characteri .tic -) elti:l in aoi1mn, lad levels-, , jinal struc-

tur- i, .tc . ),anr -nvi r rimtntal lco ,Ino , dvae limits;, vil ration, shock,
etc.). The s;-i ficatien dom sno -11 i marificturr what the inte rnal

de.;i';n- )r r. wAiiation of 1-i,_- -ji 71 nt mu4ist ., t h( ro ''1iti him the
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In conjunction with the ARINC Characteristic, the airlines encourage
vendor responsibility by buying equipment warranties with the equipment.
A warranty is generally defined as an agreement between the parties to
extend the vendor's responsibility to include maintaining his equipment

in the field to a predetermined level of operational perfo-mance for a I
given period of time. Since warranties are hought on a fixed-price
basis, they provide incentive for the vendor to reduce the number of

maintenance actions he must perform as well as the cost of each repair
he makes. Since lower repair cost means more irefit for hiim, he will
strive to make his equipment more reliable (fewer repairs) and more main-
tainable (lower cost for each repair). As a result, warranties can have
the beneficial effect of improving equipment reliability and maintain-
ability, which reduces operations and support cost to the user. They can
also improve the vendor's equipment, making it more competitive for subse-
quent sales, and reducing the acquisition costs in the long run.

An airline's avionics purchase, made directly from the avionics sup-
plier (or made indirectly as part of a complete airframe purchase),
requires compliance with all regulatory standards, so that the FAA opera-
tor's certificate and the aircraft civil certification is not compromised.
These standards are defined by an FAA Technical Standard Order (TSO) for
each avionics functional system. An application for a TSO authorization
has to he made by each avionics manufacturer for each model of equipment
offered, in accordance with the Federal Aviation Regulations (FARs) Part
37. To conform with the FAA's TSO, the equipment design must have been
shown to provide at least the minimum standard of performance defined
therein (such as in TSO-C87: Airborne Low Range Radio Altimeter) or
defined by reference to the applicable RTCA Minimum Performance Standard
(such as DO-164 - Airborne Omega Receiving Equipment, for TSO-C94).
Environmental testing requirements are similarly defined in the T.SO or
in RTCA DO-160. Details of the manufacturer's qualitv-control syistem
(includinq subcontractor/parts suppli(,r quality a!;ssurance) must be sub-
mitted, if not already on file with the FAA. TSO-authorized manufacturers
must maintain data files on all equiiments, must report failures, meal-
functions, and defects that impact safet.,, and must allow FAA ins,.cction
of data files, manufacturing facilities, quality-control procedures, and
the manufactured article.

The categories of environmental te-stinq that a,. required to be met
depend on the host aircraft type(!;). The.se( data, and details of the air-
craft sy.'stexm interface, must b dotermind f!-,rr the. relevant aircraft
manufactur(r(s) . I

The airline's avionics purcilas,- ,rdr i : suail,, also rluire adher-
once to, the avionics systm confi perat ien - t enut in th, AEC , ,ui1,mtnt I
Characteristics, :;uch as APINC charact,.ri t ic - a 0 Alt.im.t.r.

These documents are in conformance withi ART'.'!' F; -at ions 404A (Rackinq),

406A (Standard Interwiring) , and 42 (ti ial DatY e,(-rmat) , which, define

the aircraft/avionics intrface, d r, r. i-i,y m!I , t of airinos. As
discussed above and s;how.% ii igu .* -? , tih nRI ." rcitri it i



result of coordination among the airlines industry, the avionics industry,
and the principal commercial transport aircraft manufacturers; however,
the negotiated contract will define any sprecific options or exceptions
required by the purchasing airline.

Finally, data detailing installation, testing, and support procedures
will be required to be provided by the avionics su,} lier in conformance
with the operation and maintenance manual format laid down by the Air
Transport Association of America (S; ecification for MAnufacturer's Techni-
cal Data, ATA-100). This manual is written so that it lends itself to
training purposes, explaining the comi onut's functional characteristics
where these arc critical and/or limiting -- and wiy -- and pointing out
any self-test or .ondition-monitoring fe:atur:: built into the component,
and their capabil-ties. Detaile.d sttq.-b-!-sti; p rocedures for bench/shop,
testing, adjusting, and troubleshooting the entire component are provided.
These procedures are arranged in such a manner that they progressively
isolate and identify each assembly, £;ubassembl,,,, or part(s), and then
verify the integrity of the component a fter corr.ctive action has been
taken. They include visual checks, ts, and r; fer to applicable disas-
sembly procedures. Testing is ke.'cd t. isolating ;ossihle troubles and
indicating repairs to parts such as circuit hoards, modules, etc. As
faults are identified, remedial actions such as adjustments or parts
replacement are given.

Equipment can h,, ,urshased "in compliance with" any apl,licable ARINC

Characteristic even thouyh it ma.' contain features not required by that
Characteristic. This can be done as long as the_ desired features are not
prohibited by the Characte_.ristic or do not reguir( changes in the F3

requirements. Airlines also negotiate maintenance agreements, old equip-
ment trade-in allowanccs, and other considerations of value, to reduce
the effective price significantly below the :ublished price. The agree-
ments are considered hi ghly proprie tary by both buyer and seller and are
never disclosed. Because of this facet, airlin-s cost data that would be
needed to perform conclusive cost-benefit analysis in this area are not

available.

Table 2-1 summarizes the functinnal correspondence between military
and civil standards.

As is the case with their military. counterparts, civil standards are
-I

updated, amended, of sunerseded f rom time, to time to take account of newly
evolving operational requirements and technoloqical capabilities and to
corre-t observed deficiencies.

At the present time, the ARINC "pecificat ions and Characteristics are
undergoing major changes by virtu, of the addition of ARINC Specification
600 (Avionics Rackinq/Intrfac/CooI i n,) and the ARINC 700 sories of
avionics systems and ,quiim mnt Characteri-sties. Newly deLveloped commer-
cial airlines digital avionics equipment bas; been desianed in response to
this Specification and is being producod for the commercial market. It is,
therefore, particularly time2ly to ,valuate, th, deqre of appl]icabilit y of
such a specification to USAF aircraft . tenm.

I .'-7



Table 2-1. FUNCTIONAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MILITARY AND

CIVIL STANDARDS

Standard Military Civil
Specifications Requirements

Electrical Bonding, MIL-B-5087 FAA, FAR 25.581

Lightning Protector

General Avionics MIL-STD-454

Specification MIL-E-5400

Communications Standard MIL-STD-188 ICAO Annex 10

FCC regulations

Electromagnetic MIL-STD-461 FAA TSOs or

Interference MIL-STD-462 RTCA DO-160

Digital Data Format/Bus MIL-STD-1553 ARINC-429
ARINC-453

Environmental Testing MIL-STD-810 FAA TSOs or

RTCA DO-160

Aircraft Electric Power MIL,-STD-704 FAA TSOs or

RTCA DO-160,

ARINC 413A

Form, Fit, and Function ARINC 404A

ARINC 600

Standard Interwiring ARINC 406

(Basic, updated
Lv bulletin)

Maintainability/ MIL-STD-431 ATA, ATA-100
Documentation

ARINC Specifications define general system interfaces and ARINC
Characteristics define specific functional, ope(rational, and performance

requirements. The key specification that has been in use since, 1iJ56 is
ARINC Specification 404 -- Air Transport Equipment boxes and Racking (ATR)
Avionics equipments defined by current ARINC Charactristics (the "500
series") comply with ARINC 404A and provide a high deqr,,, of interchange-
ability between like units supplied by different avionics manufacturers.

Following its New Installations Concept (NIC) Subcommittee activities,

the AEEC has implemented ARINC Specification 600 to define the airlines'
requirements for avionics equipment interfaces in new generation transport
aircraft (1')80 and onward) and optional retrofits. Avionics equipments
conforming to ARINC Specification 600 art, dofind 1, ARINC Characteristics
in the "700 series". The ARINC 70() se>ries Characteristics also standardize
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data input and output to the digital formats of ARINC Specification 429,
Digital Information Transfer System (MITS) and, where appropriate, to
ARINC Specification 453, Very High Sr eed Data Bus.

The principal advance of ARINC Specification 600 over ARINC Specifica-
tion 404A is in ensuring the availability of improved cooling by limiting
the avionics thermal dissipation according to the LRU case size, a,! by
requiring adequate quantities of clean cooling air to be furnished to it.

Other changes redefine the allowed avionics case sizes in terms of modular
concept units (MCUs) from 1 MCU to 12 MCTs in width (8 MCUs is equivalent

to 1 ATR short box size; the ATR long box size is not allowed), and intro-
duce a new style "low insertion force" rear connector and revised box

hold-down arrangements.

Current USAF aircraft are more coojatibl, with the ARINC 404A avionics
integration standards and ARINC 500 series equipments. Many such installa-
tions have been made, usually in conjunction with a military procurement
of a civil-certificatd aircraft, but also for needed avionics moderniza-

tion (replacing obsolcent 1IL-SPEC f-quipment)

2. 3 COMPARISON OF .ILITAhY AND AT LIl'CPE STANDARDS

Because of their different ori<ins and ohectives, there is consider-
able divergence between the mi1itarv standards and specifications that
govern USAF avionics procsrement, nd those that serve a parallel function
for civil aviation -- FAA, PT('A, l(AO performance standards and commercial
airline (ARINC) form, fit, and fun:tion (F) characteristics. During this
study, we reviewed a large number of both military and commercial specifica-
tions and standards in attempting to determine some of the major differences
between them in both purpose and use. The followinq discussion documents
our findings in this regard.

In seeking to limit the proliferation rof iiquo aircraft/avionics/
environmental system renuirements and extend Air Force use of comnercially
available avionic-'s equirment, there s. concern that many of the safeguards
that have been built into tie T1IL-STD/'TL-S]1.'F prrcurment system could be
circumvented. This concern is art i. lular 1% at ,licablh to equipment that
is to be used in conbat-misnio:-eri rrtd aircraft. Any !,ME standard
developed by the Air Force will ru:ed to iddress tiese concerns fully, and
allow for the safeguards f, It n-Ce ssory by the milil ary over and above the
normal flight safo"t hazards that -ir, addresd eually by beth military
and civil/commercial requl ation.

The most obhvious diff, renc I.tan mrliiry and commercial standardsi
is that, ( xett for a ver" few F c, c iris rcent lv issued by the
Air Force, militar" standards al,;,, i p-(.vi, dxtorreive how-to-build-it quid-
ance. This guidanc, (from M L-}- 45 ond ',. many MT ,-st.ndards and speci-
fications refer(,n,-_d ther ,in) co., r , i,)n of }dice parts , ,.ual fied
vendor teists, mat rial s},,; i ficat ,,,r kman-dh: j spocifications, safety-
engineering I ,iris, aum. on-en gin,< r n,;I , tc. Th( airlires depend



instead on their knowledge of suppliers' products to achieve the level of
quality that they require and to maximize the cost-effectiveness of the
avionics equipment they purchase. This difference in procurement philos-
ophy would require a substantial change by military buyers in the specifi-
cations they reference in governing procurement documents. In addition,
some changes from typical maintenance and logistic practices could be
required, unless a given equipment is procured only from a single source.
However, this would eliminate the competition between suppliers and the
leverage provided by that competition to control price and quality.

Other differences between military and airlines standards are outgrowths
of the need for military standards to apply to a broad spectrum of aircraft
types and missions, while airlines standards alply only to transport aircraft
used for passenger service. In general, commercial equipment provides
satisfactory service for large military transport aircraft when used in
complete suites and not intermingled '-.ith military corydon/core equipment.
Airlines avionics equipment is much less applicable to rmlitary high-performance

*. aircraft because of differences in missions, environmental factors, aircraft
operating parameters, and the space available for avionics equipment. There
are circumstances, however, where commercial avionics ma, be directly appli-
cable to high-performance aircraft. For examlKle, the YF-16 prototype flew

with a modified (three-channel) commercial inertial navigation system (INS)
bef:'e the mission avionics suite was selected. It reportedly performed
in an outstanding manner and demonstrated very high reliability; unfortunately,
space criticality required a smaller unit for mission purposes. Based on
this performance, the USAF initiated a program to develop first an F3 speci-
fication and then the resultinq hardware for a standard medium-accuracy INS
that could fit and perform coually well in any USAF' aircraft requiring amedium-accuracy INS capab~ilit\. This F'? IN.S is currently undergoing procure-

ment for the A-10 aircraft.

As a result of our review of military and commercial specifications

and standards in conjunction with ASD prsonnol, we developed both generic
- -classes of differences and specific waiver exemptions we feel would be

ap!,licable Lo use of purely commercial standards for military application.
Table 2-2 summarizes the typ>es of y,,nt~ral diff<.rences that exist between

military and airline general guidance structures. The following are the
major exemptions from military gen,,rjc standards required when off-the-shelf

airline avionics equipments ar,, tc I-,, us,d:

(1) Permit use of nonstandard ioce parts and changing of piece parts
as desired by the manufc,- tur r

(2) Waive requirement for Mll.-5qT manufacturing drawings and process

speci fication:;

(3) Tf nuclear and EMP hard-,iinq i.; re,,{uired, t(st specific equipment
design to determine aility to) withstand the necessary stress

(4) Waiv, reguirn nt -; for f oi t is:olat ion by BITE below LRU level

(4 Waive r,-, uirrw nt for inl, , r, r II,-T.! - 3 compatibility

.............- ,



Table 2-2. AREAS OF DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MILITARY AND AIR-
LINES STANDARDS AND PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

Classifications Remarks

Physical and Performance These problemns elicit go/no-go

Constraints decisions. Airlines equipments
may be too big for space-

Size/Form Factor premium aircraft, may not
Shock/Acceleration/ withstand the physical environ-

Vibration ment, and may not provide
Performance desired performance

characteristics.

Electrical and Mechanical These problems arise from the
Interface differences between airlines

and military design practices.
Type and location of Airlines equipments are usable

connectors with waivers and interface
Cooling air requirements modifications.
Data bus format
Data bus protocoi
BIT philosophy

Procurement Documentation These problems indicate a need
Method to chanq,, ;,rocurement and

maintcnance m(tlods and poli-
F3 versus end-item cis. Differt,nccs do not

specification change tie functional adequacy
Use of IL STD pi-cce of airlinkas esuipmcnts.

parts
Organic Maintenance versus

Warranty, etc.

(6) Limit trm.,, rature requirerm:._Ls to Class I tX) or Class 2(X) (from

MIL-E-5400P) and 'rovidc for cooling-air according to ARINC 404A
(for ARINC 500 series ecui 'm,,nt) or ARINC 60)0 (for ARINC 700
series equipment) if this is reguired by the, specific airline-

type equip,m,,nt to withstand ful 1 miiitari amient temerature
ranq,

(7) Permit us,. ()f rar-mount,:d I nd-mating connectors

(8) Determine by test the O)ilit,; ()f airlint ,uiets to withstand
vibration levl: a; ;sasnr d ii he rcraft at the s cf ic
location r- the',' xr,. to I, u,;(,; u: vifration i.solation
mounts ,; rjuirtd for 1 iont r ns tc 1 t ,- o r;,-s of high-level

vibra tion
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(9) Assess the adequacy of civil aviation electromagnetic inter-
ference (EMI) standards against the actual characteristics of
mission avionics on each aircraft considered as a candidate
for commercial avionics and waive (or do not reference in
procurement documents) those EMI specifications that are not
essential to satisfactory performance

a

*2.4 APPLICABILITY OF DESIGNATED COMMERCIAL AVIONICS EQUIPMENT

This section discusses in detail the applicability of existing com-
mercial avionics (ARINC 500 series Characteristics) and future commercial
avionics (ARINC 700 series Characteristics) to USAF use. This section
shows that:

. Existing commercial avionics are broadly applicable for use in
large military transport aircraft, requiring only relatively
simple racking and interface changes oven in aircraft

not originally designed for commercial avionics.

• Existing commercial avionics can be used in bombers and other
penetration aircraft if racking and interface modifications are
made in the aircraft and if the aircraft and/or avionics are modi-
fied to provide required interfaces with mission equipment to
prevent EMI and to provide for EMP and nuclear hardening.

. Existing commercial avionics will not generally be applicable to
high-performance aircraft, although in some cases available space
may permit installation of selected avionics and necessary
interfaces.

. Future commercial avionics will require similar adaptive work.
In addition, because they accept only digital inputs and provide
only digital outputs (both to the ARINC 429 format), they will
also require additional interface equipment to make them compatible
with existing analog inputs and/or with the MIL-STD-1553 data bus.

Table 2-3 lists our findings on the degree of utility of ARINC 500-series
equipments in military aircraft.

2.4.1 Applicability of Commercial Radar Altimeters

ASD/XRE has requested that the considerable data gathered by ARINC
Research, under contract to Warner Robins Logistic Center, in developing
the specification for the low altitude radar altimeter (LARA) and high
altitude radar altimeter (HARA) be used to evaluate the utilization of
ARINC 552A or ARINC 707 radar altimeters in the H-3, C-130, F-4C/D/E,
F/FB-III, H-53, C-130E/H, A-7D, and C-141A aircraft to replace altimeters
such as the APN-150, APN-155, APN-167, and APN-171. As a result of the
availability of these data, altimeters are discussed at a level of detail
beyond that possible for other classes of avionics. The results of our
detailed comparison between the LARA specification requirements arc given

2-12
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Table 2-3. DEGREE OF UTILITY OF ARINC 500-SERIES
EQUIPMENTS IN MILITARY AIRCRAFT

ARINC 559A ARINC 552A ARINC 564 ARINC 573 ARINC ARINC 565 ARINC
Aircraft HF Radar Weather Crash 594 Air Data 561-11

Type Radio Altimeter Radar Recorder GPWS Computer INS

A-71) 0* 2,5,6 0 0 0 7 0

A-10 2,4,5,6,9 8 8 8 8 8 8

FB-111 2,4,5,6 2,5,6 0 8 8 7 0
B-52 2,4,5,6 0 0 8 0 8 8
C-5 2,4,5,6 2,5,6 5 7 1 1 1
C-9 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

. C-130 2,4,5,6 5,6 5,6 0 8 8 9
C-130E/H 2,4,5,6 5,6 5,6 0 0 0 8
C-141 2,4,5,6 2,5,6 5 1 1 2,5 1

E-3A 7 1 5 7 8 1 1
E-4 0 0 0 1 0 1 0
KC-10 0 0 5 0 0 1 0

KC-135 2,4,5,6 2,5,6 0 0 0 8 1

T-43 0 0 0 C 1 0 0
VC-137 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

VC-140 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
F-4 8 2,5,6 8 8 8 7 2,6

F-16 8 8 0 8 0 7 6
F-Ill 2,4,5,6 2,5,6 8 8 8 7 2,6

H-3 0 3,4,5,6 0 8 0 7 8
HH-53 0 2,5,6 0 0 0 7 8

*Code:

0 - This subsystem not addressed.

1 - Commercial unit now installed.
2 - Physical/interface changes in avionics required.

3 - Group "A" changes required.

4 - ECS changes required.
5 - Features required beyond normal airlino use but within ARINC functional

standard.
6 - Group "A" changes beyond those required for anticipated MIL replacement.

7 - Not usable.
8 - Not currently installed.
9 - Not currently installed but space reserved.

NOTE: Airline avionics functions not listed are as follows:

RNAV: VOR/Marker and LOC/Glideslope; Military us,,s LOC/Marker/

Glideslope; AN/ARN-127 is becoming the de facto standard..1

DME: Military uses the full TACAN format; AN/ARN-118 is becoming
the de facto standard.
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in Appendix D, with direct reference to those LARA specification paragraphs
to which ARINC 552A and/or ARINC 707 radio altimcters would not conform.
Since the ARINC 552A and 707 altimeters are low-altitude instruments (air-
lines use radar altimeters only for final approach and landing), only the
LARA comparison is applicable. Consequently, the feasibility of using
either the ARINC 552A altimeter or the ARINC 707 altimeter is measured by
its ability to meet the requirements of the LARA specification. However,
the LARA specification requirements have been chosen to permit its use in
all of the listed aircraft. Consequently, ARINC altimeters may be accept-
able for use (instead of the LARA) in some of the listed aircraft, even
though they could not be accepted for all. ARINC Characteristics permit
substantial variations in equipment capabilities so long as stated minimum
standards are met and the physical and electrical interfaces between the
equipment and the aircraft are not affected. Consequently, special con-
figurations that more closely approach the LARA specification requirements
could be procured by the Air Force and still be in compliance with ARINC
552A (or 707).

The numerous differences between ARINC 552A and/or 707-1 and the LARA
specification show clearly that the LARA could not be replaced by an equi-
valent commercially available equipment unless some current requirements
were traded off. That is not to say that an ARINC 552A altimeter could
not replace the existing radar altimeter in many of the current aircraft
if the variation in physical size can be accommodated. Modifying an ARINC
552A R/T and providing a different indicator to permit operation to 5,000
feet would satisfy functional requirements of most of the aircraft types,
and this is assumed in the determination of the applicability of ARINC 552A
altimeters to specific aircraft types.

Table 2-4 summarizes the applicability of ARINC 552A radio altimeters
to current USAF aircraft of interest, giving the currently installed radar
altimeter nomenclature and describing briefly the changes in the avionics/
aircraft interface that would be needed for a commercial unit to be used.
The ARINC 707-1 altimeter would be similarly effective in future aircraft
integration efforts where its all-digital signal format is appropriate.

2.4.2 Applicability of Commercial HF Radios

ASD/XRE suggested that the study examine ti- po.-s}ihle utilization of
the ARINC 559A or ARINC 719 }IF radio in the B-52, KC-135, C-5, F-Ill, and
FB-111. This radio would replace radios such as the ARC-65, ARC-58, AT-440,
ARC-123, and 618T. It was suggested that the study examine the: ARC-XXX
radio characteristics as defined by WR-ALC/MMIM. Military requirements
that affect utilization of a commercial m., radio should be identified.

Thus, if the ARC-XXX is intended to become2 a standard USAF 11F radio to be
used to replace the listed HF radios in tho listed aircraft, tho feasibility
of substituting the ARINC 559A or ARINC 71' ) ill radios for the ARC-XXX for
the aircraft update modification should be assessed.
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Table 2-4. APPLICABILITY OF COMMERCIAL RADAR ALTIMETER

Current Radar Changes Needed for Use of
Aircraft Type Altimeter ARINC 552A Unit

CH/HH-3-E AN/APN-150 Larger space (vice AN/APN-150)
New A-k-t, rack, and connector
Cooling air

C-130 A/B/E AN/APN-22 Larger space (vice AN/APN-150)
C-130 E/H/P/N AN/APN-150 New A-kit, rack, and connector

AN/APN-171 Cooling air

F-4 C/D/E AN/ARN-155 Larger space
New A-kit, rack, and connector
Cooling air
Scale factor on analog rate

output

F/FB-III AN/APN-167 Slightly larger space
New A-kit, rack, and connector
Scale factor
Track/no-track signal

HH-53 AN/APN-171 New A-kit, rack, and connector
Scale factors
Flight system coupler outputs

A-7D AN/APN-194 Much larger space
New A-kit, rack, and connector

Scale factors
Extra output signals

C-141 HF-9025 B/A Larger space

"AWALS" New A-kit, rack, and connector

Scale factors

Track/no-track signal

C-5 P/N 41003 Larger space
New A-kit, rack, and connector

Scale factors
Extra output signals

E-3 ARINC-522 unit None
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2.4.2.1 Difference Between ARC-XXX and ARINC 559A Equipments

There are several differences that inhibit the ARINC 559A radio used

by the airlines from being a direct replacement for the ARC-XXX. These are
shown in Table 2-5.

Table 2-5. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ARINC-559A AND ARC-XXX

Characteristic ARINC 559A ARC-XXX

I ,quency Range 2.8 to 24 MHz 2.0 to 30 MHz

Sideband Selection Upper only Upper or lower
(selectable)

Channel spacing 1 KHz 100 Hz

Audio Baseband 350-2500 Hz (6 dB) 250-3100 Hz (I dB)

Power Output (PEP) 200 watts (temp orary 400 watts

expedient), 400 watts
desired

Physical Size 7.62" nighx 7.5"wide 7.62"hiqh x 10.125"
x 12.52" deep wide x 12.0625" dec!,
(3/4 ATR Short)

However, commercial HF radios can still be procured to the older ARINC
Characteristic 533A. These satisfy all of the listed ARC-XXX requirements,
except the audio baseband width (which can be 6 db down at 3c)0 Hz for the
ARINC 533A wide-band option) and physical size (I ATR long instead of 1 ATR
short for the ARC-XXX). A Collins radio built to ARINC 533A (the 618T) is
currently used in the C-130E, HC-130 H/N/P, and the C/NC-141 aircraft.
In other aircraft, ARINC 533A units are not considered because of their
7 inches of extra length, which would make them unattractive as substitutes

for the ARC-XXX in most of these aircrart.

2.4.2.2 Differences Between Ai-C-XXX and ARINC 719 Equipments

ARINC 719 currently exists only as a first draft prepared by the ARINC

staff and circulated to AEEC members for comment; until AEEC approval occurs,
the draft is not a statement of airlines industry policy. It is anticipated
that at least minor changes may be required when audin system minimum stan-
dards, currently being developed by RTCA Special Committee 132, are issued.

The draft ARINC 719 invokee the coolingj and packaqinq elements of
ARINC 600 and the digital control/data elements common to all ARINC 700
Characteristics. The R/T unit is not compatible with ARINC 559A control
panels. Compatibility with ARINC 559A automatic antenna tuners, however,
is required. A cooling-air-flow rate of 110 Kq/hr of 4 °)o C (or cooler) air
is required, and power dissipation of 5f( watts maximum for continuous
transmissions is specifier]. The R/T is specified to be 6 MCUs, which is the
ARINC 600 equivalent of the 3/4 ATR size.
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ARINC 719 states, "...it would be wise for the manufacturer to design
the equipment for ease of modification to provide for the 100-Hz channel

spacing if it were to be requested by the airlines. The manufacturer,
though, should take care in keeping the additional cost for the convertibil-
ity down to an absolute minimum in order not to lose marketability of a
radio which selects frequencies in 1 11.z increments only." Minimum output
power (PEP) is specified as 400 watts with a commentary that, "...users will
reluctantly accept, as a temporary expedient, the reduction in power output,
as a manufacturer's option..." to not less than 200 watts PEP.

This will make it easier to obtain the 100-Hz channel spacing and 400
watts output in an ARINC 719 radio than in an ARINC 559A radio and, possibly,
permit USAF use in place of the ARC-XXX without significant modifications
from equipment procured by the airlines. The ability to select either upper
or lower sidebands and to obtain an audio baseband (compatible with the
ARN-XXX specification and with MIL-STD-188) would be non-standard. Modifica-
tions to achieve these capabilities may be possible within the 6 MCU ARINC
719 box size.

2.4.2.3 Feasibility of Air Force Use of ARINC 559A or ARINC 719

Equipments

It appears that ARINC 559A or ARINC 719 radios, modified as indicated
above, may be used instead of ARC-XXX to replace ARC-65, ARC-58, AT-440,
ARC-123, and 618T equipments. Both ARINC 719 and a version of ARINC 559A
employ a data bus rather than multiple wires to transmit frequency-selection
commands from the control panel to the R/T, as is required by the ARC-XXX
specification. (This is not a feature of any of the units the ARC-XXX is

intended to replace.)

2.4.3 Applicability of Commercial Weather Radars

We examined the possible utilization of an ARINC 564 or ARINC 708 radar

in the C-141, KC-10, C-5, C-130, E-3A, and KC-135. These aircraft currently
use the following radars:

Aircraft Radar

KC-135 APN-59(B)

C-141 APN-59 (B)

KC-10 RDR-'lB (modifiud)

(ARINC 564-7)

C-5 Norden Multimode Radar

C-130 APN-59(B) Old Aircraft

C-1 30h APQ-]22(V)5

E-3A AV'?-33(X) X (ABINC 64-7)

i-i.,,



The use of a separate weather radar is not customary in other aircraft
types, and in those types under consideration for installation of a new
Common Multimode Radar (CMMR) (F-16, F-Ill, F-4E, B-52G/H, and other
future applications) weather capability could be achieved by including
a weather mode in the CMMR.

The Norden multimode radar in the C-5A has X-band and Ku-band sub-
systems, with the X-band system functionally similar to the APQ-122(V)5.
AN/APN-59(E) radar is now being procured to replace the AN/APN-59(B),
replacing vacuum tubes with solid-state circuitry where practicable without
significant form, fit, and function changes.

The RDR-lFB (Modified) and AVQ-30(X) are ARINC 564 commercial radars
with minor modifications to more closely match military needs.

The AN/APN-59(E) and APQ-122(V)5 are designed and constructed to the
full MIL specification tree. They provide long-range mapping, weather
detection, and beacon interrogation. In the mapping mode, maximum CEP .
position errors of about 1/2 nautical mile at 50 NM range are specified
for the APX-122(V)5 and 1.5 miles for the APN-59(E). Interfaces with the
aircraft are through synchro-signals and analog pulses. Frequency agility
capability and operator adjustment of frequency within the range 9,000 to
9,500 MHz is required for the APQ-122(V)5. Primary control and display
are from the navigator's station, with partial operating controls or over-
ride controls located at the pilot's and/or copilot's stations, where job
assignments or flight safety considerations dictate.

2.4.3.1 Use of the Airlines Radars Built to ARINC 564

Radars built to ARINC 564 are not required to provide precise mapping
or beacon-reply-reception capability. In the mapping mode, CEP position
error will be about five times that allowed for the APQ-122(V)5. Scan
coverage is only ±90* (±1200 maximum permissible), instead of the full-
circle scan or adjustable sector scan required in the APQ-122(V)5 and
APN-59(E) specifications. The addition of beacon-reply reception has
already been accomplished in commercial radars procured by the USAF; it
may also be possible to provide the desired antenna coverage and sector
scan features in an ARINC 564-7 radar.

It is unlikely that any ARINC 564-7 system can be modified to ade-
quately replace the APQ-122(V)5 capabilities for mappinq accuracy, fre-
quency control, and frequency aqility desired by the ISAF".

2.4.3.2 Use of the Airlines Radars Built to ARINC 708

ARINC 708 describes an all-digital radar compatible with airlines plans
for new aircraft. A radar built to this Characteristic will not accept or
output analog data or controls and, thus, will not be compatible with cur-
rent military aircraft, which require such analog inteurfaces, without the
use of analog-to-digital or digital-to-analoq interface 2quipment. For
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new a ircraft caabLe IOf in terfacinq( ARINC 4:- 1,we-oa)A
high-speed digjital -;iqnalo , thle' u i e t') nv dct:. same 1-ye 1

of performance a-, the RDR-lFB (M~dIfid ) ':d fr IK-1 A And6 the

AVQ-30X(X) prnvido2s for the -.

2.4.4 Ap,icability of Cmeca ecVt. ''odc

We examined the nobeut i I i rat 1.1, in, ARNj )crc r ARING
700 series flight data re corde~r in l-'%,-' V- _7, C-141, E-3A, arnd
E-4.

The FAA requiresz the recordin; (if >.fl-I ;ht data and] cock:,it
voices in such a way that the recoil inq c; '' d;ur ,:il 11unrvive a crash and
the recorded information -an I)(- r,'i

2.4.4.1 Airlines Crash .rdr

Airlines separate the voice iA data r',cordinqis L'roviding a cockpit
voice recorder and an aircraft iilt_-,r~i_ da s, ' ,, ti-n. The integrated data
system provides a data-ac:oui!;iti ii ', flicit rec-i vs analog and/or
digital data and conve-rts it t- ,f rr i: -w a for r'cordingq, and a re-
corder (located to ensurecs:urvlva.) lit -f f:,' r.' arch. medium) that
accepts the output from th-: dta-a, :c ' J. ij .it t._cmmercia' a irl ines
aircraft use the system dofinctd ''v 7 IN' , '1 includes a flight
data acquisition unit (FDAW) , a init i' Ii ;;i 1-iaa r, corder (DFPrR) , anl
accelerometer, and an )I.t i nal f I i ilt 1 tin(t I (I'Er') . The DFDr.

s designed to macct the FAA s4urvia ai t'-fi'crin-dium regul rc'rnent
when mounted in suitable :'oslticii; - t, Iiii ft. 'I'll, FLAU is designed
to interface with analog dat;i source>. and wit'.. dii ti data oor'ocom-
patible with ARING 151570 anid t'c' ir-cyr ii"' 13ita to a f(-rmn. ;ui table
for presentation to t'i, 1' (1)" ot tic- F-i)AC ano t P LI V ar- 1,'-' ATE lorioi
packages_- ptr AT;ING -14 A, ittouLj A!,.INU )-- :. e(i fic ii. i' cr01 to nonT-s tandard
DFDR Faizen' with a fro- (I ,iidanf) 'on-i c trlinat in 1 the air'craft wirinc;
for cases where ( fc)ciqn) civilIr-;u to auti oritit o recluire the recorder
to be eject. I1 inl a ma or crash.

New aircraft .,,il 1 'as to', At;:1 : 717 f I i-flit dAt, acj'ais; it i:- anid
recording system, 'niico is s3im; lar t( o StS 57 u'itment e xct t :

(a) The FLAU of ARTMCi 7 ' 1 ic' t a d igqitalI f Ii, fli t dia tca c lu i-
.citionl uIt (IF,'D,7tg , wi c -- cr ath ,'o' li: ir all
rk-etp(cits. I to a _ Lz' -"l' 14 AIR liort) , anld I t.: i ti lital

inpufts ac-i.t 01('' (lita ItclUS 42,0 ma Anailoci rl~io i are
a1lso acre;, ted.

RL) The, DF'DAU uoes I ow- ins rr -t r, w' - - cnn' -i aI lit i a - rw,,
inte.reliangoabl,' witih t -,'I I , coi 'r, -,i.

A separate voice recrd'r cmi a il 1 "-, Lt) 1, ' 4-7 iv u:-a ki-v, t_;c-
airlines. Since n'itc i'f tin - tr i' .I !'ait 'd ITI thle aio

equipment: rack, cairTn-all: ii ty :i' I. iT- m- 1I 'i' to 1 t 'P I k-K-) I

not required; the(re-for', no, 7 - :ca 'i- rt'nI an d
for ei ther data or v-lt -' cr r.
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2.4.4.2 Crash Recorders in USAF Aircraft

The E-3 aircraft uses a combined crash position indicator (CPI) beacon
and flight data recorder which provides 28 channels of flight data and 3
voice channels and satisfies FAA requirements for both flight data and
voice recording. Either the ARINC 573 or 717 equipments could be substi-

tuted for the flight data records section of the CPI/FDR installation with
more than adequate data capacity. Neither could provide the voice capa- I
bility, however, and a separate voice recorder would be required.

The E-4, C-9, C-141, and VC-137 aircraft already use commercial flight
data recorders built to ARINC 573 (Lockheed 209, Fairchild 5424, Fairchild
5924, and Lockheed 109C, respectively), or others designed to the same
ARINC Characteristic.

The C-5 aircraft uses a unique recorder, made by Lockheed, which pro-
vides 42 data channels and a single voice channel. Only 30 minutes of
history are recorded. As with the E-3 recorder, an ARINC data recorder f
could be used to replace the C-5 digital recorder for data, but a separate
voice recorder would be required.

2.4.5 Applicability of Commercial Ground Proximity Warning Systems (GPWS)

ASD/XRE suggested that we examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 723 GPWS in thu C-,, C-141, T-43, and VC-140 aircraft. Currently
all of these aircraft use the; Collins CPN-622-2615-5000, which is a com-
mercial unit built to ARINC 594. This demonstrates the ability of equip-
ment built to ARINC 54 to serve in the listed aircraft or other transport-

type aircraft requiring either Catejory III instrument landing capability,
FAA certification for passenger service, or both. The ARINC 723 system
will be applicable for such service in those new or modified aircraft that

may be designed to provide ARINC 429 digital interfaces and cooling air to I
APINC 600 standards.

2.4.6 Applicability of Commercial Air Data Computers

We studied the possible utilization of a commercial air data system
to replace the air data computer function in the E-3A, the E-4, the KC-10,
and the C-141 aircraft. The central air data comput:rs currently used in

these aircraft are:

Aircraft Computer

F- 3A Honevwe,,il P 1 - ev (standard commercial)

E-4 Bndix 1 )-3')21j-3 (standard co,'ercial)

KC- lu lioncywell (-2S{0 (standard commercial)

C-141 Bendix CPU;43-A to MIL-C-3m)37
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The first three air data computcers are the same as those used in the
civil aircraft that are modified to produce the .:-3A, E-4, and KC-10, and
are designed and constructed to ARINC 500 series Characteristics. They
demonstrate the feasibility of using these commercial standards for mili-
tary transport aircraft. The Bendix CPU/43-A central air data system is a
fully militarized equipment built to MIL-C-38037, utilizing the full mili-
tary specification tree invoked by NIL-P-5400. Thb, C1U/43-A is similar to
an ARINC 565 air data system, but has multille-function outp'uts not provided
by ARINC 565. Some of these are indv> undo-nt duplicate outputs to different

loads and some have different output formats (such as a dc potentiometer
output in addition to synchro outputs for altitude). In addition, eight
"QC" differential pressure outputs are quit,,ratcd in relation to excitation
signals from the automatic flight control system (AFCS), or functions
derived therefrom. These are within the op.tional iprovisions of ARINC 565.

An ARINC 565 air data s',,stem would have to be built to special order to
provide the additional outputs of the CPU/43-A.

2.4.7 Applicability of Commercial Inertial Navigation S'stems (INS)

ASD/XRE directed thay the eas,1inie INS against which airlines INS
systems should be comi 'arud is the "standard" moderat-accuracy INS (SMA
INS) discussed earlier in this cha:,tr a th., Air Force V INS. It is

described in Exhibit ENAC 77-1, "ilarajturi;t for a Modrate Accuracy
Inertial Navigation System (INS)". Airlines ii,.rtial navigation systems
compatible with ARINC C -avatrie t>; ] - Ias 7r 4 are to be considered
as candidates for us in ti'i( A-l0, -, !- , -4, and AMST aircraft
if they can satisfy t . ., in r f , f ' , !. .t ion rt. juirements that
are specified for thu, SMA INJ.

2.4.7.1 Inortial t-'ret.* ii.,, U va ] .;wi- ARINC Claracter-
Istic '6-) -11l

A1-IhiC Charact( rist' 1-l1 ',. il, k 1 1- i -,, navivation system
suitable for Ui;: 3Il sin -t eve 't- .init a'] it' luitill wit air
data ;ysteme;, auto: ilote, md ,t' .i -lit, ,uillm, nts used in airlini,
sermi c,. It -:u- s ,' n i t 1 .!' ut; , and provjdes
sequential digital and :t: it t; :-1111ttllol; are substantially
identical to th- }'' 1A IN-'. i 1 , ' il f. r,'! c s exi between the S! A
INS and th, APINC or -i i i i trd in}put and out} ut data and in the
format for di :ita l dt ,:ifi- ffarm factor for the inertial
naviqation unit (INU) t:; I IT A I, tii, I NS-:,ecified siize is .ju Va-
lent to 3,'4 AI'k t,,ith -ott'. ai I, toi l ow.d lo ,'ond the
mounting bas,. Diflil i;. tI' z, ''' ll a T)jA t' S arv reduired
to he compatiblu wi Vt 11,-:i 1-- , . i l i it ,i i' i.-; and outt)ut.s{ for

an ARINC 11-]l i t . ' b n i I , .re:' C, format.
The two forrrkit: ar, :,-t : , ! il I t 1: - t,i ,: , it ,ild
required fr tin', A.t1 " I- IN:) i .i .i it i i t' i.- t ini MIL-STD-
1553. Po0.;itjo l I . ,vul," 1.21,' v i t [1" -I API 01 I - , alithouIh tit
accuracy "... d,.,ned q r ri - ' ' t i,.tl Atlantic . . . for
flights of t., ic,l iduratits .. . t,' al; s l eM t;ci fi',d for the

SMA INS for flijlits ')f ovr 1, 1t ; i .. I i._ ! i%: sp, i fication
referenc's tii-a' , 1;,I t, mi t r + i - a , r'.



The CAROUSEL IV E INS used in the C-5 and in the C/NC-141 transport

aircraft is an ARINC 561-11 unit with the customer option for vertical
acceleration output exercised. For combat aircraft applications, where
the larger size of the 561-11 or its adherence to ARINC 419 digital format
instead of MIL-STD-1553 violate USAF requirements, an kRINC 561-11 INS
is not an adequate substitute for the SMA INS.

2.4.7.2 Inertial Reference System (IRS) Complying with ARINC 704

The ARINC 704 inertial reference system differs from the :ARINC 561-11

inertial navigation system in that no steering outputs nor any form of way-
point navigation is provided. The 702 IRS provides sensor information that
can be used by another subsystem (ti.e ARINC 702 flight management computer
system) to compute and output steering signals. Consequently, the 704 IRS

could be used only if another computer subsystem is available to provide
waypoint navigation and steering signals, or if waypoint navigation and

steering signals are not considered to be mission-essential.

A further difference between the- 7()4 IRS and previous airline inertial
systems is that no analog inp, s are accepted and all outp uts (including
:)itch, bank, anttle, and heading) ar(: in digital form. Thus, an ARINC 704
;',stem cannot ru:! lace any INS or IRS that uses analog inj uts or outp uts
for an'' function, without the aid of digital-to-analog and/or analog-tc-
digital convertors. This could make use of th 7,14 IRS difficult for
rutroflt iuro;;,s, whereas it would Le satisfactor': for thosn -': installa-
tions wil r,: comatible digital interfaces can 1- .rcovihid.

2.4.8. hA'. 1 Lic lit:, of C,mmejrcia] VO/ItLS Navis Lion Pcivr S'stems

An addit ional ('o)nmon functional equi ment for 1,oth co)mmercial and
militir' flight )I 'ration, is the VII1F/UIIF instruncnt 1andingi system. The
commrcial airlin, rejlui rements have evolved tlhrouq]h a sucesqioj of
Characteristic:;, such as th- following:

Characteristic E,{uipment Ti,o

(unnumberu.d) VIl.' Navi aation and Communications

AkINC -1' (-,lid, Slo, e .l c(,ivwr

ARINC )47 V111' NAV (Ii/C/'VOR with int.gral sTlid(,

slo;, rec,,Ive:r o: tional)

ARINC 51 Ci dS lot R l/'cciver - Mk S

ARINC D
7 8

-3 IS (IC/CS onl)

APINC 711) ILS (LOC/;S on],")

Although us(d in APINC 424A configuration, the marker heacon receiver
had no ARINC Characteristic rferenc tintil it was included in tlte ARINC
711-VOP rec,,ive.r r ,,uirments.



Because tho.- ILS/'V(OI 1,kz ntc'a rgo part. of the ge-ne-ral avia-
tion and commuter activities;, suamca airc uliers offer many
combinations of VQR/Ti-iC,;d ari carktr ,-:a rt-.i ~vinq equil-rent, many
Of thorn followin] the_ ARINC -,-4!, rae>, coaiiac tandardi red intercon-

nections4 requireme3nt.;. Fo r t: _ air la, . r~~r~c conifig.uration

includes localizer a. IjiiT. fua,, c:; o.r and VOP. and
ma sr eacon in a coSart n.1 i,.r

li: ani ndopend~ at d3,v !ja 1 n( nt, A'l1LC ,tvr (i a supi hecr to repackage

al Iou tn)-I'uIIct i uns'l or Un1Iit ." inai Ia''' n fca' Air Fo,,rce u e as tao(

ANAF ,P-'27.

*The AN ,IAiN-l27 litsa-. uchasa u for r-,t-a'- t into F-4E/G and RF-4C
aircraft and is intencled A 1, : c al, 1E" taadard modernization

VQFIa ntil 1125 1 "Ps--~~ ii t' Xs

N(ew tranii oct a irerF- ar i irhas-3 -- i(r Air Force with corn-
mercial VoR, local izi-'- 114 do sic: and ricar-. rec~auac already

installed ('17 C-14.1, C-),A, E-3A, E-4, KQland i-assible future
procurement,-) . 1Par ,[rcrnaft cuir,-aitia havia;, -. ILS/V0OR and for those nlow

using obolt nIlitar-- -:ui pi-nt, tli- UA-- is tiie modc rnization

equipm-n-t se lect,_d h, -, 121.

2. 5 COST-BENEFTT CONSIDE:ATTkiN 11 :li:-i---;-ILA: OC I N TISAF

AI RCRA FT

We addressed the ewicist iou f --- or 1 avi,_n ,tf asuganalIt i volv and
quaitatively. Fro, vi"' araa. -l .d th at th( Co- t-; -snefit
decision has to be- Lah - ui Iaaa igauac' ircra ft

program. A majo -)r f at aI 'I Old i*--; on. There,
is a very. prrsuas lye aY-iau'-s~n ath t a ava* car-la ,tankor /

transport and traina naj-Fii-.- rl 13a -A sI th at of commeorrial

aircraft ciad con_;;auo-at 1L :1t 1: 1, cOI'' CJII avionics.
Procuremenits of I h, suir a ir a 1 aIOrrs;(
design-3 and productlion f-i a' ,a ad a-r cos t-

-- foreto rctal n- f it- c1 enact a, a a ' Ien avionics

s ie andl a,1, the F, I Ii ar Jta-, I , ;. *-'t a fJ,, tioa , and
ether miso v-ai from TI 1% a rra ft,

conatrairat.a jaitroic i I i- c: a ai i1i a idi 17 a i it ;+ 'n': ivent
(or discoujrage,) the ccair a11 - a ainw

found no cl(_A mc .cc, -, f(a, ala ar t- a . ------ -au - -e t-. Tale 2-k)
lis;ts tljae ma yar jIu~il i GtV c.....~I-a Us;ing corner-

claI avi on -ati

T -i a w a ia wi ach 1"amta a a -- aaj: i -a - iri a a's rc stated

preva rat dirv-t c%-ajaa-a 1-. 1 1a; iY- t; I- i ia., a 'nt and
and ;aamatia-, al!, t -a 'Ii k, d, I '0 b--t ;; 2 - -eat.



Table 2-6. QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF USING COMMERCIAL AVIONICS IN USAF
AIRCRAFT

"Cost" Penalties Benefits

* Performance Compromises Reduced Investment

Weapon delivery accuracy is Development cost
not provided amortized

Operating range frequencies Selling price is listed
and altitudes optimized for for single unit buy
commercial needs c " Quantity discount can be

Design Flexibility negotiated

Performance, size, cost Minor options and except-

trade-offs determined for tions can be negotiated
commercial use competitively

Standard military interface Availability
not provided . "Off-the-Shelf" for small

Any major change will com- quantity
promise investment and D is mature
availability benefits (but
may still be cost-effective) Reliability is known and

Maintenance Considerations based on high operating
time

Parts may not be in standard

inventor, Interchangeability
MIultiple vendors (pro-

Maintenance data is not to mute vendo o
MIL-Standard motes cempetition)

Evolutionary p roduct
Built-In-Test is at LRU i o vemnt

"GO/NO GO" level improvement

Shop Lest equipment not Continuing availability

standard of replacement spare LRUs

Major purchasers can negotiate discounts below "net" and can also negotiate
specific support efforts and warranty conditions. In the competitive com-

mercial business environment these details are not disclosed publicly.
Cost data on military GFE avionics are ultimately published in the National
Stock List and can be derived also frm published data on supply contract
price and quantities. Again, data on what the price includes in terms of
support, warranty, training, spares inventor,, etc. , is not qenerally
available.

In spite of the above discrepancies, it i.; clear that ther, are no
inherent acquisition-cost benefits to he derived from the us-e of commercial
avionics equipment. Functionally eieivlent militarv: and commrcial



avionics units in general use have similar prices (see Table 2-7). When
the USAF has bought commercial avionics in quantity (such as the Carousel
IVE INS), the unit price was well below the published net price. Also,
when the military has bought repackaged commercial avionics (such as the
AN/ARN-127 and AN/ARIN-123 ILS), the unit prices were well below the equiva-
lent commercial airlines equipment; and the AN/ARN-127 is offered commer-
cially at a net price 25 percent above the last USAF price known to us.
We conclude that for quantity buys to a mature design requirement, the
military can obtain cormercial avionics, modified/repackaged commercial
avionics, or custom-designed military avionics at unit costs that are
comparable to airlines costs. When the quantities are small, selection
of a co.mmercial design puts a ceiling (the rno t pricu) on the acquisition
cost and avoids the design, development, test, and data cost that would
accompany a specialized military procurement.

2.5.2 Acquisition Lead Time

Although commercial avionics suppliers do not normally carry a large
inventory of airlines avionics units, they respond to perceived market
opportunities by supplying units for evaluation, testing, and protot.'ying.
Also, they will adjust production to meet any orderly build up of demand.
The uncertainties and delays typical of GFE development and pre-production
programs are essentially absent in this context.

2.5.3 Interchangeability

If commercial airlines (ARINC) avionics are srecified early in an
aircraft design or modernization program, design details to accommodate
them can be finalized, yet competitive procurement can proceed without
compromising the aircraft's interface details. Prototype aircraft can be
outfitted off the shelf independentl , of the production procurement, and
second-sourcing and split-buy techniques can b( outiiei, ,xercisr-d.

2.5.4 Performance

The Lerformance of commercial avionics is attuned to ensuring that
the airlines comply with U.S. and international airs} ace rules and the
rules pertaining to operating in the Air Traffic Control environment. Many
military avionics s'.'stems have no more arduous r( ,iuirem.>nts to satisfy and
thus are candidates for using commercial airli nec avionics. However, when
significant extensions in p!erformance ar, neded, cos5t and ttchnical con-
siderations may 1 reclude their 0s(.

2.5.5 eliability

Commercial airlines avionic , iu:t i(wv ii,;', r 1 abilitc. {Clerating
for up to 18 hours per day, aircraft accumulatt f I i Tht hours yoref rapidly.

Delayed departures due to unscheduledl ma t once ir vr, coot ly, so
avionics MTBFs greater than 2200o hour.; am- .. . 11 m -- ) ,00 ) hours are
desiL able. There is no r, ason to .u; t t ',rm 7 1;.1 avionics would

not experienco the same r,.l i-aU ito !'.. M r, i ki l uA d,r u1valent

environmental conditions.



Table 2-7. COMPARISON OF COSTS OF MILITARY ANU COMM-ERCIAL AVIONICS

Type of Commercial Airline Military Type Military Cost
Avionics Specifications Cost

HF Radio ARINC 533A $15,603 0 618T(-)B $15,00

No Equivalent - ARC-112 $23,,J00

No Equivalent - ARC-123 $17,000

ARINC 559A $13,770 No Equivalent -

Radar Altimeter ARINC 552 $10,000 LARA $9,118 (planned
ARINC 552A bude (tary)

INS ARINC 561-11 $100,000 C-IV-E $54,000

(C-IV-E) SKN-24l0 $75,000

VOR/ILS ARINC 547 $4,40(0 ARN-127 $2,800 ($3,500 to
individual buyers)

2.5.6 Design Flexibility

The commercial airlines have established a common avionics architec-

tural standard. A military requirement to interface a commercial standard
unit (or group of units) with a different architectural standard engenders
a need to determine an effective interfacing mechanism and secure the
resources to implement it.

2.5.7 Maintenance Considerations

There appears to be no reason to expect any difference between the cost

of supporting commercial airlines avionics and the cost of supporting
military avionics. (Cost could escalate, however, if the commercial equip-

ment is treated as "new GFE" and MIL-STD documentation is demanded.) Com-

mercial avionics maintenance data (in compliance with ATA 100 Specification)
is complete and adequate. Service bull(,tins maintain currency and provide
quick reaction to observed problems. The manufacturer's field service
support and training are normally available on an as-needed basis, by formal
contract, or under warranty terms. Automatic test uquipment is generally
available on a unit-by-unit basis (PSE), although some "universal" auto-

matic test equipment is available for individual avionics manufacturers'
products.

2.5.8 Cost-Benefit Decisions

Individual decisions concerning th., "e of existinq and future com-
mercial airlines avionics in USA" aircraft sill ntied to bo mad. Figure
2-3 illustrates such a dcision i roce:;.. If availahle GFE avionics match
the requirement, a clear-cut d :1ision t , '- it ,.ould b, made, un less
there was specific direction to '.valuit. (:-mmrcial altrnatives or the
aircraft was air.ady confiqur.d f -1 :- r i i] i nicc flight ystems.
If suitable GFE avionics ir,, nt jv,i ii I. , -'mm,.rcial oquipment, and
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feasible modifications if required, should be investigated. Where there
is clearly no suitable commercial equipment available either, a program
will be needed to develop new GFE. This may be "all new", a modified
existing military equipment, or a repackaged commercial equipment. In
many cases, the situation will not be clear-cut, and a comparison of cost,
reliability, performance, acquisition integration, and support cost (life-
cycle cost) will have to be made between the available alternatives.

2.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Commercial airlines flight-essential avionics are designed, manufac-
tured, tested, and certified to a well defined and documented set of
standards, which correlate qualitatively, and sometimes quantitatively,
with equivalent military specifications and standards.

Where military and civil functional needs run parallel, restraints
on the military use of commercial standard avionics are of three kinds:

• Physical and Performance Shortcomings - which must be recognized

• Integration and Interface Difficulties - which can be overcome

• Procurement Procedures, Documentation, and Data - which can be
changed or waived

2.6.1 Functional and Performanct* Aplicabilit' of Specific Commercial
Avionics

The general performance capabilities of certain commercial airlines
avionics are presented in Table 2-8.

2.6.2 Applicability of Commercial Standard Avionics to Specific
Aircraft

Table 2-9 summarizes our findings conc rnini tht, a1 ,licability of
existing commercial airlines avionics to spoci fic aircraft of current
interest to ASD. The avionics units listcsd are all ARINC-Eo)e series;
the corrc.:ponding ARINC-700 series avionics would have similar applica-
bility, subject to evaluation of the neud to transition to an all digital
data transfer system and/or provide interfac, compatibility butwe.en the
ARINC-700 units and the MIL-STD-1553 digital data bus.

2.6.3 Conclusions and RecommLndation:s

Commercial airlines avionics, existinq and future, hav, valid applica- [
bility to USAF aircraft. Procedural restraints and maintenance concepts
should be restructured to encourage use of commercial avionics where this
coirse is technically and economically valid. Appropriate revisions should
be made to MIL-Standard directives. Standardized approaches to solving
typical integration difficulties should be developed. Volumetric and I
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Table 2-8. CAPABILITIES 01 CEP?--AIQ COnMERCIAL AVIONICS

Avionics Description Performance Casxabilitios

Radio - Altimeters All alsiai~; for instirument and auto-

ARINC 522A coupled( flight close to the, ground (0 to 2,500
feet; cxtan~ddabl to , S feet by optional

ARING: 707 cnanges).

HF Radio All ap plica:,tioris, 1rrovided that an acceptable
* AINC559form fact-or can accommoidate the optional

feaur cor~' ( c;to Collins adaptation
ARINC 719 of the A_ 2C '331 iF radio to their 618T

confiqura.t ior fir th UPSAF.

Weather Radar All api lira!tir '.high resolution mapping

ARTNC564i1 not alsoi rt ju i c frurn tht2 same radcr

APIN(G 708

F'light Data Vo ice re: r:dr chainr I not provided; data
Recorders acquisi t [n I; e. , si cna I condi tioning) unit

APING 573 int,_:rfackc is t, ARING 4.' 1LITS and seii
ARINC (hract rizc ,d Air Data Units.

Ground Proximity All ai ;licat ice, ii, dinr scne corti fica-
Warning System tion and/or cat. jorc r, III in;t rument 1idinci

ARINC 594 cpblt

APINC 723

Air Data Coinuut-er Traspiort airec s ft ai~ I i e-ations o)r s;iila r

AR14 753aircraft- nt -dj5(i e jtiutI insitrumunt
disi'la'' end aUton-; ilt s lin.; facil itiesI.

ARINC 576 Sj1 c cia lizdc fe atur-es !<uchic G AS auto- lot

ARINC 706 ;aici adj u.tm *ts ar- net icli'

Inertial Navigation All a letus
Systems

ARINC 561-11

ARING* 7014

Instrumont Landing AllIac1entc hut marker L- seen r ct vtr
System it o .;is 1

ARINC 578-3

ARINC 71o)
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environmental criteria should be established to give general guidance
concerning the non-applicability to high-performance, space-premium

aircraft. Ultimately, each aircraft program decision should be the result

of an individual trade-off evaluation of its common avionics needs and

interfaces.

r
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CHAPTER THREE

SUPPORTING STUDIES

As part of the cost/benefit analyses of Task 2, we were asked to per-
form two special supporting studies: (1) an industry survey to solicit
opinions and daLa on the merits of an avionics PME standard and (2) a
review of "new" cooling technologies, to assess the potential effects of
such technologies on future PME standardization. This chapter reports
the results of this work.

3.1 INDUSTRY SURVEY

In addition to collecting information from "in-house" sources, from
ASD/EN study inputs, and from current and past technology reports and brief-
ings, we sent a questionnaire to industrial firms that have substantial
background in both commercial and military avionics manufacturing or in
military and commercial aircraft manufacturing involving substantial avi-
onics integration. Every effort was made to ensure that this enquiry was
addressed to a responsive individual (or grout ) by preliminary telc )hone
conversations. Contacts established in connection with ARINC Research's
Low Altitude Radar Altimeter (LARA) specification dev(elopment were also
used. Where appropriate, promising rsponses were. followed up with in-
plant meetings to supplement the written replies. ASD/XRE and ENA personnel
also participated in these meetings.

The questionnaire took the form of a letter r(.que sting narrative opin-
ion on the relevant standardization issues raised and a form desioned to
elicit simple, clear-cut answers to specific qu(stions (see Figure 3-1)
Twenty-five firms were solicited; of these, sevn responded. The respon-
dents included two major military aircraft manufacturers -- Boeing and
General Dynamics -- and five major electronics firms -- Bendix, Emerson,
Rockwell International (Collins), Singer, and .5i erry. The results i resented
in tabular form in Table 3-i show that tl majority of respondents expressed
a positive attitude toward a}lpyinq lackaqinq, mounting, cooling, and power
standards to both new and old aircraft, and for Poth common and core avionics.
One company, Emerson, expressed a minority viewpoint that favored only stan-
dardization for electric power sources. Th, full rep lies art, reproduced
in Appendix E.

3-i
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When sufficient replies to our mailed survey questionnaire were avail-
able, follow-up visits were arranged to get personal reactions from industry
people to the concept of USAF PME standardization and their opinions on the
following subjects:

Viability of ARINC 600 concepts

* Benefits, quantitative and/or qualitative

* Impacts of standard racking and connectors

Degrees of applicability across aircraft types and equipment groups

ASD/XRE and ENA personnel took part in these visits.

Visits were made to General Dynamics Fort Worth Division (F-16),
Rockwell International (Collins Radio) at Cedar Rapids, and Bendix Avionics

Division, Fort Lauderdale. A visit to Boeing Aerospace Comlany was initi-
ated, but, after full discussions by telephone, it was concluded b,/ all
concerned that all points had been thoroughly covered and a tril was not
warranted.

3.1.1 Visit to General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division

General Dynamics, Fort Worth Division, has experience on the F-ll
program and is currently working on the F-16 multi-national program. We
examined the two full-scale fuselage sections (F-16A and F-16B) that are
used as metal mock-ups for verifying installation of avionics hardware.
Avionics equipment locations were joint(ed out and the environmental con-
trol system was explained. Subsequent discussions brought out the follow-

ing viewpoints:

ARINC 600 form factors would ia, difficult to a[ iv to the F-16 or
to fiahter aircraft in general, 1 r-cals, th, uniform heiuht and

length of ARINC units makce fittin, into) irre{iularly shaped spaces
difficult. For example, in tl, -- , x, of di ffrent }h1ihts
are arranged to occul y curv' d or 1( ii; 7 ,ay ,ontoui-_. If a uni-

form height is to be s(,cte.d, ;r, .:al r'i we- r, commend
5 inches as more a[,[ropriate for a ' - : t in,!,ird.

The F-ll1 and the F-16 aircraft i: P I i:a r ti.i i ii} a mani-
fold on the aircraft's cent, rlin, ' t ! f s boxes
with free exhaust from thc fe ft t i - tal ld

and removed from (,aeh equil T- tit ia .iaf i kin
anels, as in most fight, re.

F"-16 vibration is on]. ::i iif-i l , , ,. . ed

near thA ;un muzzle. !-rui;,m,',nt r,,eiiti j :u- t 1I ., i , .(I.,
within one, foot of the, muzzle) is instal1 2 or o k m' i s These,

are effcetive b,.cause the gunf ire vibrat. ion is iif in. d to the nar-
row fre po ,ncy band of 90-10( liz and I i ,he r harmoni : e. C(Smmon shock-
isolatd equip ment shelvin{i is not I ractical 1,eau , individual

qualification-test complications would oC-cur.

--4



* The F-16's environmental control system is a compact arrangement
of heat exchanger, expansion turbine, and water separator. The
General Dynamics personnel were not aware of any overall efficiency

trade-offs on coolinq methods and their impact on aircraft weight

and engine performance.

3.1.2 Visit to Rockwell International (Collins Radio)

The Collins engineers have experience in military and commercial avi-

onics products. The TACAN AN/ARN-1i8 receiver was of particular interest.
This has become a USAF standard -- 10,000 have been produced so far. The
TACAN production line was visited, and AN/ARC-lO6 VHF AM/FM communications

receiver assembly operations were seen. Subsequent discussion brought out

the following viewpoints:

Military standardization of avionics PMI. would be highly beneficial

to all concerned. While one manufacturer might lose a favorable
sole-source position in one procurement, it would have the oppor-

tunity to compete for the many other military reprocurements that
would be opened up to it under an F3 standardization policy. The
USAF would also benefit from the routinely ul graded avionics design

and manufacturing improvements, which otherwise could only be intro-
duced after lengthy FCP procedures 'or the coi entioialiv managed

military programs.

More than one standard (or subsets of the standard) may b( necessary

to encompass the needs of all aircraft classes.

Space-premium aircraft may re<uire moduc,-; that have less height

than ARINC 600 permits. If thes,, are ;,reduced, trade-off studio-s
would be needed to see wh.thir thy should b( used on all USAF

aircraft classes.

Collins ungineers felt stro:!cgly that "MIL" vilbration test require-
ments generally exc(,eded K: a ci in fifcant (and costly) margin the
actual levels measured on (,quiim(,t ii the, aircraft. Th, "MI,"

vibration l,_v(els al ,lied by tnwer fil, ri(gidi':. coupled test equil -
m(nt are, much mor destruct iv,, than tit vi!brat en transmitted by
any t-yj i.-al aircraft struct 'r,, art icular at th( higiher test

frequencies.

Functional tandirdli:sation of unit, hoild a com'.any PM, standard-

ization for the. (;rtatest cost 1(,n f it.

Lowring the desiign operatino t'mj( at ure d,,,s nt usual; .,a

acquisition cost to he reduc,d i. if i ;anti. :ut it do(: rduce
failure rat(.! c nsidera:,] ..

The guaranteld MTBF clause in t- A- /Ai-! 1 1 )rIuction contract
gave a strong incnrtiv, for ;"() . ii , wit)i th rs ou t that (cuar-

ant -,1 MTkF is L, ing m, T )r x d . tow, ver, tie MT1 iuarantei
give's litftle e)li rtunitv for ((i-r ,tiv- acti~o to he tak n by Collins
if thie v ,r(, ()t tht ca ,. f' 1.-, 1 1 thilitv is.: , 1v1101t

war-rinty (RIW) t li t .i.I t t let to: ivV, 11 1tt, witlh

mutual len(,fit 1() i i r ap iv ' c l
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F 3 specification procedures, as employed by the commercial airlines,

add further incentive for supplier sup)ort in the event of oLrform-
ance or reliability problems throughout the life of the euuipment,
because of the ability of the buyer to switch to a competing vendor
for any future procurement. [

Prices of commercially supplied avionics include the overhead
needed to cover vendor support (i.e., local representatives, field

support, etc.). The same equipment, sold to a military buyer _
intending to use organic maintenance, might appear to cost less

until the cost of MIL Standard documentation, initial spares, and
training are added. These are usually treated as separate cost

items by the government.

3.1.3 Visit to Bendix Avionics Division, Fort Lauderdale f

The Bendix Avionics Division initially produced equipment only for

the civil marketplace, including both general aviation and the airlines.

They now produce for military customers as well, and have a mandate to
develop new avionics for which they can demonstrate a competitive return

on investment.

The AN/ARN-127 (Air Force) and AN/ARN-123 (Army) instrument landing

system (ILS) receivers were of jarticular intf rest, havino been d,'vioped
from Bendix commercial standard circitry and rejackaqed to meet the serv-
ice requirements for an ILS/VOR/Marker-B, acon r,,ceivr in one compact box.
Bendix Avionics production assembly and t,.,t ar-a- were visited; the

AN/ARN-127 temperature/vibration burn- i t, i i'as observed in prooress.
All electronics products are suhject. moxiru tem erature "burn in"

during their test cycle, mostly in ;-im I' insult inq enclosures (called
"rabbit boxes ") vented so as to stai i iz, it '7(,',' amli'nt tem})eratur(,.

The new ARINC 708 weather radar ,,as , n on final te-st; , noted th.e
carefully designed interna, ductinj that distriltit ,d cooling, air from the
bottom ,ntry port to the critical power se,-tions of the. transmittr.r/
modulator. Subsequent discussions; brought out th( fol lowing viewpoints:|L.

The MTBF penalty iml osed on the NN/ARN-12-, roduct ion was- a hig ,] v

effective incentive to nood de'si,;n aind ;ualit' control . The pro-
gram could not afford to carry any cnt inuin iialty costs.

Excessive batch-sample testin, is cost], to the novernment in terms

of test time and I reduction equijment diver ;ion from dliverv.
AN/ARN-127 batch-test ,iantities ad to I. (,xCssive; AlN/'ARN-

123 batch-tes t out i ti4s w, r, rohall. ;,uff.i'nt .-

" "Burn-in before final t .st" was a :rae i:,O uir,,m nt , Iot some
flexibility in tih: trn-in ' rin(d so i:; to fit in with factory shift
organization is a :,t S:

" Bendix experience wa; thal MITI,-r, lia,lf ( )em! ;:ntsnere not demon-
stralh y more ri -i il],i t hPI i \''7.iofl,

sometimes less so, if ' in ; ti(,1 !Ilant i c wore .;mall . Tn eith',r



* case, Bendix cannot afford to let defuctive/unreliablo parts get to
the assembly area due to the cost of reworking defective assemblies.
Parts are in-plant inspected and tesite-d ho% the vendor; tiire Beandix

j receiving inspection and test is a second 'filtcr" and a continuing
chock on the vendor's test e~ffectivenress.

4 Blow-through coolirrq air presents le ss of a contamination problem

Vthan humidity testing. Prote-ction from bothi is neoced and is pro-
vided hb, suitable coatings. Blow,- through, cool i e is by far the44 cheapest way toe cool avionics.

Z.3.1.4 Telephone Confeorenci- wvith Bee is-,; rose

We conversed by hono with1 t,- I rincii al contrib utor to Boc mn's rel'.%
to the questionnaire, dIi scussino at le-In,7th tb rar ionale for Boe-ing's answers
and the availability of additional information . The. c onsensuwathte
had covered the areas of :ro fitable discuss ion, and that, although w,,e %iou ld
be we-lcome, there was no justification for a visit to Seattle.

Boeing's major aoints w,,(ru us follows-

At least threo, 1r-vf1 c of s tandardlization will be necessary:

Essential>-. unmodifidr cormrciai standard forcurnrilik
eouipment inl la1-nes 1 ik> 1-3, R-4 , KC-ib , and similar future,

aircraft.

Standards for diifficult aircraft, Ii 0< fighIte-rs with- limite:d
space or AWAC-tyt airca-ft .,,jth; la hat dissi1 scion r(o(ir r-
ments . The-se standar(- c ,,:i I hitVo to di f f r s icsinfic-ant I,,. fcor~.
ARTNC 60--0 and mav, ro (:uii r v coo i ons, for I iou id0 or ot II r L2xot ii

coolingi.

Aircraft ni' ri r. 7,1 c'u olal1;. Canl refit fromI~

an i ntermudi at, etat:. jar ' ci to sucl a a tanla rd wou I h.
better than ti.;jf to Tr i- t it h-r of th,< oth( r two to fit .

FO r aircraft wi th s uie.t )io -- : Iom.-it sI of m isin 0 qu i meri-t , i t

now ajirears; advintrtoi oi;. t, 1! it 1 o-:" c- it-v ''lic card"
circuits - i i.m o -1 :: :it-s) iui r1.iqi0r iIc-'c-r

componenrts or cir(:ur i-u c: t~e ii ooI in 11. "Iooic card''
assmbiiesrcil- , ii ct- :01I nio andi ac-kairs;in(

standards.

Boeinq :urrc r 1%, :ii T.-~ Si rt . ~ o-t a advanced

fcoOlin'; i trra- T:: hi? i% J f- 5. -7,1 , r -; a f inI rep ort.

3.2 : t7pVtEy OFi. ('()LIN Ihh (1;

3. 2.1 Ba-ckgIjrou-nd

Ihia~~~~~~~~~~ seto add)s tK a-1  t 1- .3.-i§heSa- t o

Work. Tt, prov i d, a1 em;1 t ''V- i 11, ion. 'I 'ao] l ts -;toi;-,eja-l



or dedicated environmental control systems, and the cooling of instruments
and electronic components mounted on or behind the various cockpit panels.
It was not considered technically beneficial to segregate such interdepen-
dent .nd interrelated items for individual treatment.

3.2.2 Review of Existing Avionics Cooling

With only the most minor exceptions, the thermal environment in today's
aircraft induces high thermal stresses in avionics equipment. In some air-
craft the avionics may enjoy a favorable environment during normal flight
and then be subjected to high thermal stress during ground operations. In
some aircraft only a portion of the avionics is adequately cooled in flight.
Shese conditions may be regarded as typical throughout the USAF inventory
and exemplify the lack of any serious standards for cooling avionics.

Severe differences in the cooling environment cannot be associated
with any particular class of aircraft or with an, particular type of cool-
ing. Even in aircraft equipped with high-capacity vajor-phase cooling
systems, some of the installed avionics either have b,,n denied access to
the cooling air by their location in the aircraft, or the cool air distri-
bution system has failed to deliver sufficient air flow to the individual
boxes. The same conditions have been verified in aircraft using convec-
tion cooling (with or without blowers); it is typical for some locations
to receive no cooling whatsoev'r. It may he assumed that some of the avi-
onics in each aircraft type will be, ti n victims of inadequate cooling

arrangements during flight or ground operation.

3.2.3 Current Approaches to Improved Cooling and Ruliability

As used in this report, the term "current a},proache.s" rei resents the
accumulated efforts made by military and civil users of modern avionics to
initiate improvements in avionics cooling systems.

One of the earlier advancements was contained in ARINC Specification

404, published in 1956, which cited the, avionic; coolinq deficiencies expe-
rienced since World War IT. It prescribhd specified openings in the equip-
ment case and the "404 racks" for coolin air to reduce, equipment operating
temperatures. This conce pt assum(d inta lation of th, avionics in the
cooled cabin area of the aircraft, wit l.i vac-uuim duct be low the equipment
to draw the cooler cabin air throubih th, av i,,ni- box. Specification 404
was successful where, it was aI i i i i -- ! it- not net universally applied.
As they entered the transport fle(et, i,,w iircraft t' did not incor-
porate the 404 cooling i rovisions and , xi ri. se riu h,,at I roblems
in and around some Id- transmitter units. T in , t at i)n centi nued until
remedial measures were, aqr(. -d to thr , ii t,, Ai , !VI, ,7t ro 1t nqineering
Committee (AEEC) actions.

Today's panel-mount,.d instrumint; contain hiih ,r dens ity; electronics
and generate more heat itii, the old, r mo(chni,, i in trum ste. With the

more recent introduction of cathode ray tu . ( b' ) into the instrument

panel, the resurgence of the, h,.at I rohl(m can no Inor h (inor'd. In

*3-s



1976, ARINC Specification 408A (pertaining to air transport indicator cases
and mountings) prescribed methods for calculating the cooling requirements
of panel-mounted instruments and recommended the circulation of cooling air
to remove the heat.

Reliability degradation due to overheating avionics was a primary
reason for the AEEC's developing and publishing ARINC Specification 60
in 1977 and 600-1 in 1978. The ARINC 600 Specification represents an up-

* dated approached to avionics interfaces and specifies more completely the
use of forced-air cooling in the avionics equipment racks. A comianion
document, ARINC Specification 601 (still in the process of final coordina-
tion), will prescribe similar cooling arrangements for the "control/display

"interfaces -- i.e., the CRTs and other instruments mounted in the cockpit

on the instrument panel, the pedestal, or the shelves and overhead panels.
The specification also will contain guidelines for the amount of allowable
heat dissipation per cubic inch. The application of these innovations to
new aircraft entering the inventory should p;rovide a much improved environ-
ment for cockpit controls and display devices. The Boeing 767 now in pro-
duction will have some degree of compliance; the A300 Airbus (now being
configured for several U.S. air carriers) probably will conform to the ARINC
600 specification with pressurized and filtered air for all avionics, in-

cluding the cockpit devices.

The AEEC is currently working on Characteristic 728, which covers the
provision of refrigerated air for the, avionics during ground operation.
This is due to be approved and published durino 1080. In the meantime,
United Airlines has equipped two DC-0 aircraft with a refrigeration sys-

tem featuring filtered air for the avionics. This system is being evalu-

ated primarily for ground oeration, but it may well be prescribed for in-
flight operation also.

3.2.4 Avionics Cooling Technology of the Future,

Almost all current approaches to avionics cooling hav(, invelv ,d dirtct
heat transfer to the surrounding air or to an air stream circulatins

through the equipment. This form of h( at transzfer de}ends on a hiqh-de ns it

atmosphere that is calable of absorbin a quantities of heat. In those
cases where the avionics are installed in th,: iresui zed and ;,rnrironmen-
tally controll(,d cabin are as, the air trans fr can hP, ad ,quate . To achieve

"- proper cooling, the airframe and aviot ics s} <:ialist oust r, i th( •
many approaches to heat transfer that ar, ava di al and abandon th(, rout ine

concept of air circulation as th( on),!- iv(Aut ion.

3.2.5 Instruments and Cockpit Displav I),,v},,

The cooling of electroni c i n struments insta I I cd in t Is cocki i t remai n:
a weak link in avionics cool iny . Th, I robiem has h( n re coqlliz d and an

AEEC suhcommi ttee on Instrument Coo iI,; and Mount i n (1MI C) was, fo rm, d in
1374, but agreed solutions hav( hn I ,w in :om
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The instruments themselves were not designed for efficient heat trans-
fer, and the instrument cases do not provide sufficient surface area for
adequate cooling, even at ambient room temperatures. In the confined spaces
behind the instrument panel, with the instruments clustered as closely as
they can be fitted together, overheating results. To achieve a degree of
short-term relief, some of the airlines have initiated a project to provide
cooling air behind the panel by means of small pipes or ducts routed between

the instrument clusters.

3.2.6 Military Avionics Unique Features

In military aircraft, some features are truly unique, and they must
be considered in preparing for the proper cooling of future installations.
For instance, in small high-performance aircraft, only the cockpit is
pressurized and temperature conditioned. Relatively few of the avionics
(beyond the controls and displays) can be fitted into the cockpit, but the
cockpit exhaust air is used for cooling equipment in adjacent parts of
the aircraft.

The supersonic military fleet prese nts a special set of environmental
conditions in terms of both temperaturo and altitude. During supersonic
flight, the skin of the aircraft may reach temperatures of several hundred
degrees at flight altitudes above 70,000 feet, where the air is unable to

absorb large quantities of heat. The most readily available heat sink
under such conditions is the aircraft fuel system. Since the fuel must
be warmed to assure proper metering Irior to injction into the engines,
the use of the fuel as a heat sink becomes mutually benficial to both
systems. Heat transfer devices can he introduceod ci ther into the fuel
tanks or into the fuel lines feeding the e-nqines.

Another source of possibl,, avionics cooling is the liquid oxyqen sys-
tem. By necessity, the liquid oxygen must absorb a tremendous amount of
heat to boil off the gaieous oxygun reguire d for the life-support system.
Through proper design, the excess heat from the avionics could be trans-
ferred to the liquid oxygen heat exchanger.

3.2.7 Coordinated Design Approach (Internal/External Considerations)

Avionics cooling must be approached as a total problem, inside and
outside the box, from the point of heat generation within a single elec-
tronic component to the final transfer of that heat energy to some dissi-
pative medium outside the avionics area, and perhaps outside the aircraft.
Any approach that does not include this end-to-end treatment of the heat-
removal problem should be regardod a!- incom'lete. The, progrossive transfer
of heat from the component where the hear is qienerated to some point cut-
side the avionics box or assembly may include everal stehs with eacs step
representing an identifiable heat transf(,r operation. 11sing a single com-
ponent as the starting point, the heat may be conductively transferred to
the ground plane of a printed circuit board, -'-nductively transferred to
a heat pipe located internally within The l ox, ana conluctively transferrea
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from the heat pipe to the outer wail of the unit. From the outer wall it
may be conducted to a finned area for direct dissipation -- or perhaps to
another heat exchanger, with air, liquid, or vapor used as the transfer
medium. This totally integrated approach, inside and outside the avionics
box, appears to be the key to providing improved cooling to the electronic
components, which is the most important factor in achieving more favorable
operating temperatures and the greater reliability needed by both the mili-
tary and civil users of complex avionics. The following review of the
individual heat transfer techniques may be useful.

3.2.7.1 Convection Cooling Technology

Two types of convection cooling are of intcrest here: (I) free con-
vection, where the air motion results only from the convection currents
formed by the hot air rising from the heat source and (2) forced convection,
where the air motion is primarily controlled by a fan or blower.

The primary problem associated with either tyl.e of convection cooling
is the reduced air density that occurs with increasing altitude, causing
the atmosphere to become a less efficient heat transfer medium by factors
of 3 at 30,000 feet, 6 at 50,000 feet, and 12 at 70,000 feet. A commercial

airliner's cabin and avionics bay is held to a pressure altitude of 5,000
to 8,000 feet, providing a heat-transfer capacity that is still approximately
80 percent of its sea-level value. Convction cooling is, tihtre~for-,

appropriate to commercial transport aircraft and, by analogy, to military
transports also.

In the high-performance military aircraft environment, the circulation
of cooling air through an avionics assembly does not r(', res(nt the best
approach to system cooling. Even under ideal conditions, tho cooling air
will contain some degree of contamination, and, over a peried of time, the
contaminants will become lodged or deoositcd on the circuit components.
This condition will reduce the effectiveness of the cooling system and may
also produce a malfunction or a failure. If the weal on system :-hould he
exposed to radioactive particles suspended in the atmosphere, the direct
ingestion of these particles into the avionics circuitry could induce a wide
variety of malfunctions and failures. The hest assurance of internal clean-
liness and adequate cooling for all (,]lctronic components is achiuved throuqh
designs that provide conductiv( cooling throusihout the electronic assembly
and internal heat transfer to the walls of the- enclosure. This ai -roach
requires no holes or ventilation 1orts in the clectronics enclosure. With
all of the internal h( at transferrtd to th, walls, a variety of availahle
heat-exchange techniques ma'.' hem',m ],d to cool the lox.

3.2.7.2 Conductive Cooling Teiln .

Conductive cooling of electronic compone nts and assemblies tncompasses
many techniques. To be effective, coindu.tive, coolipn 'hilosop h% must bl,
applied concurrently with circuit dsi n, circucit layout, comp-one nt s,lcc-
tion, manufacturing methods, and sist m kah;in.
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If the metallic surface of a printed circuit board is to be used as
a conductive heat-transfer device, the layout of the board is critical to
its thermal transfer efficiency.

Use of a thermal shunt or a conductive cold plate is an effective
technique. Usually it is a copper or aluminum part that provides an effi-
cient heat-transfer path, cooling the heat sources while also leveling the
heat distribution through the electronic assembly. A good alternative is
to cover the entire printed circuit board with a thermally conductive
(dielectric) material. Typically, these new materials consist of silicone
rubber heavily filled with aluminum oxide or beryllium oxide. They cure at
room temperature, thus applying no thermal stresses to the electronic com-

* ponents. For replacement of failed parts, the rubber material can be cut
away and subsequently refilled without disturbing the remainder of the
board. This technique provides a good heat transfer path in all directions
across the circuit board and achieves an effective integral thermal mass.

A castable epoxy compound with high thermal conductivity, which cures
into a hard mass, is used primarily for potting large heat-producing com-

ponents rather than for coating circuit boards.

A heat pipe is a thermal shunt that includes technology for improving
thermal transfer efficiency, such as a liquid-to-vapor-to-liquid evaporation/
conderLsation cycle within its internal striicture. This device must be
designed, configured, and fabricated for each specific application. Heat
pipes are certain to play an increasingly important role in the future.

Improvements have also been made in the quality and thermal conduc-
tivity of the silicone greases used for the thermal interfacing of flat
surfaces. The best materials do not drip or run at any elevated operating
temperatures and do not dry out or deteriorate during prolonged exposure
to a heated environment.

Components also found to be useful are thermally conductive card guides
that will ensure efficient heat transfer from printed circuit boards to the
sides of an enclosure, and gaskets made of thermally conductive materials
that can be fitted to bridge gaps between poorly mating surfaces. The
proper materials, properly applied, with intelligent layout and parts posi-
tioning will ensure efficient heat transfer. New-generation avionics devel-
opment should utilize the best techniques and the best materials available
for the efficient cooling of the equilment.

3.2.7.3 Thermo-Electric Coolinj

Thermo-electric cooling devices exploit the Peltier effect to remove
heat from a thermo-electric junction that is in thermal contact with the
device to be cooled. The passage of a (relatively large) electric current
through this junction causes a correis}ondinq Peltier heat to be developed
simultaneously at another junction needed to complete the electric circuit.
The device is, in effect, a heal pum . Thermo-electric devices are avail-
able (off the shelf) from approximatly 1/2 watt to approximately 500 watts
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of dissipation capacity. They have no moving parts, they are not fragile,
and their life expectancy should be in excess of 100,000 hours if properly
installed and properly controlled. However, the efficiency of such devices
is inherently low, and the cost has remained high. From a practical point
of view, thermo-electric cooling appears best suited to small heat sources,
and, even then, it should be limited to some intermediate function in a
complete heat-transfer chain.

3.2.8 Opportunities for Standardization

*3.2.8.1 Standard LRU Conductive Cooling Interfaces

If good thermal design can ensure that an avionics unit is effectively
a uniform thermal mass, then the cooling interface can be any sufficiently

- large area on any of its surfaces. With good thermal contact to this area,
the outward heat flow can be continued by conduction into the next segment
of its overall path. There are many options for this segment: in cases
where the avionics box is generating a large amount of heat, an external
heat exchanger can be provided. Typically, the heat e.xchangler would be a
double-walled structure, one wall of which could be one or more surfaces
of the avionics box. The heat exchanger may contain a flow of cooled air,
or it may contain a circulating liquid. If the surface of the, avionics
enclosure is not one of the heat exchanger walls, the flat surface of the
heat exchanger would interface with the flat surface of the avionics box
to provide close contact. A good quality, thermaily conductiv 5liCOnl

grease can be used to eliminate any voids between the two surfaces. In
cases where less heat is being dissipated, the heat exchanger may be a
finned structure, itself cooled by convection.

In all of the cases discussed above, the avionics box can be the same
identical assembly (therefore lendinq itself to complete standardization),
while the variables are a part of the aircraft interface and normally
remain fixed to the aircraft. This aproach lermits avionics standardiza-
tion, while accommodating several variations of air cooling, convection
cooling, liquid cooling, heat pipes, or thermo-elctric cooling.

Potential candidates for this ty ) ef interc:iangeable heat exchanger
configuration are the now console-mounted communications transc, ivers (AN/
ARC-164, AN/ARC-186). These units also have optional rack mounting config-
urations. To fit within the standard console rail, these transceivers are
built up from a series of sandwich sections, five inches square (nominal).
Each section has conductive heat transfer out to it! periphery. In current
installations, this periphery is cooled by convection -- by air blown over

the case -- but the configuration is readily adajtabl(, to a conduction-
cooled interface if this were to be provided in the aircraft. This inter-
face could be in the form of an instrument bay rack mountinq, an actively
cooled console mounting, or an actively cooled main instrument panel mount-
ing for a five-inch-square display inatrument. Other standaridzed unit
sizes could follow the same concept.
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3.2.8.2 Cooling Standardization for the High-Performance Aircraft

An effective avionics PME standard must address the problem of the

high-performance aircraft. It can do so by developing a practical defini-
tion of a mutually acceptable thermal interface. In this way, the avionics
designer is tasked with delivering no more than X watts per unit area when

the heat-transfer interface is at Y degrees of temperature, and the aircraft
environmental system designer is tasked with maintaining the heat transfer

interface at no more than Y' degrees of temperature while it is emitting
no less than X' watts per unit area. The differences (X'-X) and (Y-Y')

represent operating margins and testing tolerances. The form and fit
definitions for the avionics/aircraft interface must then provide suffi-

cient interface area for the necessary lower dissipation for each unit,

and good thermal contact to both sides of the interface. MIL-HDBK-251,

and research and investigation into the relationships between the relia-
bility and the operating temperatur(e of avionics components provide the
basis for a logical determination of the interface parameters and support-
ing trade-off analyses.

3.3 U.S. NAVY PMt1 PROGRAM,

As a ,art of our revi2w of th( state of the art in PUE interface con-

cepts, we reviewed the U.S. Navy Modular Avionics Packaging (tAP) Program.
This program is an integrated effort to satisfy requirements of future
avionics systems from the component/device level through the interface of
the avionics with the aircraft and its integral systems. The intent is to
evaluate alternative concu:ts and develop standard mechanical, electrical,
and tlhermal interfaces for modules, integrated racks, and other avionics
enclosures. The program began in FY 1977 and is scheduled for flight test-
ing of developed hardware in FY 1L82. The Standard Avionic Module (SAM)
conckpt is an integral part of the MAP Program.

Current planning has selected the Improved StanO ird Electronic Module
(ISEM) 2A as a 1 rimary candidate. The size of this module is 1.68"8 x
5.74"W (.2 )"D ().4" pfrmitted where required) . Rackinc, is to bt 36"H x
28"W havinu multiple subsyste.ms implem, nttd by the IsEM 2A packages. Direct
air- im}ingement cooling of the ISM 2A modules will be u sd with 85°C junc-
tion temperature and 20 watts per modul, as a coal. Zero Insertion Force
(ZI") and Low Insertion Forcu (LIF) coninctors have been investiqated, with

the LIF connector currently considered more, advantageous becausc of the

excessive contact resistance and lack of c]<aniny action in the ZIF con-
nectors. Data interfaces will he by hich-s}, (d (i0 MU /S to 200 MU/S ) multi-
plex busses. The I rincilial probl em ,xi r ienced to dat i in achievinq the
desired 50 percent weight and volume r((iiction while u:;in, standard modules

and racking.

Our review of the MAP Iprogram inicate s that, 11 thouqh the objectives
are similar to those of the USAF and civil PM): standardization irograms, the
methods selected for implementing th( c', tare, not compatiLl, tither with
USAF architectural concepts or with ARINC h)(. Th,, major cause for incom-
patibility is the importanc( qiv( n to the. I M troira' and the use, of the
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ISEM 2A module as the building block of the Navy proqram. ARINC 600 re-

quirements standardize at the avionics subsystem level, with the smallest
module (or increment between successive sizes of modules) sufficient to
house 30 or more ISEM 2A modules. The MAP approach s,lected by the Navy
is targeted to minimize the unique logistic and maintenance problems asso-

ciated with avionics for carrier or other shilborne aircraft. While this
is an important objective for the Navy, the problems are not shared by all
users of avionics. Thus, while some of the technologies addressing cooling,
connectors, and other mechanical aspects of the PME concept may be shared,

there does not seem to be a case for a direct application of MAP for USAF
use. Earlier USAF studies found that the use of standard electronic modules
is economically attractive only in limited cases (e.g., ground support

equipment and selected aircraft applications). It limits the avionics
designer's flexibility in his pursuit of ozstimization. Another drawback
to MAP in its current status is that it fixe_ s rack size and allows no
installation flexibility for the airframe masufacturer.

3.4 OVERVIEW OF THE FINDINGS OF TIlE SUPPORTING STUDIES

On the basis of the 1 receiding; discussions and the results of the

industry survey, we can draw several conclusions concerning both technical
and _usin s- aslpects of a MOAF PME standard. The subject of cost-benefit
relationships will be dealt with in Chaj ter Four.

As we explained in Chater 'P, ARTNC 500 and 700 series avionics
equipments have different degrees; of direct usability in USAF aircraft.
In most cases (except where space,, e-nvironmnt, or performance prohibit
it), adaptability can be achieved through modification, interface accommo-

dation, waiver of standards, or chances in thle procurement process. These
caveats can be burdensome and fr :uestlc lead to a d(cision to }ursuc a

military solution unless there is a clear and convincing cost argument
to the contrary. Unfortunately, this us ually creates a new and individual-

ized piece of USAF equipment. A 1O<Al' PM}< standard similar to the ARINC
standards could be the prim, solut iuc te this probl(.m.

The consensus amonq industry mtbe(rs surveyed is that a USAF PMF stan-

dard is an acceptabl( wac to cain rie,., of the, ;tandardization benefits
associated with the APINC tandards, '-,ithout !le.ing dep(ndent on adaptations
of airlines avionics. This app'roae l also al : ,arc; to e.nhance the current
USAF standardization thrust by providini f,)r cros s-s,'stem standardization

as well as standardiz,,.tion for I ,iiTl. :".I t, m. TI, ,o u P xt, nds from I
boxes, racks, p1uqs, test equitm( nt and 1-recedur,, s, to training and mainte-
nance practices, installation desijn, modification Irocesses, and specified
itms. It also enhances the potintial for commonality in many othe.r ar(.as
across multitJhe p latforms: }ow(,r sourc , envirsnm,.nta. control sources,
ducting, porting, sitace efficincy,, wiring desiqn, and similar avionics

peri hurals.
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Specific conclusions are as follows:

1. Sizing is the main point of contention associated with a PME stan-
dard. ARiNC 404A and 600 Standards are considered "freauently too
large," especially for space-constrained fighter-type alrcraft.
Sizing in a USAF PME standard should accommodate generalized needs.
While a single standard would be economically preferable, multiple
standards may be necessary to service the full range USAF needs.
Perhaps some combination(s) of USAF and commercial sizing would I
be possible to }:ermit cross-fit of equipments. The order of pri-
ority in size concern a:,cears to h ..: first, hecicht; second,
length. Width was not mentioned a; a concer;.

2. The next most severe contention centers around environmental con-
trol, which would require desiqn to maximize long-term benefits
of current and future techniques. If desiqned and implemented
carefully, an environmental standard could benefit not only the
prime users (such as the F-16 and F-ill) but also those who would
achieve environmental control a, a bonus. While good environmental
design parameters certainly do not lower design and acouisition
costs, they do provide lower peak operating temperatures, which,
in turn, reduce equipment failure rates and hence o.'erating and

support costs.

Whi 1 the us' of a PME stn dard ienerat-o.s sic:nifican t advantagcs,
cx :)andinj ti cone, It from on11 of form, fit (i> ) , and unvironment
to onY of form, fit, funestion (F) , and lnvironment introduces the
notion of fuinctional standardi zation, wlhichi has been widely dis-
cussod but only occ-asionall' umn lemont, i in the USAF. The benefits
achi(yed throu.ih tVi, combil.i i', on of box a:ii functional standardiza-
tion art, synergistic: both< th, us< r and the avionics industry

l Joy not oldy c' ntii "in; o ! ( t i ion, int(.rchancjuab]i it , maturity,
and o ase of modifi:ation, -it a1: . thn convt,-i('nce of a well
established, r<.coqnized, and acc- tud disci I ine that encourages
its own ise.

4. PM!, standardizat ,-n canj 1w ar : ii I to an,, c ass of avionics as a
"box" standard. !thin(:t 101 ' o;;ar izat ion should !rohabqI- ,-

limited to common matuirf Ivicor ins ftn;tios; it should be extend ,d
to mission avionics oil whtii an t'"'iivaltnt stag1 of maturity is
reached. In short, F' c-an be applied to all avionics; F3 should
'roal' I,, iw timitefd to) common fun t ion: and less comi l. x mission

avion ics.

5. Whil ,, P!,1 st-iniardization t.t- n iqui arc a:;-r.evriito for all USAF
aircraft thll :i t of ai , iiti r ivioni cnn':; tim overlaul just to

icon orat.,, w tanda i .:.:i! t in;l ai rcraft ncs not Seni to
1) rea;onab] . Who ,r, ttir ]'. n'.w avioni-s suitt's arc, 1s inq con-
niderfed for r,,tr(,fit, ai; in th, can' of tht, b--? or th, F-4G,
li.' fits ma 1, 1 'riv'.d from 1!1 lying, PM . ft, indari ization. This
woe 1 1,,, I i to I,( , tt'cinin',d on ii. aircraft-l ,-aircraft basis after

1,- ' i,a.;iO; [ '-! a' i ;i tion an ' i .;tal lit ion co. t ha:; lt ( 1r n r-
t_1 ji . 1, n : I i ro'aft- :, 11. - I',M I i .i ( would i, at; int'-

tral art 'of 1th, (il'lbr r'), .; t 51> """ 1 tt 1'' 0 ia asonalil '-
I ao to- iri, 1i t tit n(rc ,'' t
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6. Convection cooling continues to serve the commercial airlines
needs because of the availability of pressurized and conditioned
cabin air and the acceptability of low-density avionics packaging.
Military aircraft designs have continued to use convection cool-
ing for most avionics installations in spite of the performance
shortcomings that occur under some military operating conditions
and the dense component packaging. Alternative techniques for
removing excess heat from avionics components have been amply
demonstrated in mission-equipment installations where forced-air
cooling is not sufficiently effective. Advanced environmental
studies are in process in the industry. If results are availabl(,
in time, they deserve assessment before decisions are made on USAF
PME environmental control features.

7. Vibration standards and the qualification testing relating to them
need to be reconsidered in conjunction with potential shock-
mounting techniques. Vibration isolation for a complete avionics
box/rack combination presents qualification-test problems; hard
mounting is preferable, but vibration test conditions appropriate
to specific aircraft and box locations should be specified. The

current method of generalizing requirements frequently leads to
over-specifying qualification tests and, consequently, the equip-
ment itself. Benefits could be achieved in the form of lower cost
for production and qualification tests.

8. Quality control requirements for piece-parts create cost conditions
for military equipments that are not necessarily incurred in the
commercial process. The higher price of military quality control
does not necessarily lead to better quality, however.

9. MTBF guarantees prove to be an excellent incentive for a contractor
to achieve proper design for good performance. However, an RIW
goes further, giving the manufacturer a continuing oportunity to
improve equipment p-erformance if he chooses to -- or ne(ds to --

to forestall a degradation of his equipment. In short, he has the
latitude under RIW to improve equipment :erformance as ne ,ded or
desired.

10. Purchase cost comparison!s between military and commercial equip-

ments are generally not vali( because of difficulties encountered
in identifying comparable prices. The basis of price for commer-

cial units may include indirectly allocated overhead functions,
for example, while military costs may include inventory, training,
data, and other support functions of a totally diffrent nature.

Under these circumstanc(-s, direct cost compari sons are unreliable.
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CHAPTER FOUR

COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter outlines the methodology and preliminary findings of our
examination of the economic and other benefits associated with standardiza-
tion of avionics equipment packaging, electromechanical interfaces, and
environment control. The basic quantitative trade-off is between the cost
and the benefits of implementing such standards. The benefits would be in
terms of reduced operating and support (O&S) costs brought about by improved
equipment availability, reduced acquisition cost, and reduced modification
cost achieved by exploiting the interchangeability capability in successive
equipment generations and replications.

4.2 APPROACH

We reviewed several avionics life-cycle-cost (LCC) models used by or
for the USAF. It was readily apparent that the level of in] ut detail that
each of these models required far exceeded the data available for this
analysis. Further, the models were not structured to permit parametric
analysis of specific key variables. It was, therefore, more expedient to
create a specialized model for our purpose rather than modify an existing

one.

A proposed avionics packaging, mounting, and environment standardiza-
tion policy must be evaluated for a wide cross-section of equipment and
aircraft types. Typical avionics LCC models detail the buildup of costs
through the development, test, and operational life uf a system. uur
avionics PME standardization cost-benefit model addresses the cost elements
that are related to the avionics subsystem in many aircraft types, incluaing
their successive modifications. The potential cost saving is the difference
between --he payback elements, such as lowe-r acquisition, s. , and modifica-
tion costs, and the added costs for initial design, engineering, testinq,
avionics bay structure elements, etc. To hold tht work of dcveloping thes c
inputs to a level of effort commensurate with the resources of this study,
we esttblished plausible boundaries within wh1 ch a given ini ut could vary.
Sensitivity analyses then were used to determine if that co:st element was

siqnificant to the overall I,CC, and thus whether data collection would be
worthwhile.
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We have focused our analysis on implementation opportunities in new
installations, i.e., in a new production lot for an existing airframe or
as the architectural approach for an aircraft currently in the conceptual
stage. While retrofit applications represent a much larger set of require-
ments, they also would be more costly to implement. Some inferences on the
retrofit cases are discussed later in this chapter. We assumed that the
earliest date of implementation for any of the PME standardization alter-

natives would be 1985.

4.2.1 Methodology

We first established a disciplined framework for examining quantita-
tively and qualitatively the benefits associated with each of the standard-

ization alternatives. A general purpose computer was used to establish a

systematic computational scheme, as indicated in Figure 4-2. The PMF cost-
benefit model uses three primary data bases and a set of control inputs for
parametric analyses. The model computes delta costs -- that is, the differ-

ence between the cost of conventional acquisition and support of military

avionics equipment and that cost if the PME standardization alternatives
selected for this study were being applied. These alternatives are:

Avionics LRU Packaging Standard

This standard would:

a. define a set of pri rrd di;isions, ari multiples thereof,
to be used interchangeably as the heijht, width, or dep th
of each LRU, with no constraint on the mounting attitude

b. limit the permitted power dissipation per unit volume of
thE LRU to a level that is compatible with readily achiev-

able cooling-air temperatures and flow rates

Aircraft Ra :k/Mounting/Interface Standard for Avionics

This standard would:

a. define a required LRU rack/mounting attachment method

b. define a set of required rack/mounting attachment inter-
face dimensions and tolerances; to ensure mechanical
interchangeability with all oth]:r Iike-sized avionics LRUs

c. define an electrical int, rfac(: :-;t nidard (i.e. , connector
size and style and specific pin voltaqe and siqnal stan-

dards) for each common avionics fun :tion

Avionics Environmunt Standard in Aircraft

This standard would dcfnme tie effici<ncv ()f tvionics cooling

(and possibly other critical avlnice v cnn ;Jt l ,arameters)
required to b achieved L' an, ai rcraft- ijv1,:, ta,-l system quali-
fied for USAF accul tance. Coo] ing air inl t f raitures and flow

ret.; w< s p'eclfied as tunetion: of t' I".i ] ctrieal (huat)
load, dus _qn marqlin, and qirowth f a t -r alowi-
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LCC results or Cost-Estimating R-elationships documented in other studies

performed for the USAF werc used to ustablisi baseline costs for each of
these categories. Weighting factors then were. applied to describe the esti-

mated change in cost that would occur if each of the standardization alterna-

tives were implementud.

Output from txi- model }rovides aiyack estimates on a yearly basis and

on an aircraft lifetime iJas1 and discounted values for these estimates. It
should be kept in :si:J, h;, ."r, tot it is the relative ranking of the
standardization aiternative: ,rather than absolute values, that is meaningful.

4.2.2 Aircraft Applications

First we reviewc-d tht USAF2 Avionics Planning Baseline (September 1979)

document to determine a reasonable implementation scenario for the standard-
ization alternatives, in the assumltion that the development and adoption

of any standard having a widespread impact would take several years and that

production lead tim(s require an equal amount of time for implementation, we

selected 1985 as the initial implementation date. Potential apllications of
PME standardization to new aircraft that arc planned for introduction beyond

that date are shown in Figure 4-3. It may be seeon that such applications
total just under 1,20u through 1o)l4 (the_ limit to which planning data are

available). This is less than 13 percent of the total active inventory

(force) that the USAF has maintained over the past few years; however, these

aircraft represent attractive initial targets, as their avionics configura-

tions have not been finalized. Purther, tise_4 aircraft form a threshold case

for payback analysis -- the per-aircraft benefits should be roughly equiva-
lent to those that would be obtained for the current inventory aircraft,

while the investment-cost increment should be less.

For analysis purposes, we have grouped these aircraft into the follow-
ing three generic classes according to performance characteristics:

High-Performance Tactical - The only member of this class identified

in future plans for aircraft is the Advanced Tactical Reconnaissance
System (ATRS). There is no fins decision on the configuration of
this system, which is a rep1lacement for the aging RF-4C. There is
still a possibility that an unnanned aircraft may fill this role.
However, there are other future high-p, rformance tactical aircraft
that are likely to create applications of this order of magnitude
(e.g., an advanced tactical fighter or interceptor), but they have
undefined quantities.

Tactical Attack/Observation - Ti. !'AK-X re}presents the largest
potential application in thi s cat, ior'. Th manifL-station of this
concept could cange from till <a'rc'nt A-] I or similar aircraft to a
light aircraft similar to till- curr, nt UV-10. We hay. grouped in
this class also the MI-X, i rnplac i'mnt for tie current rescue heli-
copters, as its avionics and t), rational environinents are similar
even thougii its Li .l. 11.iAlo,.
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Cargo/Transport - Military aircraft in this category are frequently
derived from commercial passenger-carrying airframes. Even if not,
they offer much more liberal tolerances for installation of avionics
than do the aircraft in the previous two categories. We have grouped
together for analysis purposes the CX/TAMA, the RC-X, (replacement
for the RC-135), and the Cruise Missile Carrier (CMC).

4.2.3 Representative Avionics and Costs

The avionics equipments for the aircraft types listed above are not
defined. It is possible, however, to make reasonable inferences on the
basis of the equipment types installed on the aircraft they are intended to
replace. We synthesized representative current-technology avionics suites
and costs for the three generic classes of aircraft. Most of our acquisition
and O&S data were derived from a recent LSC analysis of the F-16 avionics.*
Our modification and installation costs were estimated by the use of AVSTALL
methodology developed by ARINC Research for the NAVSTAR GPS Joint Program
Office.** Other estimates were either scaled from these values or taken
from published commercial or government price lists.

The avionics suites that we used as baseline cases are shown in Table
4-1; only systems that would be affected by PME standardization were included.
For example, we did not address antennas, displays, controls, and similar
non-racked equipment. The three categories of equipments shown in Table
4-1 are explained as follows:

Communications and Radio Navigation Systems - These systems are
common to most aircraft, although the mix differs slightly depend-
ing on the aircraft's operational use. These avionics are charac-
terized by relatively low cost and mature technology.

Mission- or Aircraft-Unique Systems - These systems are typically
high-cost and vary extensively from aircraft to aircraft. There
is significant architectural interdependence; i.e., the use of
outputs from one subsystem are used as inputs to another. There-
fore, when modifications are made to one LRU, several others are
often affected.

* Environmental Control System - This wa considered as a separate
cost element since it figures centrally in two of the standardiza-
tion alternatives.

The costs we developed as input values to the PME standardization model
for the representative aircraft and avionics suites are shown in Table 4-2.
It should be noted that costs in the area of mission- or aircraft-unique
systems predominate. This suggests that to have a si,nificant impact on
overall avionics LCC cost, future PME standards cannot be confined to those

*V-16 Logistics 1upport Cost StL;tas !?cpoit: (UL 76A2), 12 March 1979, General

Dynamics.
**Avionics Installation (AVSTALL) Cost Model for User Equipment of NAVSTAR

GPS, ARINC Research Publication 1727-o4-rJ !9, June 1979.
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Table 4-1. BASELINE AVIONICS SUITES

Aircraft Type System Component

High-Performance Communications and VHF R/T
Tactical Aircraft Radio Navigation UHF R/T

Systems Interphone

IFF R/T

TACAN R/T
ILS RX

- Mission-Unique or Radar

Aircraft-Unique Video Receiver

Systems Heads-Up Display

Fire Control Computer
Inertial Navigation

Blanker
V. ECM RX

Signal Processor

Environmental Control Entire System

Systems

Observation/Attack Communications and VHF AM/FM (2)
Aircraft Radio Novigation UIl I R/T

System HF Radio

Interphone
IFF R/T
TACAN R/T

ILS RX

Mission-Unique ECX.I NX

Systems Blanker

Environmental Control Entiret System

Systems

Cargo/Transport Communications and VHF AM/FM (2)
Aircraft Radio Navigation UHF R/T

System HF Radio (2)

Interp hone
" I FF R!T

TACAN P!T

ILS RX (2)

Mission-Unique or Wather Radar
Aircraft-Unique Radio Altimeter (2)

Systems Ground Proximity

INS (2)

Environmental Control Entire System

System
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Table 4-1. REPRFOEINIATIVO AVIi tJICS SUITES AND (COITS ilaLLAkSi

Colt p-r yj, leCst , A-rraft Tf-Y-,r cost 1r Aircraft

System Integratin L~il Iotlais Operation Avionics Up-date
Fn ;ifeerih3 ", r ,d urnosti.

Tc st and Data I,u bi I c, acil adS;'nr oiiain

liiii 3 I et, i, 30tical Alircraft

* Comne-ncatioss and
Radio Navigation

VHF Rneiver/Travtnitter 31,I d 1,6 .0
UHF Recei verTrariitLter Ii]J7, .7 V 4, 36, 7, ', 00
Int e r ho 00ot,7 4 u 1 03.i ,
I FF Rceiver/Tra sm atto.r 107, 3,4- 2!0 8,480 H,500
TACAI Receiv.r /Tra nsittcr 2 72, 0, 0.0]. 1750 4,840 12,
ILS Receiver 6 2,. 1.,46o 7:

*Total 72,o1, 1,4 1O-4 J

Mission-Unique or

Aircra t-Uniqac

Radar 3," 00 3:, 7,2- 46, 30?
Video Receiver o ,1r 7,3, 1
Heads-Up Display 1.4. -,

Fire Control Co tlr icC,,jt
Inert ialI NavIg a tion 43, 1,

Blankcr I 7
ECM Recever 117
Signal yro,,ssor 2 3,, .. . , I

Total 3136-,1 , 7 - 1 1 ' . .

Environmental Con~trol ,,, - ,., .. 0

Cotvtmications and3
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*.ISF AM FM 32) I, ,.,*- . '

UHF R-oio,rTronstittcr 74,1 - ., I 4 4, 3, 4 , 3

1F ievvoTrans-ott- 14, . ' - , ,-,
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ILS Revciver 78], - -. ],

Total 743,,,' ., -

M-i in- Un -1ie
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B lanko r ' .

Total I . , .
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equipments that are common to all classes of aircraft; rather, they must
include, at least to some degree, mission avionics. Also, the environmental
control system, which has a significant impact on the reliability perform-
ance of the avionics, requires a substantial investment contribution to
the acquisition and O&S cost, although, as shown later, its payback has
good potential when associated with a full PM standard.

4.2.4 Modification Scenario

Schedules for similar type aircraft in the Avionics Planning Baseline
and costs determined by the AVSTALL model were used to synthesize modifica-
tion scenarios for each of the aircraft types. Basically, our scenario
introduces modifications to the aircraft on a box-by-box basis starting
five years after the aircraft's initial operational capability and contin-
uing until five years before its complete phase-out. The scenario
postulates the eventual complete exchange of avionics once within the
lifetime of the aircraft; variations on this rate are explored in later
sensitivity analyses.

The cost of modification has many commonalities with initial instal-
lation: integration, purchase of the avionics units, initial spares,
support, equipment, etc. There are also differences, e.g., removing or
relocating LRUs, modifying racks, installing new cable runs, etc. The
method of computing these differences is described, for an illustrative
case, in Section 4.4.

4.3 WEIGHTING FACTORS

The weighting factors are values applied to the baseline values to
indicate the extent of increase or decrease in cost resulting from a
standardization action. Examples of the weighting factors are shown in
Table 4-3; these are the factors used for the common avionics in high-
performance tactical aircraft. If no change from present procedures is
indicated, the value of the weighting factor is unity.

Most of the weighting factors are based on engineering judgment; some
were developed, or influenced to some extent, b', the comments of the air-
frame and avionics manufacturers whose opinions were discussed in Chapter
Three. A tabulation of the weighting factors for each of the cases ex-
plored is presented in Appendix E. As their quantification was highly
subjective, little purpose would be served by providinq detailed rationales
for all the factors. We did perform a sensitivity analysis on them to
determine their influence on results. This is covered in Suction 4.5.1.
As defined standardization plans are developed, these estimated weighting
factors should be replaced by values that conmmand hiqher confidence.

4.3.1 LRU Packaging Standard

We anticipate that the existonce of an LRU-packaqing standard would
cause the design and acquisition cost to decreas.. This would result
from the easier prediction of the avionics bay' confiquration, particularly

I 4-i1
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FMO

F with respect to the establishment of installation methods and materials
(Group-A provisions) because of the existence of a standard form factor.

The impact would also be reflected in the avionics units because suppliers
of the boxes and other mechanical components would achieve larger produc-
tion economies and be subject to greater competition.

We were unable to identify any significant impact on reliability
stemming from application of a packaging standard that was not accompanied
by concurrent environmental system improvements. Therefore, we show no
change over present O&S cost factors for this standard. However, there
would be a salutory benefit on avionics update modification cost, because
space would be more efficiently used within the avionics bay and rearrange-
ment could probably be implemented more methodically -with unit or modular
sizing.

4.3.2 Rack/Mounting/Interface Standard

The rack/mounting/interface standard alt rnative requires LRU dimen-
sional standardization as a prerequisite. All the benefits described
above for the LRU packaging standard also app ly to the racking/mounting/
interface standard. The costs of future modifications would be reduced
to a greater extent with the existence of racks adal table to LRU size
multiples. The requirement for adapter tray:,s would be virtually eliminated
and the likelihood of major equipment relocations within the aircru ft in its
later life would be reduced. The continuinq trend toward miniaturization
of avionics made possible with VLSI and similar technologies makes this an
important consideration.

4.3.3 Environmental Standard

The provision of a more effective environmental control system (ECS)
by adherence to a stringent standard would be expected to require some
additional "up front" cost in integration engineering and testing and
to a lesser degree, in the corresponding installation materials. These
costs, of course, would be in addition to current costs and could vary
considerably depending on the aircraft avionics environmental philosophy.
For example, an aircraft designed today withiout an TX'S miqht be a suitable

candidate for one if standard environmental systems wr more routinely
implementable and performance improvm-',nts r r ecl cost Jaybacks. In this
example, the difference (delta) would be the full initial investment cost

of the ECS. On the other hand, an aircraft normally desiqned with an ECS
would probably experience a smaller delta -- the differnce, between the
cost of the current system and the cost of meeting a more strinqtnt envi-

ronmental standard. In this example , payback would doutless occur in a
shorter time than in the first example.

According to the avionics manufacturere; contacted in our survey, the

[rovisio3; of better cooling -would no' cause, them to use ' s expensive

components in their equipmunts; rather, they would continue to employ
currently selected components, reaping thn ben,,fit of the hi qher reliabilitv

-2 1



attained in the cooler environment. Accordingly, we allocated the benefits
of environmental standardization entirely to O&S -- better reliability
through better thermal control, as described in Subsection 4.2.4.

4.3.4 Full PME Standard

The full PME standard incorporates all the concepts explained in

Subsections 4.3.1, 4.3.2, and 4.3.3, and likewise reaps all the benefits

mentioned therein. We have conservatively assumed the implementation cost
to be driven by the environmental provisions and, therefore, used the
weighting factors for engineering, testing, and data, for installation
materials, and for installation labor that we used for the environmental
standard alternative.

4.3.5 Common Power Standard

The advent of all-digital avionics has increased the requirement 7or
"clean" power. The application of a common electrical i)ower standard
would generate only nominal cost for initial integration engineering and
testing, because the technology is well understood. Our survey gave
reason to expect nominal reduction in the avionics unit design and
acquisition cost, because of reduced internal recuirermnts for ,over
conditioning. The less stressful electrical environme;nt siould also
improve reliability, which would reduce O&S cost, although not to th-
extent that we associated with better cooling. WH could find no reason
to expect a change in the cost of avionics-update modification or of
installation materials or labor.

4.4 ESTIMATION OF WEIGHTING FACTORS

An area of key interest is thu impact of standardization on O&S cost,
particularly the impact produced by improve(ments to th- , nvironm( ntal con-
trol system. This is a treacherous area for rn,.diction becaus;e, ,id-stat
electronics have achieved great im rovements in r1liailit .voin within
the current military thermal environmnto. We I',,Ict(d as our i]llustrative
case an advanced technology CNI gquipment -- tn, Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System (JTIDS) Class II terminal. 1'iqun, 4-4 decrib s the
relationship between MTBF and )&. cost for thin nt when ins;talled
in tactical aircraft. This graph was dovuloj ,J in i recent: ICC ,,xerci se

performed for the JTIDS Joint Program Office. I, t.,. in.;-rt aia ,sults
of USAF tests performed on an improvd version of th, !-P' ,nvironmo ntal
control system. In this examBe, th- cofin,.d ti;. thr ,, units
cited (whose combine.d conm; lexitv is-; rouii ,p ,p{uivaltnt to. JTIDS) was found
to increas,, from 170 hour's to 270 hou r:'ee oii-; 3f the imroved coolinu
Translated into O&S cost, this rar, au('nts a r,.du;t ion from $'1, 31, to $1,085
per year, a ratio of apl roximat,,l'." 0.H. We em;vId tii; value in our

innut s',t. The tlausihl, ra-iq,. ,.stal l it;h' for thi fator was from . 1 to
0.6. A parallel analysir; by method:; dinelm nt e n 11;1-}iDBK-217C indicated
that improvements ul to 3'., rcnt t.,,h r.t ical 1: euld ,, acPi, v,,d.
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The impact of PME standardization on modification cost is examined in

more detail, because this is considered to be the area that will yi,_id the

most significant benefit. To estimate the differences in modification

costs for the standardization alternatives, we used the AVSTALL model,

which provides CERs for installation or modification activities such as
modifying mounting shelves, relocating LRUs, and replacing major cable
runs. Reducing or eliminating the need for such actions when avionics

updates are made is one of the benefits of designing to a PME standard.
The extent to which PME standardization will affect total modification

cost is, therefore, of particular intc.rest.

The postulated impact of each standardization alternative on modifica-
tion cost is shown in Table 4-4 in qualitative terms.

Table 4-4. POSTULATED INIPACT (P STA'DARDTATICN ALTERNATIVES ON

MODIFICATION COSTS

Cost Impact Aftcr St.indard is Imlemontcd

Modification

Cost Element Full Rack / LPU Environ- Common
PME Mnting ackagin i m,,ntal -o%5c r

Inter faec

Engineering/Design Less Less L so Same Sam,,

Test and Evaluation Same Sam,, ;ilo Same Sam,

A-Kit and Labor

Shelf Less I ess Samt. Sam(, Same

Mounting L, ss Less L :Sam, Same

Cable Run Less L, . >am, c ame, Samt.

Cockpit Panel Same Same Sam, Same Samc

Antenna Sam(. Sam, Sa,'

B-Kit Les: r,, .s L,,!t : Sam'' L,,os

Support Equipmment Sam( ',iim Sam, Sam.

Documen ta tion .:aI,, m,

We used the AVSTALI, CERs t1) trfs lIate this t iiulat on into quartitatire
terms, using the TACAN as a i prcsentative unit. Our (omJIut atJiors for this

-ase are described below.

The AVSTALL cost md(,] ,ot im itoe; fhe unit c'oat of mod ifvino; an air-

craft to in-,t-11 r, Ia,-n o compone-nt. This cost-
estimating relation sti is h,r,-to

C'~ U +C +- f* + X
A B i.



where

C is the unit modification cost that is to he estimated

C Ais the cost of the A-Kit, aircraft-peculiar mounting, and cabling

C Bis the cost of the avionics LRUs supplied

C Lis the cost of the labor to install

C Eis the cost of engineering/design

C Dis the cost of documentation

C Pis the cost of the prototype installaticoi

C is the cost of test and evaluation of th _ ins~tallation
T
n is the number of aircraft modified

The value of each cost element is governed byv tb ds- fi: tion of the actions
required to implonment the modification. The (' scrij tcrL; st~ect,-d hy the
AVSTALL model are as follows:

Items

Mounting shelf, rack

LRU

%la o(-r cabl1e run

Act S Cost Areas

1: . til Airuraf t modi f ic- tion

Removt Trainer moification

Re: lce Pculiar s up er t ('quilrMont

Re D) - It u SI'artec

M)di f'.:

Aircraft q';, es

Fighter anid fighter/bomber

floa'r, attack

Li(Tht-/attack anid olso;(rvat ion/,ittack

Bond)- r

Medium- large traii;;: ert

Small1 transport

He, 1 icopte r

The Co)st 11 -11-jjtj th at -on t rijlut t( c nd CT f )r a r%-: j a ca.,- (f
~;airJa -;in,;!(. LI-il in a figjhte r aircraift -Ir-sow in Tall'j 1-1-.
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Table 4-5. AVSTALL COSTS FOR TYPICAL LRU INSTALLATION
ACTIONS (DOLLARS)

Constant Modify Relocate Replace Install Install
Term Shelf an LRU a Cable a Cable the LRU

C 200 50 200 150 150 40W
A B

I 0-8*
C 0 365 1,750 875 1,050 280W
CL ___ _________B

1.09
C = 6.033 (C

D A
CE = 100 (C

E A
C= CA + CB + CL

C 4( 0 4 (C )0.8
T = B) (A)

*Where WB = weight of the LRU in pounds.°B

" NOTE: Labor at $35 per hour assumed.

For TACAN (AN/ARN-118), WB is 35 pounds, thus 40WB = $280, and
280WB0 -8 is $4,813. Thus, CA = $2,150 and CL is $8,853. The unit cost
of the TACAN Receiver/Transmitter unit is given as $8,925.

From these data, we calculated the modification cost for the present
case, for a case where an LRU packaging standard was applied (so that
shelf modification and LRU relocation would not be required), and for a
case where a rack/mounting/interface or full PME standard was applied (so
that mounting adapter hardware would be standard and cabling changes
minimal). The resulting CERs for these cases are shown in Table 4-6,
where they may be compared. In the special case where the TACAN LRU to
be installed is a direct F3 replacement for one being removed, the AVSTALL
CER gives a cost of $305 recurring and $23,721 non-recurring, yielding a
unit modification cost of $400 each for 250 aircraft. This special case
was not used in our relative-cost calculations, but it does underscore
the ready second-source replacement flexibility that is provided by a fully
defined interface standard.

Unit modification costs were derived in the same way for the remaining
j LRUs in each avionics suite. Table 4-7 shows these costs for the communi-

cations/radio-navigation avionics for the high-performance fighter, and
gives the combined weighting factors used for that section of our cost
model. Similar calculations were performed for the other two classes of
aircraft; they are reflected in the weighting factors contained in
Appendix E.
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Table 4-6. PREDICTED UNIT MODIFICATION COSTS (QUANTITY OF
250) FOR TACAN LRU INTEGRATION

LRU Rack/Mounting/

CER Factor Pret Packaging Interface

PractgcesStandard Standard

Recurring Costs

CA $ 2,150 $ 1,750 $ 1,600

CL 8,853 5,863 4,813

Total Recurring $ 11,003 $ 7,613 $ 6,413

Nonrecurring Costs

CD  $ 25,878 $ 20,675 $ 18,751

C E 215,000 175,000 160,000

C 19,928 16,538 15,338lP

CT 70,505 59,798 55,661

Total Nonrecurring $331,311 $272,Oil $249,750

* t Unit Cost for $ 12,328 $ 8,701 $ 7,412

Quantity of 250

Cost Ratio 1.000 0.706 0.601

Table 4-7. MODIFICATION COST FOR COMMUNICATIONS/RADIO-
NAVIGATION AVIONICS LRUs (HIGH-PERFORMANCE

FIGHTER AIRCRAFT)

LRU Rack/Mounting/
PresentLRU Function Practice Packaging Interface

Standar'd Standard

VHF Communications $ 7,408 $ 3,430 $ 2,144

UHF Communications 7,475 3,858 2,572

Interphone 5,946 2,345 1,065

IFF Receiver/ 8,636 4,661 3,697
Transmitter

TACAN Receiver/ 12,32P 8,701 7,412
Transmitter

ILS Receiver 7,070 3,437 2,145

Total $48,503 $26,432 $19,035

Ratio 1.0) 0.54 0.39I I
4-18
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4. 5 PAYBACK ANALYSIS

Payback, in terms of military expenditures, may be interpreted as a
cost avoidance value. All payback values shown in this and succeeding
sections are displayed in the same dollar values as the input, i.e., FY1975.
As discussed in the introduction to this chapter, however, it is the rela-
tive rankings rather than absolute values that are meaningful.

The principal significance of a payback analysis is the insight it
provides on the recovery of investment. In this period of tight money and
high interest rates, economic institutions place great emphasis on rapid
payback. We conducted a payback analysis and plotted the results on a
year-by-year basis. The payback cost streams are shown in Figure 4-5.
Standard alternatives that have smaller "up front" cost and that principally
reduce acquisition cost, produce quicker and larger paybacks, and are
favored over those that require substantial investment and principally
influence long-term logistics cost. The LRU packaging standard looks
particularly attractive from an early-payback point of view. The environ-
mental standard is not cost-competitive because its payback occurs as
reduced O&S cost, which represents only a small part of the total LCC

and accrues slowly. It also requires significant initial investmeit
and does not impact future modification cost.

The slopes of curves in Figure 4-5 are driven by the USAF installation
and modification assumptions used as input. In this subset of the planned
USAF force of the late 1980s, there are high payoffs for standardization
alternatives that reduce future modification cost. The results shown graph-
ically in Figure 4-5 are also depicted in tabular form in Table 4-8.

4.6 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

After exercising the model for the three-aircraft-class scenario, we
explored the sensitivity of the LCC relationships to the weighting factors
assumed and to the frequency of avionics-update modifications assumed.

4.6.1 Sensitivity to Weighting Factor Values Assumed

The results of the analysis of weighting factor sensitivity are dis-
played in Figure 4-6. This figure shows the net economic benefits of
implementing each of the standardization alternatives over the projected
force lifetime. Plotted on the chart are the results obtained when the
nominal, most optimistic, and most pessimistic values of weighting factors
were used. Table 4-9 shows the ranges of the values used. Within the
range of variance explored, the LRU packaging standard, the rack/mounting/
interface standard, and the full PME standard are competitive and attrac-
tive from an economic standpoint.

The environmental standard and common power standard provide paybacks,
but not on the same order as the other standardization concepts. This
occurs primarily because these two concepts have a lesser cost-reduction
impact on future modification cost than do the other three alternatives.
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Table 4-8. PREDICTED ANNUAL COST SAVINGS IN AVIONICS/AIRCRAFT

INTEGRATION, OPERATION, SUPPORT AND MODIFICATION
(THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS)

LRU Rack/Mounting/ omo
LR Full PME Common Environmental

Year Packaging Interface PowerStandard Standard
Standard Standard Standard

1985 0 0 0 0 0

1986 0 0 0 0 0

* 1987 1,068 1,019 -328 37 -581

1988 682 642 271 309 -14

1989 12,527 7,800 1,383 5,123 -3,979

1990 15,316 9,719 4,630 7,369 -2,375

1991 15,470 9,732 4,922 7,598 -2,121

1992 17,018 11,744 7,351 7,680 -1,762

1993 14,248 9,121 6,707 6,664 -1,313

1994 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

1995 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

1996 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

1997 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

1998 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

1999 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

2000 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

2001 4,454 5,592 7,115 878 1,522

2002 2,627 3,358 4,881 878 1,522

2003 2,627 3,358 4,881 878 1,522

2004 0 0 1,522 878 1,522

Sum 117,211 101,231 93,137 44,434 4,602

4.6.2 Sensitivity to the Modification Scenario Assumed

Our modification scenario was based on an*ASD/AX estimate that each
military aircraft experiences a full swap-out of avionics over a 20-year
period (although the swap-out is done incrementally on a system-by-system
basis).

Since the modification scenario is a criti al factor in ranking the
standardization alternatives, we varied the rate of avionics updates from
zero (no changes over the lifetime) to a complete change of avionics every
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Tiable 4-9. RANGE OF WEIGHTING FACTORS

Itategratioio Group-A IGroup-B IOeainModification/
Data and and

Aternativ Test Hardware IHardware [ Support update

Communications and Radio Navigation

Packaging, 2.0-1.4 1.0-1.2 0.8-1.0 0.7-0.9 0.2-0.7
Mounting, and
Environmental
Standard

LRU Standard 0.7-0.9 0.4-0.8 0.7-0.9 1.0 0.3-0.8

Rack/Mo~unting/ 0.7-0.8 0.4-0.8 0.7-0.9 1.0 0.2-0.7
Interface
Standard

Environmental 1.0-1.4 1.0-1.2 1.0 0.7-0.9 1.0
Standard

Common Power 1.0-1.2 1.0 0.8-1.0 0.8-1.0 1.0
Standard

Mission-Unique or Aircraft-Unique

Packaging, 1.1-1.3 0.9-1.3 0.7-1.1 0.7-0.9 0.5-0.7
Mounting, and
Environmental
Standard

LRU Standard 0.6-1.0 0.4-0.8 0.6-1.0 1.0 0.5-0.9

Rack/Mounting! 0.7-1.1 0.7-0.9 0.7-1.1 1.0 0.6-0.8
Interface
Standard

Environmental 1.0-1.4 1.0-1.2 1.0 0.7-0.9 1.0
Standard

Common Power 1.0-1.2 1.0 0.8-1.0 0.8-1.0 1.0
* Standard

Environmental Control System

Environmental 1.0-1.6 1.0-1.4 1.0-2.0 1.0-1.2 -

and PME______II
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five years on the average. The results of this exercise are shown in
Figure 4-7. It may be seen in the figure that the common-power standard
is competitive when the avionics suite is not exchanged. The environmental
standard does show some savings, but tends not to be persuasive.

4.6.3 Sensitivity to Mission Avionics O&S Cost Assumption

We noticed that the O&S cost for the mission-unique avionics, as
derived from our source (the F-16 logistic support cost estimate), were
approximately 2 percent of the LRU acquisition cost per year. This is

very low for such sophisticated equipment, even considering its wide use
of solid-state components. Current RIW manufacturer-support contracts are
approximately at 5 percent per year of the LRU cost, and organizational
maintenance is even more costly. We, therefore, made runs with mission-
unique cost adjusted up to 5 percent. Figure 4-8 shows the sensitivity
of the total force life-cycle cost to this change. Notice that the rela-
tive attractiveness of the environmental standard, the common power stan-
dard, and the full PME standard are substantially improved. The merits
of the LRU packaging standard and the rack/mounting/interface standard
are relatively unchanged, as they are postul.ated to influence initial
acquisition and mo~dification costs rather than O&S cost.

4.7 SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

The subset of the USAF force examined is proportionally representative
of the total USAF current inventory, which is comprised of approximately
60 percent one- or two-seater aircraft and 40 percent wide-bodied or
bomber aircraft. If these applications were included in the analysis, a
larger return in the aggregate might be shown. It was not possible, how-
ever, to determine realistically the extent to which the PME standardiza-
tion alternatives might be implemented in an existing aircraft architecture
and at what cost. It seems reasonable to assume that installation of new
PME-standard equipments in older aircraft (racks, mounting provisions,
connectors and cables, ECS, etc.) would cost at least as much as installa-
tion in production-line aircraft, and most likely a great deal more. The
uncertainties of these costs did not permit us to evaluate, or even esti-
mate, their magnitude. Any saving attributable to upgradino older aircraft
with PME standards would necessarily be less than that for new aircraft
by the amount of the increased cost of installation. Accordingly, the
payback time would be longer. This implies a lessened opportunity to
secure the possible benefits because of the age of the aircraft at the
outset and the lesser life expectancy and lessened potential for needing
to exchange avionics suites as on new aircraft. If a PME standard is
implemented, and hard PME cost data are developed (rack costs, installation
times, etc.), the value of installing PME equipments on older aircraft
would then need to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis through detailed
cost trade-off studies. As was pointed out earlier, the largest contribu-
tors to acquisition and O&S costs are the avionics that are not common
across the force. Thus, it is difficult to establish a PME "block" for
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* installation during the periodic retrofits for these aircraft. This con-
cept will require further development before economic analysis can be made.
It is fair to conclude, however, that PME standardization does have economic
benefit if used for installations in new aircraft.

The magnitude of the predicted saving associated with PHE standardiza-
tion appears small when viewed in the context of the USAF's current spend-
ing level of approximately $2 billion per year on avionics acquisition.

* However, we have considered only a small fraction (15 percent) of the
total applications. Further, the difficult-to-quantify aspects of PME

* standardization as a building block for wide employment of GEE avionics,
as discussed in Section 4.2, have not yet been included.

The results of this analysis, while preliminary and of first-order
approximation, indicate that there is significant potential for achieving
payback from PME standardization. The LRU packaging standard and rack/
mounting/interface standard appear attractive, with lower investment
requirements than were assumed for the full PME standardization. However,
these results consider the quantifiable costs alone. operational benefits
of improved avionics reliability, such as reduced mission aborts or mission
curtailments, are difficult to quantify in terms of cost saving, since the
avionics system is only one of many potential mission availability problems.
one conclusion that can be drawn is that environmental improvement plus PME
standardization can have a much more significant payback potential than
environmental improvement implemented alone.

The common power standard can stand alone. The implementation cost
necessary to provide better regulation, voltage-spike protection, and
outage prevention are much less than those for the improved cooling systems.
Currently, this protection must be provided within each LRU. The payback
starts by removing this cost from the LRU (acquisition saving) and con-
tinues with improved reliability (O&S saving).

It should be kept in mind that the standardization choices are not
mutually exclusive. For example, continued use of commercial standards
for wide-bodied aircraft and adaptation of the commercial PME standard for
other military applications could be approached simultaneously; an LRU
packaging standard developed initially could later be established as a
part of a full PME standard. our review of the key technical issues that
governe-d the inputs to the analysis produced further insight into the
attractiveness of the alternatives that cannot be displayed as direct
model outputs, i.e.:

. Fighter-type aircraft comprise the largest component of the repre-
sentative force addressed in this analysis; they also represent the
largest component of the USAF's projected force. Even small cost
payback changes in this class of aircraft will derive large abso-
lute changes in total USAF avionics life-cycle costs.

. The "conmmon" group of avionics, which is the most amenable to the
use of commercial or similar standards, represents a minor part of
the total cost of the avionics for a combat aircraft; however,
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associated with flight-essential functions there are high opera-
tional benefits associated with availability imorovements. Inte-
gration cost for radar, weapon-delivery, and electronic-warfare
avionics dominates the avionics-suite LCC and, therefore, has the
biggest potential quantitative payback for PME standardization.

Where cost has been a principal design factor (e.g., for AN/ARN-118
and AN/ARN-127), military avionics prices are fully competitive
with commercial avionics prices.

4.8 RECOMMENDATIONS

The PDE model developed for this analysis is a powerful tool for
examining the impact of standardization alternatives on life-cycle costs
in a multiple-aircraft implementation scenario. It will require, however,
a significant additional planning and costing effort to provide the data
on input-cost elements needed for an absolute set of values. To obtain a

better confidence in the relative attractiveness of the five standardiza-
tion alternatives, the performance of the following tasks is required:

1. Obtain both planning and projected cost data on a larger group of
aircraft selected as viable candidates for PME standardization

2. Define specific types of avionics in the aircraft of interest

3. Construct scenarios describing in detail implementation plans
for candidate PME standardization alternatives

4. Obtain more detailed data, particularly for the modification cost

5. Perform an analysis on what the planned implementation -- ECS
systems, power distribution systems, etc. -- would cost for the
various standardization alternatives

At this stage in planning for a PME standard, there is some doubt that
such an extensive effort would be warranted. Of the tasks outlined above,
the fifth (implementation cost) is the most critical. However, before this
can Le analyzed in any significant detail, a set of "strawman" approaches
must be defined: sizing, cooling method, etc. One scenario is described
in Chapter Five to demonstrate what we feel is a pracLical approach to
implementing PME standardization in the USAF. The steps required to
establish other activities are described in the PME standardization plan
in Chapter Six.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SCENARIO FOR IMPLEMENTING USAF PME CONCEPT

This chapter describes a single scenario for implementing a USAF PME
concept. It takes the approach that avionics boxes, racks, mounting devices,
connectors, power systems, and environmental-control systems will all be
incorporated into the PME standards, either concurrently or sequentially.
It postulates that functional standardization to achieve complete LRU
interchangeability can be incorporated either initially or after implementa-

tion of the PME standardization. This scenario offers many technical and
institutional benefits but it should be recognized as being just one of
several. The cost analysis process should be applied to other scenarios
similarly postulated to determine an optimized approach for implementing PME
standardization.

5.1 THE CHARACTER OF A USAF PME STANDARD

5.1.1 Sizing

Our discussions with USAF engineers and manufacturers of aircraft and
avionics revealed that, while many commercial avionics have applicability
to military cargo aircraft and other similar large-bodied aircraft, a PME
approach unique to the military will be required for smaller, high-performance
aircraft. It is possible that the military PME standard might be an adapta-
tion of ARINC 600, retaining sufficient common features to allow interchange-
ability of functionally equivalent LRUs. For example, if the USAF PME
standard embodied the ARINC 600 Modular Concept Unit (MCU) approach, it is
conceivable that an Air Force MCU could be differently defined in terms of
dimensions, watt-dissipation factors, and hold-down devices, yet be adaptable
to ARINC 600 racks and accept ARINC 700 series equipments. While the notion
of military/commercial cross-fit is certainly not essential, obvious benefits
could stem from it: common designs, shared specification development, cross-
community procurements, etc. If there were cross-fit compatibility between
the U3AF PME standard and ARINC 600 standards, the USAF would in effect
enjoy the benefit of a single standard across its entire force: it could
use ARINC 700 equipment in its larger commercial-like aircraft and USAF
equipments in smaller configurations for its space-constrained aircraft. On
the other hand, the absence of cross-fit compatibility would present two
alternatives: first, commercial equipment would be used in the larger air-
craft, as is the custom now, and a unique USAF PME standard would be applied
to smaller or specialized and high-performance aircraft; or, second, the
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unique USAF PME standard and its associated smaller equipment would be used
*for all USAF aircraft. The latter notion is acceptable because the avionics

would have been designed for high-performance or constrained situations, and
consequently certainly would be suited to operation in larger aircraft and
circumstances requiring lesser performance.

5.1.2 Interface

The USAF solved the interface problem posed by the need to put a common
piece of avionics into a broad variety of aircraft when it developed the
AN/ARN-II8 TACAN. The receiver/transmitter (R/T) unit was designed to provide

. common functions for all aircraft it was to serve. Since each installation
required a unique interface, the R/T unit and its accompanying interface box

- - and rack were sized together to provide a direct swap-out with the previously
* installed TACAN. We suggest that this approach, in conjunction with the

ARINC 600 MCU concept, is an ideal way to design equipments for the USAF PME
standard, whether or not the resulting boxes have cross-fit compatibility
with commercial units. For example, if a USAF avionics unit needs to be 3
MCUs wide to serve the common functions it performs, the interfaces might be
provided in a single separate MCU connected to the 3-MCU box (see Figure 5-1).

F2  F3 RELATIONSHIP q
X, Y, Z Integral

C o Relationships to NIC 600

? Number[ Number i

Figure 5-1. AN AIR FORCE MCU BOX CONCEPT

For logistics purposes, the 3-MCU box would be common to all aircraft it is
used in; if manufactured by a single supplier in a single configuration, it
would have a USAF-wide part number. The interface MCU, on the other hand,
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would serve only to provide adaptation to one kind of aircraft and would
have an aircraft-unique part number. The functional assembly, however,
would be sized as 4 MCUs for installation purposes. This same interface
concept could be used to cross-fit military and commercial units that
required, for example, a DITS/MIL-STD-1553B conversion.

One other concern about interfaces is the level of standardization
that is incorporated. For example, in a PME standard, the notion of functional
standardization need not be addressed. PME standardization can be construed
as F2E: a box, rack, connector, and environment standard. At the next
level, it may define electrical interfaces dealing with power sources, control
voltages, discretes, etc. At the other end of the spectrum, PME standardiza-

tion can be construed as F3 E, which includes full functional interface
* idescription, as in an ARINC Characteristic, and a full aircraft-avionics

interwiring scheme to provide unit interchangeability when new equipments,
techniques, technologies, or manufacturers are introduced and replacements
occur. The notion of moving from F2E to F3E is also viable if the interwiring
provisions are accommodated in the F2 phase. Because of the nature of digital
signals, we believe this is not a difficult task, and suggest that early
efforts should concentrate on implementing an F2E concept initially, and then
moving to F3E after the institutional inertia of the USAF has been overcome.

5.1.3 Environmental Control System (ECS)

A PME standard should deal with an ECS from the standpoint of the air-
craft that will use it and from the standpoint of the aircraft that will not.
Since installing an ECS can be a costly proposition, its incorporation into
an aircraft probably will depend either on a favorable cost-benefit analysis
or, where payback is not expected, on its mission essentiality. Aircraft that
do not meet either of these criteria probably will not have an ECS installed.
The avionics must be designed to accommodate an ECS if one is installed or
to operate in a free environment if one is not installed. Box provisions
should be carefully considered in this regard from the outset, even if an ECS
is not included at the early stages of developing a PME standard. lnclusion
of an ECS at a later time would require a new box design and interface
retrofit, if the original box was not designed for use with an ECS.

5.2 A SCENARIO FOR IMPLEMENTING USAF PME STANDARD

5.2.1 The Standard

Chapter Six discusses in detail a plan for developing and implementing
a PME standard. One aspect of the plan is to use an open forum to develop
specifications that would be broadly accepted and implementable. This
scenario, depicted in Figure 5-2, begins with a developed PME standard that
describes LRUs (dimensions, shapes, ECS adaptability); rack, mounting, and
interfaces (rack, hold-downs, connectors, a power standard, accessory signals,
and interwiring); and an environmental control system (source, medium, sinks,
flows, ducting, etc.).
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5.2.2 New Aircraft

Each future aircraft to be manufactured will have the PME standard
incorporated to the necessary degree. At a minimum, it will have avionics
bays, shelves, racks, mounting provisions, connectors, and cable runs that
conform to the standard. An electrical power system standard could be imple-
mented separately, but preferably would be included in production design.
The incorporation of an ECS should be based on a cost/performance trade-off
study for the specific aircraft.

5.2.3 Older Aircraft

A large portion of the USAF force will be older aircraft by the time a
PME standard can be introduced. This will include current new first-line"-'1i
aircraft like the F-15, F-16, and A-10. These aircraft obviously will not
be well suited to the incorporation of a new standard for avionics boxes,
mounting, etc. Should they be retrofitted with new avionics according to the
PME standard? This is a difficult question to answer from a cost viewpoint
because of the wide range of variables involved. As suggested earlier, incor-
poration of equipments designed to PME standards into these older aircraft
would cost at least as much -- and probably a great deal more -- than incor-
poration in a production-line aircraft designed for PME. This makes cost
saving suspect, and practicality doubtful. Furthermore, since these
aircraft are older, there will be less opportunity for future retrofits,
which further restricts payback potential. An exception to this reasoning
would be an aircraft that has been singled out for an entirely new suite of
avionics, as in the case of the B-52. If a decision is made to strip out old
avionics and redo them, then PME standardization may very well be a practical
solution. A cost/performance trade-off study would be well advised in these
circumstances to provide a convincing rationale for a decision.

5.2.4 Installed Avionics

The avionics to be packaged in the new boxes should probably be existing

avionics to be greatest degree possiblo to minimize development cost. How-
ever, because new aircraft will be designed to satisfy demands for higher
performance, it would be expected that many of the avionics that go into new
PME boxes will be the outcomes of new or recent development programs; some
may even be concurrent with the aircraft development. These avionics will
not be good candidates for F 3 specification and should probably be MIL-
specified to the best design, employing F 2 or F2E standardization at this

*stage. If there is cross-fit compatibility for common functions such as
communications or navigation, development cost might be avoided by using
commercial units. If this is not possible, some of these avionics might
lend themselves to the development of a functional specification standard.
These would be avionics employing F or F E standardization at the outset.
The four situations described would include both common and mission avionics.
The only avionics that would not be packaged in PME boxes would be those that
were too large or that might require specialized enclosures.
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5.2.5 Decision to Update

At some time in the later life of the aircraft, avionics modernization
begins to take place; we are now dealing with an aircraft that has all of
its avionics in PME boxes and has implemented, to varying degrees, the PME
standard. As described in Subsection 5.2.4 above, there are four kinds of
avionics possible:

1. Originally existing equipment, repackaged to PME standards

* 2. Equipment developed and MIL-specified to PME standards

3. Commercial equipments cross-fitted to serve military needs

*4. Equipments built to an F 3specification for PME standard use

Since the last two types are built to functional specifications and also
fit the PME standard, they are easily replaced on a one-for-one swap-out.
An F3 procurement would be in order. The first two types, however, while

* built to PME standards from a form-and-fit viewpoint, employed unique func-
tional design and are F2 rather than F3 in nature. It is at this point in

* their life cycles that their suitability for F3 standardization should be
addressed. If they make good F3 candidates, this is probably the last good
opportunity to develop an F3 specification and buy the avionics as a USAF
standard item for other aircraft as well. At this point, the equipment in
question probably is well defined: it has been used for a long period in an
operational environment, and its performance, cost, and maintenance data are
all well known. These elements can all contribute to preparing a better
specification, particularly if the specification is developed in an environ-
ment similar to the Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee (AEEC) open-
forum process. other elements that would support the suitability of the
equipment as an F3 candidate are also well known at this time in the avionics
life cycle: the market size for new and retrofit aircraft, the user's current
(not future) requirements, and the equipment's state of maturity. Once the
specification is developed, an F3 procurement could proceed here as well, and
modification would become a relatively simple and straightforward process.

5.2.6 Sources and Selection

A novel idea can be applied to F 3procurements to cause them to create
a win-win situation for both the USAF and the contractor, and to assuage the
major concern of the logistics community with respect to the F3 concept:
spares proliferation. As shown in Figure 5-2, several competitors involved

in developing the F3 specification would be expected to bid on the procurement.
Since he knows that this is an update program, and he can easily calculate the
market size, each competitor should be motivated to build the best, most
competitive product in an attempt to be the single source selected. To I
ensure that the source selection process does select the best source, onlya

small increment of the total buy is procured initially to verify the equip-
ment's performance. If the product proves itself in operational conditions,

the balance of the procurement is bought. In this manner, the USAF assures

itself of a good buy and a single spares-set logistics scenario. If the
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initial source selection proves to be bad, however, other sources are wait-
ing in the wings, and the USAF has the opportunity to rectify its earlier
mistake. True, there are losses on the initial procurement, but, considering
the alternative, the losses are minimized, and the users do not have to
settle for poor performance. At this point, additional units can be bought
as GFE; these could now qualify as F3 GFE, built to PME standards, for
other new aircraft cominq along.

5.3 SUMMARY

In summary, the introduction of a new PME standard will require institu-
tional, as well as technical innovations. A comprehensive concept can be
implemented in new aircraft designs; retrofit applications must be considered
on an LRU-by-LRU installation basis for the older aircraft. An approach
which permits both F 2 and F 3 standardization is attractive from a force-wide
application standpoint. One approach has L-en developed in this chapter to
demonstrate the pervasiveness of the elements to be considered in implementa-
tion of a PME standard. This approach would require further development;
it should be evaluated against alternative approaches found acceptable to
the affected organizations in AFSC and AFLC. Steps required to develop
both the technical and institutional procedures are outlined in Chapter Six.

Q I
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CHAPTER SIX

DEVELOPMENT PLAN FOR THE PME STANDARD

A 6.1 INTRODUCTION

6.1.1 Approach

This plan was prepared in response to Task 3 of the Statement of Work,
which requires the development of a plan by which the USAF can pursue PME
standardization activities. The plan describes the analyses, investigations,
and other major tasks needed for the development and implementation of a
USAF PME standard.

ARINC Research used the following source materials to develop this
plan:

. Procedures for establishing military standards (DoD 4120.3-M)

. Reports of activities leading to the commercial PME standard
(ARINC 600)

. Proceedings of the 1978 and 1979 Avionics Planning Conferences,
which provided recommended road maps for PME interface standardiza-
tion.

. Discussions with affected central organizations

. Results of preliminary PME studies as reported in this document

Our approach to the presentation of this plan is to format it as a
management-oriented chapter that could be converted readily into a USAF
implementation tool after review and comment. Accordingly, there is some
redundancy with material presented in other sections of the report.

6.1.2 USAF' PME Standardization Road Map

USAF PNE standardization initiatives were begun at the 1978 Avionics
Planning Conference, which reviewed opportunities available to the USAF for

standardization in avionics development and aircraft installations. It
identified a standard for avionics PME interfaces as a premier opportunity.
The 1979 Conference participants reaffirmed this conclusion and recommended

two further considerations: a possible near-term environmental standard for

aircraft systems application, and coordination with the Navy and Army on
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future PME standards for possible DoD-wide use. The road map of activities
developed by the conference participants provides the overall basis for this
development plan.

The current road map for PME standardization is contained in the January
1980 Armament and Avionics.Planning Guidance document, which is being routed
for coordination within the USAF. The road map is reproduced in Figure 6-1.
The associated descriptions of nodal points are shown in Table 6-1. As
indicated at the starting point of the road map, most existing USAF avionics
Line Replaceable Units (LRUs) are packaged and mounted in unique form factors
dictated by the first application. Their cooling provisions are often not
adequately matched with the aircraft environmental control system. The
unique features of each ecuipment have resulted in the proliferation of hard-

ware. Because LRU packaging, mounting, and environment standards are not

available, interchangeability of avionics equipments between aircraft models
is extremely limited. The introduction of new technology is impeded in many
cases because of the time required to develop and package a new concept for
retrofit in military aircraft.

The overall objectives of PME standardization, as shown on the right-
hand side of the road map, are as follows:

1. Promote Competition - Standardized interfaces promote competition

and the development of multiple vendor sources because the market
is larger and easier to assess.

2. improve Cooling and Reliability - Thermal management is a key
determinant of reliability. The use of a proven thermal interface
with specified flow rates and temperatures can improve reliability
and reduce maintenance costs.

3. Promote LRU Interchangeability - Electrical, environmental, and
mechanical interchangeability of LRUs reduces spares sufficiency
levels and increases aircraft availability. It also promotes
competition by providing several sources of essentially identical
equipments.

4. Improve Maintainability - More orderly arranglement of avionics
41n the equipment bays permits easier access and swap-out of
avionics for on-equipment maintenance. Training and procedures
become standardized.

5. Facilitate Retrofit - Interchangeability eliminates the need to
modify the aircraft racks or wiring to introduce new technology or
an updated product. The interfaces maintain their integrity

regardless of different manufacturers' technology, mechanization,
or processes.

6. Reduce Cost - All of the above goals combine to promote overallI

cost reduction in development, acquisition, installation, and O&S.

Three primary paths are shown on the road nap:
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*Path I -This path continues the current approach, which provides
very limited interface standardization. There are some design
standards, such as MIL-E-5400 and MIL-STD-1553, that are generally
imposed on new equipment developments. These promote standardization
of certain mechanical and electrical aspects of the equipments, but
they are not consistently applied and do not achieve the goals stated
on the road map.

*Path II- This path develops an environmental standard for use in[
military aircraft. There are two options: to impose such a standard
for new aircraft only or for all cases when major installations
of avionics are made. This path serves only goals 2, 4, and 6.

*Path III - This path develops a new PME standard for military air-
craft -- either an adaptation of the commercial standard or a
completely new concept that meets all goals on the road map.

The shaded area of the road map indicates the progress made along each
of these paths. In this form of road map, it is possible to proceed in
parallel along multiple paths because they are complementary in purpose. A
time scale is not shown on the road map, but standardization activities may
be divided into three phases. The initial phase consists of studies to deter-
mine the preliminary cost-benefit relationships of PME standardization and
define alternative concepts for the standards. These studies are shown as
completed, leading to decision node "C." The USAF will decide on continuation
with the PME standardization efforts on the basis of these preliminary studies,
which include:

. First-order cost-benefit analysis of the USAF PME standards

. Initial industry survey concerning the feasibility, applicability,
and expected problem areas in USAF PME standardization

. Generic areas of differences between commercial and military
standards

The next phase involves efforts to determine the best approach to
achieving standardization. These efforts may involve industry R&D support
in developing and validating new concepts of technology to supplement USAF
studies. The USAF may a'-so decide to coordinate the developed PME standard
with the Navy and Army for possible DoD-wide application.

The final phase is implementation of the standard.

The results of the preliminary studies, which are presented in other
chapters of this report, lead to three conclusions concerning continuation
with the PM2E standardization efforts:

*PME standardization appears to be a viable concept for the USAF on
the basis of predicted cost-benefit relationships, expecially in
the area of new-aircraft installations.
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The PME standard shoula include more than just thermal considera-
tions; to achieve significant savings, form-fit (F2 ) or form-fit-
function (F3) standardization should be implemented, with provisions
to incorporate environmental standards where judged appropriate.

The USAF PME standard possibly could be based on the ARINC 600 con-
cepts; possibilities include designing the standard to accommodate
cross-fit standardization with commercial equipments or using
ARINC 600 directly to supplement a USAF-unique standard.

The first two conclusions reflect the results of a first-order cost-benefit
analysis of applying a new USAF PME standard versus the current practice of
using non-standardized PME. The analysis projected significant potential
avionics life-cycle-cost saving for avionics applications in new aircraft.
The third conclusion reflects the results of our industry survey on USAF
PME standardization; the participants were in agreement, for the most part,
that USAF PME standardization should be based on the ARINC 600 concept, with
essential military requirements added and necessary exceptions made.

In summary, the development of a new USAF PME standard should follow

the PME standardization road map depicted in Figure 6-1.

6.1.3 Commercial PME Standardization and the Open-Forum Process

The history of the commercial development of PME standards suggests
that successful development of the USAF PME standard and its acceptance
will depend greatly on the open-forum process. This process was used by
the commercial airlines industry to develop ARINC 600, which is the commercial
PME standard. There was no formal cost trade-off analysis performed in this
development. Rather, the open forum was used to provide an arena for a full
and free exchange of ideas and technical expertise among aircraft manufac-
turers and vendors so that they coald better understand users' needs and
the users could better relate trade-offs between capabilities and costs.
Participants in the open forum negotiated mutually beneficial common factors

and specifications, from which the standard evolved.

ARINC 600 was developed for implementation on new commercial aircraft
construction (e.g., the Boeing 757, 767, and 777 series). It reflects a
sharp departure from the older ARINC 404 concepts; tl]o-e is very little

backward compatibility with older commercial standards. It may be inferred
that the USAF will be led to this same approach. The attractive features
of new technology -- low or zero insertion force connectors, improved

cooling standards, etc. -- are difficult to introduce in an evolutionary
manner. The military standard should seek the best approach for future
aircraft, then find ways for accommodatinq retrofit applications where it
proves beneficial.

6.2 TASK (OVERVIEW

This section addresses in detail the activities required to develop and
implement a USAF PME standard if a favorable decision is rendered at nodal

{--



point "C." We have introduced steps indicated by our analysis or by
precedents established during the development of ARINC 600.

Figure 6-2 depicts the evolution of the USAF PME standard in four
phases.

Phase I, which consists of conducting preliminary studies, is now
completed.

Phase II involves developing a series of requirements, applications,
and architecturll analyses to initiate the open-forum process in an effec-
tive manner. The analyses, to be conducted prior to the first open forum,
provide initial data and identification of the issues that must be reconciled
about PME standardization. Requirements and application analyses address:

Potential PME interface parameters and associated quantitative
r values to be standardized

* Specific application of PME standardization to post-1985 aircraft
installations and potential application for retrofit

Architectural analysis is needed to provide strawman versions of PME stan-
dards to be used as the baselines for military and industry participation in
open-forum resolution of differences.

Phase III begins when open-forum activities are undertaken. The early
open forums would provide agreement on the structure and quantitative values
to be assigned to the standard specifications and on the number and form of
USAF PME standard documents needed to be issued.

In conjunction with the open-forum process, USAF or industry development
and validation efforts on the equipment itself would continue. To assure
broad technical and market acceptability, the open-forum membership would
review and comment on all technical contributions to PME standard specifica-
tions before the specifications took final form. It will be necessary to
obtain formal USAF coordination and approval of USAF PME standards that could
result from the open-fo-um process. MIL-STD-962 and DoD 4120.3-M provide
instructions on how to do this.

Implementation of the USAF PME standard would begin in Phase IV with
the establishment of a control agency to monitor the implementation and
actively participate in it as required.

The following sections describe Phases II, III, and IV in task-oriented
statements. A schedule for implementation of these activities is presented

at the end of the discussion.
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6.3 PME STANDARDIZATION ACTIVITIES

A proposed schedule of PME standardization activities is shown in
Figure 6-3. This schedule was formulated with the objective of implementing
a military PME standard in time to influence avionics retrofits occurring

* after 1985. Considering production lead times and procurement delays,
this suggests that the testing and certification of selected equipments must
be commenced by 1983. The following subsections provide details on each of
the proposed activities.

6.3.1 Task 1 - Development of Implementation Concepts

* I This task defines the applications and management concept for implement-
ing a PME standard. Two broad subtasks are envisioned.

6.3.1.1 Subtask 1.1 - Aircraft Applications Analysis

Official USAF projections of new aircraft construction or major
retrofit programs should be reviewed to determine by category of system
(e.g., radar altimeter, INS, etc.) the total market size for new rack-
mounted avionics in the 1985-2000 period. Within each of these categories,
the proportion to be installed within each class of aircraft should be deter-
mined. The objective of this subtask is to determine the overall sizing and
performance drivers for future PME standards and the extent to which retrofit
applications should be considered.

The data should be summarized by type of aircraft and class of avionics
systems (e.g., INS, Transponder, GPS, MLS, etc.), and a screening process
performed to determine those avionics and aircraft that may be appropriate
for USAF PME standardization and those that should be exempted from it.
Qualitative and quantitative criteria (technical, economical, and operational
factors) that govern the appropriateness of either an aircraft type or
avionics class should be used in the screening process. Examples of these
factors include:

. Technological maturity of avionics

. Commonality of avionics across aircraft installations

. Unique operational requirements of aircraft or avionics

. Total number of avionics needed in or projected for the
USAF inventory

6.3.1.2 Subtask 1.2 - Development of Management Approach

This subtask develops, for USAF coordination and approval, an overall
management approach for the implementation and enforcement of the selected
standards. The approach should consider:

. The roles of AFSC and AFLC in implementation and control

. Extent of participation by industry
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. Partial versus full implementation approaches

4 Procurement mechanisms

The results of the analysis should be presented in Program Management
Plan (PMP) format. included in the plan should be estimates of the total
in-house resources required to develop the PME standard, the funding
budgetaries, appropriate funding elements, and detailed schedules.

6.3.2 Task 2 - Development of "Strawman" PME Standards

The purpose of this task is to develop the initial "strawman" standards
for consideration by the USAF and industry technical community. Following
the guidance provided by the PME standardization road map, two parallel, but
related, investigations are indicated: an electrical and mechanical common-
ality analysis and the development of alternate cooling concepts.

*6.3.2.1 Subtask 2.1 - Development of Electrical/Mechanical Commonality
Concepts

The preliminary results of the aircraft applications analysis conducted

in Task 1.1 should be used to determine the extent of electrical and mechan-
ical commonality to be addressed by the PME standard.

Candidate avionics for each candidate aircraft should be surveyed to
identify a baseline of potential interface parameters, the permissible
numerical limits of each parameter, and the parameters that are applicable
to multiple installations. The following are examples of interface
parameters:

• LRU case sizes

• Electrical connector types

. Signal formats (digital, analog, etc.)

. Power requirements

. Vibration, shock, and acceleration values

6.3.2.2 Subtask 2.2 - Development of Cooling Approaches

The results of ongoing studies on cooling techniques conducted in-house
by the military and in contractually sponsored efforts (such as the Boeing

*B-1 cooling studies) should be examined for application to the candidate
aircraft/avionics groups. This effort should consider (a) the direct appli-
cation of the methods employed for ARINC 600, (b) advanced conduction methods,
and (c) the impact of employing avionics designed to improve thormal environ-
ments in aircraft on other forms of environmental control systems.

6.3.2.3 Subtask 2.3 - Development of "Strawman" Approaches

"Strawman" approaches that address the range of interface requirements

identified in Subtasks 2.1 and 2.2 should be developed. These approaches
should include:

6-12
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* USAF PME standard designed to interface with commercial standards
(ARINC 600)

USAF unique standards such as the following:

PME standard common to all USAF aircraft

PME standards applicable to specific classes of aircraft

• . Avionics environment standard

Avionics common power standard

I" To whatever extent possible, approaches should be considered that
permit both full implementation (e.g., for new aircraft or complete avionics
swap-outs) and partial implementationi (e.g., for retrofit purposes).

Technical issues and problems concerning the development and applica-
tion of the USAF PME standard that are to be resolved by open-forum
discussion should be identified. Major USAF organizations and manufacturers
of avionics systems and aircraft should be surveyed for relevant information
and viewpoints. Wherever possible, information from Navy, Army, and
civilian organizations involved with avionics installations should be
obtained. Major areas for consideration include:

* State-of-the-art technologies (post-1985) that will drive design
of PME interfaces

. Market factors -- number of suppliers, etc.

* Operational constraints

. Impact of aircraft system configuration management

. Logistics support

Possible approaches to resolving the issues and problems identified
should be summarized. An outline of the key issues, problems, and possible
resolutions should be provided for USAF use in planning and preparing the
agenda for each open-forum meeting. The outline should also be given to
the participants prior to each meeting.

-J 6.3.3 Task 3 - Conduct of Open-Forum Meetings

This task involves wide participation of USAF organizations, other
interested government agencies, and avionics and aircraft manufacturers
in the refinement of the "strawman" PME standards.

6.3.3.1 Subtask 3.1 - Development of Agenda, Issues, etc.

Prior to the scheduling of the open-forum meetings, agenda, issues,
and procedures should be established. A TIME standing committee should be

established, with regular members from AFSC, AFLC, and using commands, to
oversee the implementation of the open-forum process. Participants and

6-13
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their assigned functional responsibilities in the committee should be
defined. The guidelines in the Federal Advisory Committee Act (PL92-463,
October 6, 1972) should be referred to in regard to this task.

The standing committee's responsibilities will include the following:

Careful preparation of guidance instructions and correspondence so
that all participants will clearly understand USAF intent, goals,
and expected participation.

* Prior study and analysis to identify viable approaches and

alternatives to the problems that have been identified before an
open-forum meeting is convened.

4 • Allowance of sufficient time in the open-forum process for the
evolution of an effective standard that is acceptable to all
concerned.

* Performance of necessary trade-offs and analyses to determine the
most economical form of PME standard.

6.3.3.2 Subtask 3.2 - Issue of Updates to the PME Standard

As soon as possible after each open-forum meeting is concluded, the
changes to the standard suggested by the forum participants should be
incorporated and the standard re-issued. Each change should be accompanied
by a commentary that explains the reasons for its adoption. At least two
months should be scheduled after re-issue of the specifications to permit
the participating commands to analyze the impact of the changes on their
requirements.

6.3.3.3 Subtask 3.3 - Conduct of Meetings

We expect that at least three meetings will be required to converge
upon an acceptable standard -- more may be required. These meetings should
be conducted with rigorous attention to agenda and purpose.

6.3.4 Task 4 - Development of Cost/Performance Trade-Offs

D,,ring the open-forum meetings, there should be continuing evaluations
of the cost/performance impacts of the changes suggested by the participants.
The exact nature of the trade-offs are difficult to forecast but it is likely

*that they will concern, at least, the following matters:

• Avionics acquisition, modification/integration, and support
costs

" Mechanical interface requirements

" Avionics repackaging, redesign of aircraft mounting racks

and environmental control systems

" Reliability and maintainability

" Mission capabilities
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6.3.5 Task 5 - Implementation of the PME Standard

The PME standard developed by the preceding tasks is formalized as

an approved USAF and/or DoD-wide Standard by this task.

6.3.5.1 Subtask 5.1 - Establishment cf Control Agency

An agency should be designated to control the PME standard within

the USAF and in other military services if applicable. Possible candidates

include ASD/AEA, ASD/XRE, ASD/ENE,or the DAC.

6.3.5.2 Subtask 5.2 - Coordination and Approval of the PME Standard

Should the USAF decide to coordinate the PME standard with the Navy
and Army for possible DoD-wide application, a minimum of four months
will be required for a MIL-STD to be coordinated and approved. This
assumes that all reviewers have participated throughout most of the
development of the draft PME standard and have concurred with the draft
by consensus agreement during the open-forum meetings. The process, in
general, involves a 60-day review cycle for the preliminary draft standard,
followed by another 60-day cycle to resolve comments and obtain coordinated
approval. Activities required are:

. Preparation of PME military standard in accordance with
MIL-STD-962

. Coordination of PME military standard for approval in
accordance with DoD 4120.3-M

. Resolution of open actions from the coordination cycle

6.3.5.3 Subtask 5.3 - Initial Procurement

Upon approval of the PME standard as either a limited coordination
(Air Force) Military Standard or as a coordinated (DoD-wide) Military
Standard, the initial applications for it should be placed under procure-
ment. Initially, it is envisioned that these would be the repackaging of
existing equipments in accordance with the new Standard. This procurement
should be initiated well in advance of the aircraft installation time, so
that the SPO director can elect other options if testing or certification
is not completed in time to mesh with production schedules.

6.3.5.4 Subtask 5.4 - Testing and Certification

Testing and certification will occur upon delivery of the preproduc-
tion items. It is difficult to forecast the amount of time required for
this process because the extent of interfaces to be included in the PME

standard has not been determined.
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6.4 SUMMARY

We believe that the success of USAF PME standardization will depend
on dedicated participation of USAF and industry personnel who are involved
in avionics development or aircraft installation. These people may require

assistance in understanding, planning with, and using the PME standard.

The promotion of commonality between the USAF and the airlines' standards
could be mutually beneficial. Further, the military's use of commercial
standards whenever possible, in lieu of developing new military standards,
reflects support of DoD 4120.20 guidance.

The development of a USAF PME standard will take place over a period
of about three years in four phases:

Phase I - Performance of preliminary studies to evaluate potential

(1978 to USAF use of commercial avionics standards and determine
present) the potential cost-benefit relationships associated with

the USAF's applying PME standardization to aircraft
installations

Phase II - Performance of a series of requirements and applications

(1980-1981) studies and analyses leading to strawman PME standards
for the open-forum process.

Phase III - Development of the PME standard by the open-forum process.
Validating the PME standard and obtaining approval for it
as a MIL-STD.

Phase IV - Implementation of the PME standard.

Other inferences on the nature of the USAF PME standard and its imple-

mentation, which can be drawn from this plan and from the scenario examined

in the previous chapter are:

" Programs within the USAF, in other military services, and in indus-
try will contribute to the formulation of basic design requirements.

Study and planning will also be needed to provide design options
and data from which one or more "strawman" PME standards can be

developed. An AEEC-like open-forum procedure, involving represent-
atives of the military developer, user, and logistics agencies and

aircraft and avionics manufacturers, is seen as the most effective
way to produce a well balanced avionics standard and to obtain all-

around support for its application.

" Some of the aspects of PME standardization can be implemented pro-

gressively. For example, a common power standard could be applied
to the electric power supply of the next new aircraft program; exist-
ing configurations of environmental control systems could be upgraded

to meet an improved cooling standard. Other aspects of PME stan-
dardization need cautious planning so that they do not conflict with

technology growth (e.g., in aircraft configuration, environmental
support techniques, and aviorics component and device integration)
or with possible subsequent higher levels of standardization.
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While the use of a PME standard generates its own advantages, expand-
ing the concept from one of form, fit (F2 ), and environment to one of
form, fit, function (F3), and environment raises the likelihood of
future functional standardization, which has been widely discussed
but only occasionally implemented in the Air Force. The benefits
achieved through the combination of box and functional standardiza-
tion are synergistic: the user and the supplier enjoy continuing
competition, interchangeability, maturity, and ease of modification,
and also work within the framework of a well established, recognized,
and accepted discipline that encourages its own use.

PME standardization can be applied to any class of avionics as a
box standard. Functional standardization should probably be added
only for common and mature avionics functions -- mission avionics
should be considered, at best, only if they have reached an eauiv-

alent stage of maturity. In short, F2 can be applied to most3
avionics; F probably should be limited to common avionics and per-
haps the less complex mission avionics functions. The following
is a possible sequence of events:

An initial "strawman" PME standard could address box size, cool-
ing interface, rack-mounting arrangements, and connector con-

figuration; it should be adaptable to all "avionics bay" LRU
applications.

Individual functional standardization planning could follow for
mature avionics subsystems: this would lead to "strawman"
standards for "form, fit, and function" specifications appli-
cable to future Air Force procurements with standardized
interwiring.

As digital data bus standardization becomes more widespread,

standard interwirin constraints will become less burdensome
and an increasing proportion of avionics LRU specifications
could well be upgraded from an F' cont .t to an F content.

While PME standardization techniques are appropriate for all USAF

aircraft, the idea of undertaking an entire avionics-system over-
haul to incorporate new avionics standards in existing aircraft

does not appear reasonable. However, when entirely nuw avionics
suites are being considered for retrofit, as in the case of the

B-52, F-4G, etc., there may well be merit to a wholesale incorpora-

tion of the new standards. This would need te be evaluated on an

aircraft-by-aircraft basis after basic PME acquisition and installa-
tion cost factors have been ascertained. On new aircraft, the

incorporation of a PME standard would be an inteoral part of the

design process; this appears to be the most reasonable place to

initiate the concept.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes our conclusions in each of the areas addressed
in the study. We have organized these conclusions into five areas, corre-
sponding to the emphasis areas delineated in the Statement of Work: (1) A
comparison of military and airlines standards, (2) potential use of commer-
cial avionics, (3) cost-benefit relationships associated with the PME stan-
dard, (4) examination of selected technical aspects of the PME standard,
and (5) an implementation plan.

7.1 COMPARISON OF MILITARY AND AIRLINES STANDARDS

Because of their different origins and objectives, there is consider-
able divergence between the standards and specifications that govern USAF
avionics procurement and those that serve a parallel function for civil
aviation -- FAA, RTCA, and ICAO performance standards and commercial airlines
(ARINC) form, fit, function (F3 ) standardization characteristics. Wo con-
cluded that these fall into three generic classifications:

Physical and Performance Differences - Airlines units may b, too
big for space-premium USAF aircraft, may not withstand the iph,,sical
environment of these, aircraft, or may not provide th. }erformanc'i
characteristics required by these, aircraft. In some cases, accommo-
dations may be made, but qcnural': this clas;s of diff, ro ices dis-
suades the use of commercial equipm-lnts.

Electrical and Mechanical Interfacu Differ-nces - Thes,, ,ncomp ass
differences in connectors, data formats, cooling-air nds, otc.,
which result from differences in militar., and commercial 1,ractices.
Minor modifications or waiver of militar.' requirements can make
commercial avionics acceptable for military use. Nine specific
areas of waiver or exemption are id-ntifi-,d in Chaj tr Two.

Procurement Documentation Differenc.s - ARINC Charactristics siecify
form, fit, and function (F 3 ) interfaces and do not detail d.,sign
features or specify piece-parts and procssos. MIL Si -cifications
detail design and construction as well as !i(rformance r,,quired.
Also, differences occur in apt lication of qual i ty co: trol , vondor
participation, and acquisition practices. These diffr, nc-, do not
affect the functional adequacy" of comm rcial -juijm- nte , but they
do raise concerns in military acquisition iWd logistics circles.
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7.2 POTENTIAL USE OF COMMERCIAL AVIONICS

Commercial airlines flight-essential avionics are designed, manufac-

tured, tested, and certified to a well defined and documented set of stan-
dards, which correlate qualitatively, and sometimes quantitatively, with
equivalent military specifications and standards. The key specification

that has been in use in the commercial airlines since 1956 is ARINC Speci-

fication 404: Air Transport Equipment Boxes and Racking. Avionics equip-
ments defined by current ARINC Characteristics (the "300 series") comply
with ARINC 404A and provide a high degree of interchangeability between
like units supplied by different avionics manufacturers. The airlines have
developed and implemented a new-generation racking specification -- ARINC
Specification 600. The principal advance of ARINC 600 over ARINC 404A is
in its ensuring the availability of improved cooling by limiting the avionics
thermal dissipation according to the LRU case size and by requiring ade-
quate quantities of clean cooling air to be furnished to it. Other changes
redefine the allowed avionics case sizes and introduce a new style "low
insertion force" rear connector and revised box hold-down arrangements.
Avionics equipments conforming to ARINC 600 are defined by ARINC Character-
istics in the "700 series." The ARINC 700 series Characteristics also
standardize data input and output to the digital formats of ARINC Specifi-
cation 429, Digital Information Transfer System (DITS) and, where appropri-
ate, to ARINC Specification 453, Very High Speed Data Bus. On the basis
of our review of selected commercial sLandards and their applications to
specified USAF aircraft, we make the following conclusions:

" Existing commercial avionics art. broadly a:}i Iicable to use in mili-
tary transport aircraft; onl'. relativflV l: 1< racking and inter-
face changes are required in ti rcraft not oriqinally designed for
commercial avionics.

" Existing commercial avionic:; cc; h(, u, d in combers and other pene-

tration aircraft if rackin(; and i:itrfacve modifications are made
in the aircraft and if tih aircraft, a iio'er avionics are modified
to provide required intrfac- witii mil; i on equi}pment, to prevent
EMI, and to provide for EMP a;,d nu, 1,ar :irdning

" Existing commercial ovienijcs i, t, tall.' will not be applicable to
high-performanc, aircraft Pc , f ' , i ivironmont, or per-
formance constraints; in so-,n. lio..., v, r, avai labl, !:.ace may
permit installation of clet, avion; aid cs ar, interfaces.

" Use of future commercial avic:, . ,%i I I -,.Tmi-, adai tiv(, work in
tiSAl' aircraft. In addition,, ac, t : ci t ,I igi tal in uts -

and provide only digital out; ot (''; to fh AtIX'C -;, 0 format).
future commercial avionics wi] ] r ii- ; 1it i:ilj int-i-ice ecuip-
ment to make thom compatibl . ,i.i' 1 1t ) in11m Iloc 1in;'uts and/or
with the MIL-STD-1553 data Pu;.

" The cost-benefit rel]ation:;},ii a. c at-,-d w ili the UISAF's use of
commercial avionics ar,, difficult to( irticula' . Th.. u-;, of com- -

mercial avionics can circumv-iit th- devtlointint time and cost of
military p)rocurement in circum';ti ccc wher military ;uipm,ent is
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not readily available. The acquisition cost of commercial avionics
is comparable to large-lot GFE procurements for similar functional

systems. The greater maturity and higher reliability in commercial
avionics, generally due to higher flying-hour experience and con-
tinuing vendor involvement, tend to offset higher logistics cost
that may be introduced by non-standard parts. Each procurement
should continue to be evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

7.3 COST-BENEFIT PME RELATIONSHIPS ASSOCIATED WITH THE STANDARD

The scenario that we used to perform the PME cost-benefit analysis
included a mix of three types of aircraft that are currently in the USAF's
projected force structure: (1) high-performance tactical, (2) tactical
attack/observation, and (3) cargo/transport; it also included two groupings
of appropriate avionics: (1) common equipments and (2) mission equipments.
This subset of the force is proportionally repres(ntative of the total USAF
current inventory (60 percent of the aircraft are of the one- or two seater
type). If all applications were included in the analysis, larger returns
in the aggregate might be shown. However, it was not possible to determine
realistically the extent to which the PME standardization alternatives
might be implemented in an existing aircraft architecture, because such
modifications are currently performed on an {qIuin ment-by-equit)ment basis.
Implementation of a PME standard would apt ear feasible only if the modifi-
cations were grouped for major swap-outs, as is the case in the current
B-52 update program.

The following are key conclusions that rovide good direction for
future work:

Aircraft not yet designed appear to }h- the 1 st candidat s for imple-
mentation of the USAF PME standard. For thA-t aircraft, our anal-
ysis showed that economic advantages would accrue through the PME
standardization alternatives in the followini urdtr of mrit: (1)
LRU standard, (2) rack/mounting/intorfac, standard, (3) full PME
standard, (4) common power standard, and (5) t nvironmental standard.
Payback periods varied from 5 to 15 years depending on invstment
required and benefits gained.

* Fighter-type aircraft comprise th:_ largest component of the USAF
projected force and the largest component of the rer(,sentative
force addressed in this analysis. Even small cost 1ayback changes
a-ssociated with this class of aircraft will derive larq(e changes
in total USAF avionics life-cycle cost.

* Radar, weapon-delivery, and electronic-warfare avionics costs dom-
inate the avionics suite LCC and, consequently, have thb biggest
potential quantitative pavback for PME standardization.
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The "common" group of avionics, which is the most amenable to the
use of commercial or similar standards, represents only a minor
part of the total cost of the avionics for a combat aircraft; how-
ever, one must remember that operational benefits stem from any
availability improvements in flight essential functions.

Installation of new PME standard equipments (racks, mounting pro-
visions, connectors and cables, environmental control, etc.) in
older aircraft would cost at least as much as installation in new
productLon-line aircraft, and most likely a great deal more. Any
saving attributable to upgrading older aircraft with PME standards
would necessarily be less than that for new aircraft by the increased

cost of installation. Since the payback time would be longer,
there would be less opportunity to secure the possible benefits
because of the age of the aircraft at the outset. If a PME stan-
dard is implemented, the value of installing PME equipments on
older aircraft would need to be evaluated by trade-off studies on
a case-by-case basis as hard PME cost data were developed.

Environmental improvement implemented in conjunction with PME stan-
dardization would have a much more significant payback potential
than environmental improvement impleme,ted alone.

The common power standard can be implemented on a stand-alone basis.
The implementation cost necessary to provide better regulation,
voltage spike protection, and outage prevention is much less than
that for the improved cooling system. Currently, this protection
must be provided within each LRU. The payback starts by removing
this cost from the LRU (acquisition saving) and continues with
improved reliability (O&S saving).

, The standardization choices are not mutually exclusive; for example,
continued use of commercial standards for transport-typ(e aircraft
and adaptation of the ARINC standards for other applications could
be approached simultaneously; or an LRU packaging standard developed
initial'-, could later be included as part of a full PME standard.

7.4 SELECTED TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF PME STANDARDIZATION

ARINC 500 and 700 series avionics equi}'ments have different deqrees of
direct usability in USAF aircraft. Except where space, environment, or
performance prohibit it, adaptability can be achi(ve-d through interface
accommodation, waiver of standards, and changes in the procurement I-rocess.

These requirements often cannot be accommodated within the authority of the
military procuring agency, with the_ rsult that fr- u,-ntly a decision is

made to pursue a military developmment. In many uses, this spawns another
new and individualistic piece o USAF equipment. A PME standard that has
attributes similar to ARINC standards can remove many of these superficial
obstacles to the use of commercial equipments. Among the industry repre-
sentatives w- surveyed, there is i consensus that app]x'ing a USAF PME stan-
dard is a suitable way to gain many standardlization 1-nefits attributed to
commercial practices, even if commfrci il avienics themselvs are not ,mployed.
This notion comjl(ments the current USAF stfandirdizaition thrust, by providing
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cross-system benefits of standardization as well as those gained by the GFE
approach. The PME concept can extend from standard boxes, racks, plugs,
wiring, test equipment, installation design, and modification process to
power sources, environmental control sources, ducting, and porting. In
addition, it introduces a high potential for commonality in many other
aspects across multiple platforms.

We make the following specific conclusions:

Sizing is the main point of contention associated with a PME stan-
dard. ARINC 404A and 600 standards are considered "frequently too
large," especially for space-constrained fighter-type aircraft.
Sizing in a PME standard should accommodate generalized USAF needs;
while a single standard would be preferable, multiple standards may
be necessary to serve the full range of USAF needs economically.
Perhaps some combination(s) of USAF and commercial sizing would be
possible, to permit cross-fit of equipments. The order of priority
in size concerns appears to be: first, height; second, length.
Width is not mentioned as a concern.

The next most severe contention centers around environmental control,
which would require design to maximize long-term benefits of current
and future techniques. If designed and implemented carefully, an
environmental standard could benefit not only the prime users (such
as the F-16 and F-1ll) but also those who would achieve environmen-
tal control as a bonus. While qood environmental design parameters
certainly do not lower design and acquisition costs, they do provide
lower peak operating temperatures, which, in turn, reduce equipment
failure rates and hence operating and support cost.

Convection cooling continues to serv the conmtrcial airlines
needs because of the availability of pressurized and conditioned
cabin air and the acceptability of low-density avionics packag-
ing. Military aircraft desiuns, too, have continued to use con-
vection cooling for most avionics installations, in spite of
the performance shortcomings that occur under some military

operating conditions. At the sam( tim,-, Scaating performance
requirements have forced avionics; fi siqne. rs to achieve denser
component packaging, pushing the state of the art of high-
temperature electronic comp onents.

Alternative techniques for removing xcess heat from avionics
components have been amply d(,monstrate d in mission-equipment
installations where forcd-air cooling is net sufficiently
effective. Advanced environmental stuoiies a ,e in process in
industry today; if the resfults ar- available in time, th{,.v
deserve assessment before USAF (:nvironm ntal stan-dardization

features are settld ()n.

Vibration standards and the qualification t,_,stil c; relating to thom
need to be reconsidered in con unctioli % ith 1(t. !tia shock mounting
techniques. Vibration isolation fer a ompl ete avionics lox-rack



combination presents qualification-test problems; hard mounting is
preferable, but vibration test conditions appropriate to specific
aircraft and box locations should be specified. The current method
of generalizing requirements frequently leads to over-specifying
qualification tests and, consequently, the equipment itself. Bene-
fits could accrue from lower cost for production and qualification
testing.

Quality control requirements on piece-parts create cost escalation
for military equipments that is not necessarily incurred by commer-
cial counterparts. In the views of several avionics manufacturers,
however, the higher price of military quality control does not buy
better quality. Rather, MTBF guarantees can be used to provide a
positive incentive for a contractor to achieve proper design for
good performance. RIW also gives the manufacturer a continuing oppor-
tunity to improve equipment performance if he chooses to -- or needs to
-- to forestall an unacceptable deterioration in performance.

40 7.5 PME IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

An avionics standard for packaging, mounting, and environmental control
must be applicable to a wide variety of equipments and aircraft and accept-
able to the user and logistics communities. It must be managed according
to a concept that stimulates and facilitates its use, primarily in new air-
craft programs but also in major avionics modernization programs. Decisions
must be made concerning the "depth" of the standardization to be specified,
the form factors and interface parameters that are to be preferred, and the
classes of aircraft to be involved. We conclude that the following specific
matters should be addressed:

Programs within the USAF, in other military services, and in indus-
try will contribute to the formulation of basic design requirements.
Study and planning will also be needed to provide design options
and data from which one or more "strawman" PME standards can be
developed. An AEEC-like open-forum procedure, involving represent-
atives of the military developer, user, logistics agencies, and
aircraft and avionics manufacturers, is seen as the most effec-
tive way to produce a well balanced avionics standard and obtain all-
around support for its application.

- Some of the aspects of PME standardization can be implemented pro-
gressively. For example, a common power standard could he applied
to the electric power supply of the next new aircraft program; exist-
ing configurations of environmental control systems could be upgraded
to meet an improved cooling standard. Otner aspects of PME stan-
dardization need cautious planning so that they do not conflict with
technology growth (e.g., in aircraft configuration, environmental
support techniques, and avionics component and device integration)
or with possible subsequent higher lols of standardization.

While the use of a PME standard g-norates its own advantages, expand-
ing the concept from one of form, fit (F 2 ), and environment to one
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of form, fit, function (F3 ), and environment raises the likelihood
of future functional standardization, which has been widely dis-
cussed but only occasionally implemented in the Air Force. The
benefits achieved through the combination of box and functional
standardization are synergistic: the user and the supplier enjoy
continuing competition, interchangeability, maturity, and ease of
modification, and also work within the framework of a well estab-
lished, recognized, and accepted discipline that encourages its
own use.

PME standardization can be applied to an,. class of avionics as a
box standard. Function standardization should probably be added
only for common and mature evionics functions -- mission avionics
should be considered, at best, only if they have reached an equiv-
alent stage of maturity. In short, F 2 can be applied to most
avionics; F 3 probably should be limited to common avionics and per-
haps the less complex mission avionics functions. The following
is a possible sequence of events:

An initial "strawman" PME standard could address box size, cool-

ing interface, rack-mounting arrangements, and connector con-
figuration; it should be adaptable to all "avionics bay" LRU
applications.

Individual functional standardization planning could follow for
mature avionics subsystems; this would lead to "strawnan"
standards for "form, fit, and function" specifications appli-
cable to future Air Force procurements with standardized
interwiring.

As digital data bus standardization becomes more widespread,
standard interwiring constraints will become less burdensome
and an increasing proportion of avionics LRU specifications
could well be upgraded from an F 2 content to an F3 content.

While PME standardization t-eliniques ar., atiro}riate for all USAF
aircraft, the idea of undertaking an entir, avionics-system over-
haul to incorporate n,.: avionics standard.s in existing aircraft

does not appear reasonable. {owv.,r, wun ntirelv new avionics
suites are being considerd for retrofit: as in the case of the
B-52, F-4G, etc., thure may well o.' mrit to a wholesale incorpora-
tion of the new standards. This would need to be evaluated on an

-J aircraft-by-aircraft basis after basic PME acquisition and instal-
lation cost factors have beJn asce.rtained. On new aircraft, the
incorporation of a PME standard would be, an integral part of the
design process; this appears to he the, most reasonable place to
initiate the concret.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

RECOMMENDATIONS

Commercial airlines standard avionics, existing and future, have valid
applicability to USAF aircraft. We make the following recommendations for
pursuing this course:

Procedural restraints and maintenance concepts should be reevaluated
and restructured to encourage the use of these equipments wherever
this course is technically and economically valid; appropriate revi-
sions should be made to MIL-Standard directives.

Standardized approaches to solving typical integration difficulties
should be developed.

. Volumetric and environmental criteria should be established to give
general guidance on the applicability to high-performance space-
premium aircraft.

. Ultimately, each aircraft program decision should be the result of
an individual trade-off evaluation of its common-avionics needs
interfaces, and cost constraints.

. While pursuing the development of its own PME standard, the USAF should
undertake actions to foster greater commonality in avionics systems;
these could include the sponsorship of a MIL-SPEC for the ARINC 600
low-insertion-force connector and mutual cooperation in the develop-
ment of concepts for fiber optics data busses and software standards.

The following specific actions are recommended for establishing the

USAF PME standard:

Official USAF projections of new aircraft contruction and major
retrofit programs should be reviewed to determine the total market
size for new rack-mounted avionics in the 1985 to 1995 period.
The avionics should be categorized by type of system (radar altim-
eter, INS, etc.), and within each category the proportion to be
installed within each class of aircraft should be determined. This
process will identify the 10-year equipm( nt universe and rformanct
drivers for the PME standard and tho extent to which retrofit appli-
cations should be considered.
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An overall management approach for the implementation and enforce-
ment of the selected standard should be developed. The approach
should consider the following particulars:

The roles of AFSC and AFLC in implementation and control

The extent of participation by industry

Partial versus full-up implementation approaches

Procurement mechanisms

* The initial "strawman" standards for consideration by the USAF and
industry technical community should be developed. Following the

*. quidance provided by the PME standardization road map, two parallel
but related tasks should be undertaken: an electrical and mechnical

- 1commonality analysis and development of alternate cooling concepts.
7 Candidate avionics for each candidate aircraft should be surveyed

to develop a baseline of potential interface parameters, develop
the permissible numerical limits of each parameter, and identify
the parameters that are applicable to multiple installations.

* The result of ongoing studies of cooling techniques conducted by
the military and in contractually sponsored efforts (such as the
Boeing B-1 cooling studies) should be examined for application to
the candidate aircraft/avionics groups.

Agenda, issues, and procedures should be established for the open-
forum meetings at which the USAF PME standard will be developed. A
PME standing committee should be established, with regular members
from AFSC, AFLC, and using commands, to oversee the implementation
of :he open-forum process. Participants and their assigned func-
tional responsibilities in the committe should be defined.

During the open-forum meetings, there should be continuing evalua-
tions of the cost/performance impacts of the changcs suggested by
the participants. The exact nature of the trade-offs are difficult
to forecast, but it is likely that they will concern, at least, the
following matters:

Avionics acquisition, modification/integration, and support costs

Avionics repackaging, redcsign of aircraft mounting racks, etc.,
and environmental control systems

Reliability and maintainability

Mission capabilities
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APPENDIX A

ASD/XRE GUIDANCE

. Information and guidance provided by the U.S. Air Force, Directorate
of Avionics Planning, in identifying avionics ecuipment and functions of
primary interest for analysis under Task 1 is rerroduced in this appendix.

A-
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS AERONAUTICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION (AFSCI

WRIGHT-PATTERSON AIR FORCE DASE. OHIO 45433 -

REPLY TO

ATTN O,: ASD/XRE

S Standard Packaging, Mounting, and Cooling Baseline Study - Contract
No. F33657-79-C-0717

To: ARINC Research Corp. (Mr James Russell)
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

The following information is provided to assist you in Task 3.1.2
of the subject contract:

* a. HF Radio-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an ARINC
559A or ARINC 719 HF radio in the B-52, KC-135, C-5, F-111, and
FB-111. The radio would replace radios such as the ARC-65, ARC-58,
AT-440, ARC-123, or 618T. The study should examine the ARC-'XX
radio characteristics as defined by WR-ALC/MMIM. Military require-
ments which affect utilization of a commercial HF radio should be
identified.

Attachment I is descriptive information for the Collins
Model 728U radio which is being procured for the ARC-XXX (ARC-65
replacement). The WR-ALC specification for the ARC-XXX will be for-
warded to you as soon as received by this office.

b. Radar Altimeter-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 552A or ARINC 707 radar altimeter in the H-3, C-130, F-4 C/D/E,
F/FB-111, H053, C-130 E/H, A-70, and C-141A. The altimeter would
replace altimeters such as the APN-150, APN-155, APN-167, APN-171,
APN-194, or AWLS. Military requirements which affect utilization of
a commercial radar altimeter should be identified.

It is expected that ARINC can use in-house data gathered
during the LARA/HARA specification formulation to examine the above
applications. In addition, Attachments 2, 3, and 4 provide USAF
comments to the ARINC LARA/HARA specifications which may be of use
to you during this study.

c. Weather Radar-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 564 or ARINC 708 radar in the C-141, KC-10, C-5, C-130,
E-3A, and KC-135. The radar would replace radars such as the RDR-
1FB, AVQ-30X(X), APQ-122(V)5, or APN-59(E). Military requirements
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which affect the utilization of a commercial radar should be
identified.

Contact Mr Robert Bellflower, WRALC/MMIRCR (telephone 912-
926-5091) for specification data on the APN-59(E) and RDR-IRB.
Attachment 5, CEI Specification CP 681895 for Radar Set APQ-122(V)5
which is representative of the weather radar in new production
C-130 aircraft is provided. Attachment 6 AVQ-30X(X) specification
1712990 covering the weather radar being used in the E-3A including
recent changes is also included. Attachment 7 covers additional
information on the modified Bendix RDR-1FB radar to be used in the
KC-10A. This data is preliminary since this is a contractor furnished
item. Specification MIL-R-5582 covering the radar beacon function
of all weather radars is supplied as Attachment 8.

d. Crash Data Recorder-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 500-series or ARINC 700-series flight data recorder in the
C-5, C-9, VC-137, C-141, E-3A, and E-4.

e. Ground Proximity Warning System-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 594 or ARINC 723 GPWS in the C-5, C-141, T-43, and VC-140.

f. Air Data Computer-

The study should examine the possible utilization of a commercial
air data system to replace the air data computer function in the
E-3A, E-4, KC-10, and C-141.

g. Inertial Navigation System-

The study should examine the possible utilization of an
ARINC 561-11 or ARINC 704 INS in the A-10, F-16, F-111, F-4, and
AMST.

We have previously supplied you with the specification for
the Standard Medium Accuracy Navigation (F3INS). This document should

be useful for comparing commercial requirements to military requirements.

GERALD J. SCHOPF, Major, SAF 8 ATCH
Project Manager 1. Tech Data Sheet Collins 728U
Directorate of Avionics Planning Radio
Deputy for Development Planning 2. ASD/EN AMD Memo 14 May 79

3. ASD/RA Ltr, 21 May 79
4. ASD/EN AMD Comments
5. Texas Instruments CEI Spec
6. RCA Avionic System Rpt AVQ-30X(X)
7. Memorandum, 20 Jun 79
8. Mil Spec MIL-R-5582, 19 Nov 48
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APPENDIX B

REVIEW OF MILITARY STANDARDS AND SPECIFICATIONS

AND ASD/EN STUDY INPUTS

This appendix provides a summary and e2valuation of the gene.ric differ-
ences between the military and commercial standards and specifications per-
tinent to the USAF's use of commercial airlines standard avionics. The
following documents were listed in the Statement of Work as being of pri-

mary interest:

Document Title

MIL-B-5087 Bonding, Electrical and Lighting Protection for

Aerospace Systems

MIL-E-5400 Electronic Equipment, Aircraft, General Specifi-

cation for

MIL-E-6051 Electromagnetic Comp.atibility Requirements, Systems

MIL-I-8500 Physical Interchangeability and Replaceability of
Component Parts for Aircraft

MIL-STD-188 Military Communication Standard

MIL-STD-454 Standard (;enral Redluiromonts for Electronic

Equipment

MIL-STD-461 Electromagnetic Interference Characteristics,

Requirements for Eciuipment

MIL-STD-471 Maintainahilit,, Verification, Demonstration, Eval-

uation

MIL-STD-704 Electric Powr, Aircraft, Characteristics and

Utilization ef

MIL-STD-810 Environmental Tst Methods

MIL-STD-1553 Aircraft Int, rnal Tim Division Command/Pesponse

Mu]ti ,lex Dat Bus

RTCA DO-160 Environmenta] Conditions and Test Procedures for

Airborne, Elctrsiiic/El-ctrical Equipment and

Instrum,,nt-e

ARINC Report 423 Guidanc, for the Dusign and Use of BITE

ARINC Report 416 Abbreviat .d Tst Language for Avionics System

(ATLAS)
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ARINC Report 413A Guidance for Aircraft Electrical Power Utilization
and Transient Protection

ARINC Specification 600 Air Transe)ort Avionics Equipment Interfaces

ARINC Specification 429 Digital Information Transfer System

ARINC Specification 404A Air Trans:,ort Equipment Cases and Racking

Section 1 summarizes our review of the puri ose of the refe-renced MIL-
specifications and standards and the areas where they' differ from commercial
practice. Table B-1 shows the functional correspondence between military
and civil requirements documents.

Table B-I. FUNCTIONAL COP.RES10'DENCE
BETWELN MILITARY AND CIVIL
STANDARDS

M Ji itarv Civil
Standard "i lierCvi

S d ,cificetion R,,quirement

Electrical bonding, lightning MIL-B-- oi7 FA;,, FAR 25.581
protector

General avionics specification MIL-STD-4 -

MIL-F- ,.

Communications Standard MIL-STD-]:-8 IVAO Annex 10
FCC regulations

Electromagnetic Interference N'IL-STD-4C,1 FAA TSOs or
,II,-STD-4(,2 RTCA DO-160

Digital Data Format/Bus MIL-STD-17%3 ARINC-421 J
ARINC-453

Environmental Testing MIL-STD- 0 FAA TSOs or
RTCS DO-160 J

Aircraft Electric Power MIL-STD-704 FAA TSOs or

RTJA DO-160,

ARINC 413A

Form, Fit, and Function --- ARINC 404A

AFINC 60O

Standard Interwiring AFTNC 4 .

M',D" M ] , .tin)A-1

Maintainability/Documentation MIL-STD-431 ATA, ATA-I ,i

I
i
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Sections 2 and 9 present comparisons between military and commercial
airlines avionics standards in the following areas:

Section 2: Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements

Section 3: Electrical Power Standards

Section 4: Environmental Requiremnts

Section 5: Built-in-Test (BITE) Rejuirements

Section 6: H.F. Radio Requirements

Section 7: Inertial Navigation System Require_.ments

Section 8: Weather Radar Requirements

Section 9: Automatic Flight Control System Requirements

This material was provided for this study by ASD/EN staff.

1. ARINC RESEARCH'S REVIEW OF MILITARY STANDARD DOCUI.ENTS REFLRENCLD IN

THE STATEMENT OF WORK

MIL-B-5087B

Most of MIL-B-5087B is not apj}licable to avionics subsystems. It does
require bonding of the enclosure of avionics LRUs to ti(, airframe directly
rather than through connectors as is specifi,:d in DO-101. bonding straps

to satisfy MIL-B-5087B could be added at the time of installation.

MIL-E-5400

MIL-E-5400 is the general specification for aircraft electronic equijp-
ment. It is, essentially, a compilation of the military specifications
covering all aspects of designing and testing aircraft -lectronics. These
referenced specifications cover selection of materials, methods of fasten-
ing, selection of piece parts, use of parts and materials from qualified

sources, workmanship specifications, safety engineering specifications,
human engineering specifications, and all the other how-to-build-it guidance

normally imposed on manufacturers of militar', e guipment. None of this is
included in the airline form/fit/function equijrment standards. These must
be waived (or not referenced in the procurement documentation) if airlines
equipment is to be purchased.

MIL-E-6051

MIL-E-6051 is an electronic capability specification that concerns
overall systems; and it is concerned with th, subsystem level only to the
extent of specifying subsystem-level documents.
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MIL-I-8500

MIL-I-8500 specifies interchangeability and replaceability of compo-

nent parts of aerospace vehicles. None of the avionics equipment considered

in evaluating PME standardization are included in the list of controlled

items for which interchangeability is required by 3.3.1 of MIL-I-8500.

MIL-STD-188

MIL-STD-188 is the military communications standard and, among the

avionics classes considered for standardization, is applicable only to the

HF Radio. For this, the audio band pass, frequency range, channel spacing,

and side band selection shown in Subsection 2.4.2 of this report as required

for the ARC-XXX are requirements also of MIL-STD-188. No other requirements

of MIL-STD-188 are in conflict with the commercial avionics considered.

MIL-STD-454

MIL-STD-454 gives standard general requirements for electronic equip-

men- and is one of the key specifications referenced by MIL-E-5400. Remarks

under MIL-E-5400 apply to MIL-STD-454.

MIL-STD-461

MIL-STD-461 establishes requirements for the electromagnetic inter-

ference characteristics of equipments. MIL-STD-462 specified methods of

testing to verify these characteristics. Differences between the require-

ments of RTCA DO-160, the applicable commercial standard, and the joint

requirements of MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-462 are primarily due to the greater

power output of some mission equipment as compared with commercial equipment
in the same frequency range. Applicability of specific types of airlines
equipments designed to the less restrictive DO-160 requirements for use
in a specific aircraft will have to be considered on a case-by-case basis.

In general, where mission equipments do not impose additional restrictions,
commercial equipments are compatible with each other and a complete suite
of commercial avionics, as in the E-3, E-4A, and KC-10, does not produce
EMI problems. Where mission equipments cannot be interconnected with the
commercial equipments to provide blanking of receivers while interfering
transmitters are radiating, EMI may be a problem.

MIL-STD-471

MIL-STD-471 covers maintainability verification, demonstration, and

evaluation. It is equally applicable to either commercial or military
avionics. Formal maintainability verification is not specified for commer-

cial avionics, however, and no standard is available to be verified.

MIL-STD-704

MIL-STD-704 defines the permissible characteristics of aircraft primary
power supplies and, therefore, estahli! ies the range of primary power
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characteristics with which military avionics equipments must be compatible.

In general, the similar commercial standard, ARINC 413A, is compatible
with MIL-STD-704; differences do not preclude use of airline avionics in

military aircraft.

MIL-STD-810

MIL-STD-810 specifies the environmental test methods to be used in demon-

strating the conformance of a military equipment with its environmental
specifications. RTCA-DO-160 accomplishes the same purpose for airlines

equipment. Special thermal problems in military fighter aircraft will

require improved environmental control systems in those aircraft.

In evaluating the differences in vibration requirements netween mili-
tary and commercial equipments, it should be understood that MIL-STD-810
test levels are believed by many to be unrealistic when compared to levels
actually encountered by LRUs under operating conditions. According to this
belief, the levels may be realistic when applied to the mounting surfaces
in aircraft on which equipments are to be mounted. iowever, these surfaces
are usually of non-rigid sheet metal. At frequencies where the LRU reso-
nates, these non-rigid airframe structures do not coulle the LRU to the
vibration source sufficiently to transmit the energy necessary to generate
the MIL-STD-810 levels. Consequently, the dwull times at resonance, as
specified by MIL-STD-810, when rigidly coupled to a vibration table with
relatively unlimited power capability, can cause failures which do not
occur in operational use. Operational tests will be required to determine
if a particular commercial LRU will operate reliably in a particular loca-
tion in a particular aircraft, even though it is known that it cannot
pass some part of the MIL-STD-810 vibration test. The use of suitable
vibration mounts in locations known to produce hig. vibration stress will
increase greatly the probability of such reliable operation. A case in

point is the imported commercial vido tape r ,:order used in some configu-
rations of the F-16. It is only about two feet from the gun muzzle and
failed immediately when hard mounte:d. Reliable operation was achieved by
designing isolating mounts to suicress the 100 tiz fundamental frequency of
vibration caused by gun fire.

MIL-STD-1553

MIL-STD-1553 defines a digital lanouage, oieratinq protocol, and inter-
face characteristics for two-way time2-division multi; ](,x communication
between a bus controller and remot, terminals via a multit lex data bus. It
is anticipated that this will becme, t 1 PSAF s tandard for data transfer

although no operational aircraft -urrntl' ar,- (-e!! ]etey compatible with
MIL-STD-1553. Currently, op)erational commercial avionics with diclital
inputs and/or outputs utilize a numb, r of diff, r nt diqital data transfer
standards. Future airlines avionics f ( , i ( AINC 700 -.,rit- ci arac-
teristics will accc; t only diqital ineeu: 'Ind c T 'rat. eel'; die ital oe:tputs
with either ARINC 42) (for data rat, :; u : It , - kil i ' r second) or
ARINC 453 (for data rats ul, to I mg.d ,t : r 1 anifr sceci-
fications. All of the APINC standards u., ,it, I -i r t fro(m
MIL-STD-1553. More imi-ortantly, th, r,0 ir r , . O hsec liy
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behind it are radically different from MIL-STD-1553. MIL-STD-1553 uses a

single multiplex data bus operated at 1 megabit per second under control
of a bus controller to provide 2-way communication between the controller
and connected remote terminals and (when so orderd by the controller)
between remote terminals. Two or more controller/data bus systems may be
used for redundancy or for increased capacity. All transmissions by remote
terminals are in response to controller commands. Data sources connected
to remote terminals must have a buffer storage to hold data (either inter-
nally or in the remote terminal) until each is polled by the controller.
MIL-STD-1553A provides a 5-bit mode-control field internal to the command
word may be used by a remote terminal to direct data to up to 31 connected
subsystems. The code 00000 is reserved for special purpose. Any data
required by more than one remote t rminal must be repeated with a different
address each transmission. Any message required by more than one subsystem
connected to a remote terminal can be distributed by the remote terminal
outside the 1553 system if the terminal is so designed and if terminal
software or hardware is provided to implement this function.

It is relativly easy to provide - modified printed circuit card in
avionics units nnt using the MIL-STD-.553 format to translate that unit's
data into the 1553 format; but the ARINC standards also require a one-way
dedicated data bus connecting each data source with the data sinks which
utilize its data. The source transmits data, labeled to show the data func-
tion at time under its internal control without the need for buffer storage.
Data storage, the ability to read and respond to bus controller commands,
and the ability to strip function labels and replace them with addresses
(or at least the bus controller address) must also be provided if the avi-
onics unit is to function as a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal. All of these
functions can be provided in a MIL-STD-1553 remote terminal specifically
designed to interface with one or more non-1553 avionics subsystems. This
will permit avionics units using ARINC 429 or 453 (or 419 or 568 or 575 for
older airline equipments) data standards to delegate to that terminal the
provision of 1553 compatibilitv. This is the method currently employed
in the F-16 to interface the ARINC 568 data standard used by the ARN-118
TACAN with the 1553A data bus.

Special remote terminals tc interface airlines equipment with a
MIL-STD-1553 data bus will not pose major problems for new aircraft. They
would have to be provided in retrofit aircraft as additional Group A or
Group B equipment.



2. ASD/ENAMA Comments on Differences Between Commercial Standards and
Military Standards

RTCA DO-160 MIL-E-6051D

ARINC 600 MIL-B-5087B

MIL-STD-461A

MIL-STD-462

i. MIL-E-60511) requirements are generally not related to the type
of requirements addressed in ARINC Document 600-1 and PTCA Document
DO-160. MIL-E-605iD is concerned with clectromagnetic compatibility

of an overall system and treats items at the subsystem level only to
tile extent of specifying subsystem level documents.

2. The primary concern of MILi-B-5087B at the subsystem level is to
obtain a good electrical bond (Class R) between the subsystem enclosure
and aircraft structure. The intent of this specification is to obtain
this bond across mating surfaces without the use of wiring t'irough

connectors. This is to insure that tile bond will be effective at
radio frequencies in addition to audio frequencies. MIL-B-S087B

specifies the bond in terms of a dc resistance for simplicity of
measurement. ARINC 600-1 addresses bonding between LRU's and the

equipment rack in paragraph 3.3.1.2. The bond is obtained through

connector contacts which are tied to the conn'ec:tor shells. This
technique will not be effective at radio frequencies.

3. Electromagnetic interference (EMI) requirements in RTCA DO-160
appear to be patterned after an earlier military specification MIL-I-
6181) which became obsolete in 1964. In general, the test techniques
and test limits are different than those used in tle present EMI

standards, MIL-STD-461A and MIL-STD-462. Th difference in test
techniques make direct comparison of test limits for a particular

class of testing difficult. However, through tile use of a few
assumptions, a comparison has been attempted. The most severe limits
of DO-160 were used for comparisons. (,cnerally, conducted and radiated
emission limits appear to be similar in severity, however, the
frequency ranges covered by IX)-LbO are more limited than MIl-STD-461A
and M[L-STI)-462. The conducted and radiated susceptibility requirements
of MIL-STD-461A and MIL-STD-462 are in gUlleral more severe than DO-160

and are more extensive in frequency coverage. More extensive comparisons
for types of testing are provided beluow.

a. Conducted emissions on power leads and signal leads. DO-160
requires testing from 150 kliz to 30 Mhiz. MIL-STD-461A/462 requires
testing from 20 kilz to 50 MHz. Signal lead test techniques and limits

are identical for both documents. For power leads, MIL-STD-461A/462
uses a 10 microfard capacitor to short circuit noise to ground and
short circuit current is measured with a current probe. I)O-160
provides two optional techniques. One t.chnique is to use Line Impedance
Stabilization Networks (LISN's) and to measure the Voltages developed
across the LLSN's. By assuming a 50 ohm source Impedance for the noise,

(continued)
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the DO-160 limits are almost identical to MIL-STD-461A limits.
However, for lower source impedances which may be encountered,
MIL-STD-461A limits become more severe. The second technique of
O0-160 is to measure conducted current with a current probe similar

to MIL-STD-462 using identical. limits to MIL-STI)-461A. However, the
10 microfarad capacitors are not used to short circuit the interference
resulting in the MIL-STD-461A limits being more severe.

b. Radiated emissions. DO-160 requires testing from 150 kHz to
1.215 GHz. MIL-STD-461A/462 requires testing from 14 kHz to 10 0Hz.
Correction factors for antenna to equipment spacings and tor converting
from antenna induced voltages to field strengths were used to allow
comparison of limits. At low frequencies DO-160 is more severewhile
at higher frequencies MIL-STD-461A becomes more severe. Above 25 MHz,
MIL-STD-461A requires both horizontal and vertical polarizations of
signals to be measured while DO-160 requires only one polarization.

c. Conducted susceptibility on powerlines. For frequency sweeps,
DO-160 requires testing from 10 Hz to 30 M1Hz. MIL-SFD-461A/462 requires

testing from 30 Hz to 400 MHz. MIL-STD-461 is significantly more severe
across the entire frequency range for dc lines and is more severe
over most of the frequency range for ac lines. For example, above
90 kHz 10-160 requires that 100 millivolts open circuit from a 50 ohm
source be applied to the ac or dc powerlin-. This level represents
50 microwatts of maximum power applied. MIL-STD-4blA requires 1.0

volts closed circuit applied from a source capable of 1.0 watt output.
The difference between the two levels is 43 dB. For application of
voltage transients onto powerlinet, DO-160 requires 600 volts open
circuit from a 50 ohm source while MIL-STD-461A requires 100 volts
closed circuit for 115 volt ac lines and 56 volts closed circuit for

dc lines from a 0.5 ohm source. For many cases, the MIL-STD-461A
voltage would be expected to be higher than the voltage resulting
when the 600 volt open circuit signal is appliedto a low impedance load.

d. Radiated susceptibility. For magnetic induction fields,
similar requirements exist at the 400 lz power line frequency. DO-160
does not contain a requirement for a magnetic induction field due
to a current spikesimilar to the MIL-STD-461A requirement. For

radiated electric fields, MIL-STD-461A requirements are significantly
. more severe. Due to the wide variety and density of transmitters

used on Air Force aircraft, this fact is considered particularly
important. DO-160 covers the frequency range of 15 klIz to 1 .215 GHz

while MIL-STD-46IA/462 covers 14 kffz to 10 GIz. The intenna input
voltages specified in DO-160 were converted using several assumptions
to equivalent field strengths at the tested equipment. DO-160 levels

f are on the order of 0.15 volts/meter while MIL-STD-461A requirements
are 10 and 5 volts/meter.

e. MIl.-STD-461A covers extensively transmitter and receiver
characteristics at antenna ports for spurious outputs, front end

(continued)
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rejection, intermodulation, cross-modulation, and squelch operation.
DO-160 does not address these areas.

4. In summary, bonding provisions between LRU's and equipment racks
may be inadequate. Due to significant differences between DO-160
and MIL-STD-461A/462 requirements, items qualified to DO-160 cannot
be considered to be qualified to MIL-STD-461A/462. Retesting to
MIL-STD-461A/462 would be required for general usage subsystems to
avoid risks of electromagnetic compatibility problems. For subsystems
intended for a particular aircraft and installation location, portions
of the DO-160 testing may be accepted (particularly emission testing)
on an individual equipment basis after aircraft receiving and trans-
mitting equipment has been reviewed. HowLver, some reLesling would
almost certainly be required.

B-



3. ASD/ENACD comparison of MIL-STD-704 with ARINC Report 413A

1. Although ARINC Report 413A and MIL-STD-704 dre concerned with the same
subject, aircraft electric power, they are very different in character. MIL-
STD-704 is a "standard" which defines precise limits for aircraft power
characteristics. This document is widely used in commercial aviation as
well as by the military. ARINC Report 413A, on the other hand, is a "report"
which more or less philosophically surveys the field of aircraft electric
power and provides guidance to equipment and aircraft manufacturers. The
Report does not levy firm requirements.

- 2. The two documents are basically compatible. Paragraph 1.3.2 of the
Report states: "It is the intent of this document to provide coordinated
industry interpretations of the existing requirements of MIL-STD-704B as they
apply to airline equipment and to update these requirements with additional
supplementary guidance." MIL-STD-704 (original issue), MIL-STD-704A, and
MIL-STD-704B are included in Report 413A as attachments and appendices.

3. Report 413A goes beyond the scupe of MIL-STD-704 by giving guidance in
equipment design with regard to personnel protection, component protection,
smoke prevention, and reverse polarity protection. The Report also
addresses electromagnetic compatibility areas which are covered by MIL-E-

6051 rather than by MIL-STD-704.

4. Since Report 413A was published, MIL-STD-704C was issued in December
1977. Furthermore, MIL-STD-704D is now being coordinated among the military
services. These recent changes to MIL-STD-704 do not significantly affect
its relationship with commercial practice, with one possible exception. The

voltage spike susceptibility requirement against equipment which was in MIL-
STD-704B has been removed from the C and D revisions. This was done to
eliminate duplication with a similar requirement of MIL-STD-461. Industry
members of the aircraft electric power community have vigorously opposed this

action and will undoubtedly insist that the spike requirement of MIL-STD-704B
be retained for their commercial equipment. This would have no detrimental
effect on the compatibility of cotitnercial equipment in military aircraft, how-

ever.
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4. ASD/ENEC Comparison of Environmental Requirements

RTCA-DO-160 MIL-STD-810
MIL-STD-454

MIL-E-5400

1. INTRODUCTION
The ASD/XRE itr. (26 July 79) included a request to compare the environ-

mental requirements of DO-160, MIL-SLD-810, MIL-STD-454, ard MIL-E-5400 with
regard to two viewpoints, i.e.,

a. Address the significant differences in commercial and military
requirements, which may prevent DO-160 qualified equipment from being used
in Air Force aircraft.

b. uan these significant differences be eliminated, by applying
available technology to control the avionics etvironments in Air Force aircraft?

2. RELATED ISSUES
The following general comments are provided to place this response in

perspective with numerous related issues:
a. Due to the short time for response, this review is very cursory

in nature. Thus, it is difficult, if not impossible, to determine what are
"significant" differences.

b. DO-160 and MIL-STD-810 are test documents, while MIL-STD-454
and MIL-E-5400 are design documents. MIL-E-5400 references the test pro-
cedures of MIL-STD-810 for Air Force electronics, and MIL-T-5422 for Navy
electronics. The environmental design requirements in MIL-STD-454 and
MIL-E-5400 ate sufficiently nebulous to allow a broad range of environmental
esign approaches for avionics equipments, which makes the testing documents

the driving design factor, for military applications. The testing requirements
,f MIL-E-5400 (MIL-T-5422) are essentially the same as the requirements of
MIL-STD-810. Normally, when significant differences exist, the acquisition
engineer, in the Program Office, selects the bettpr of the two requirements.

c. Based on the above conditions, this review will be limited to
comparing DO-160 and MIL-STD-810 requirements. MIL-STD-81CC and DO-160
(14 May 79) were used for this review.

d. The test requirements in MIL-STD-810 are generally more extensive,
and more detailed, than the requirements in DO-160, which is caused by their
different purposes in the overall scheme of "doing business", i.e.,

(1) The commercial airlines do not need to place heavy reliance
on testing for successful field operation, since they: (a) Develop competi-
tive designs for the same avionics function, (b) Have the financial capabi-
ity of rapidly addressing and correcting field problems, and (c) Have the

economic leverage of buying a competitors product, when specific equipments
become an economic burden.

By comparison, the miliLary procedures heavily emphasize
MIL-STD-810 tests as the environmental success criteria for satisfactory
operation in the field environments.

From this viewpoint, the purpose for testing is significantly
.ifferent, whi.n viewed from the commercial airline, and the military, way
of "doing bu miess". This difference is reflecttd in the fact that the

(continued)
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DO-160 requirements are generally just a check of Lquipment performance at
the environmental design limits, whereas the eIL-STD-810 requirements emphasize
an environmental endurance level which is equivalent to a long-term, successful
operation.

(2) DO-160 is limited to avionics, while MIL-STD-810 includes

requirements fir all DOD equipments. In 'iddition, the airline avionics
equirements generally apply to a specif c type of aircraft and a specific

* operational pattern, while MIL-STD-810 covers all types of aircraft, flying
different types of operational missions. Also, the most severe airline
avionics environments are relatively benign, compared to the environments
associated with the large majority of Air Force avionics installations.

e. The DO-160 requirements are further tailored to specific types
of avionics by the use of a "Minimum Performance Standard", which is developed
for each type of avionics. It is assumed that the standard is then referenced
in the avionics specification.

By comparison, the MIL-STD-810 procedures are directly referenced
in the avionics specification (with some tailoring by individuals, but without
the group deci.iion tailoring, as reflected in the "Minimum Performance Standard").

f. In the way that both the commercial airlines and the military
do business, the real acceptability for environmental requirement rests with
the procuring activities which have diverse opinions on the same issue.
In addition, the environmental requirements, which are applied to contracts,
are the responsibility of the procuring activity. DO-160 and MIL-STD-810
are only general guidelines. As a consequence, it is difficult to identify how
AIL-STD-810 is used, for a large spectrum of avionics procurements, or to
identify general acceptability levels for the results of this study.

g. With regard to avionics, the large majority of MIL-STD-810 test
failures occur in the temperature-altitude, humidity, and random vibration
tests.

h. MIL-STD-810 is in the process of being revised. In some instances,
MIL-STD-810 misses the critical failure environments for fighter aircraft
avionics, e.g.,

(]) Thermal fatigue of internally forced air cooled avionics,
caused by oscillations in the cooling capacity (especially prevelent during
ground operaLions).

(2) Corrosion of cockpit equipment caused by the combination of
solar radiation and electrolytic rain.

(3) Thermal environments associated with the ground cooling
system, during flight-line maintenance.

3. AVIONICS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS
A comparison of the DO-160 and the MIL-STD-810 test environments is given

in Table 1.

4. TEMPERA.i E,:F & ALTITUDE
DO-160 i ,ssentially limited to an avionics performance check at the

temperature '-:Lremes. The altitude tests are conducted separately, to simulate
the effects (,! emergency decompression, and the effects of temporary over-
pressurization by the aircraft environmental cQntrol system (ECS).

MIL-STD-810 includes a combined temperiture-altitude test (which is applied

(continued) i.



TABLF 1. AViONICS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

DO-160 I L-STD- 810

Tempirature Temperature - Altitude

Temperature Variation
Humidity Humid i t y
Shock Shock Conditional
Vibration Vibration Application
Explosion (C) Explosion (CL) CL-Conditional/location
Drip Proofness (C) Rain (CL) CM-Conditional/ma-
Fluids Suscept (C) terials
Sand & Dust (C) Dust (CL) A-Alternate

- Fungus (C) Fungus (CM) C-Conditional
Salt spray (C) Salt Fog

Solar Radiation (CL)

Accelerat ion

Acoustical Noise (CL)

Temp-Humid.-Alt. (A)
Gunfire Vibration (CL)

universally t, avionics), with the following unique features:
a. Temperature and altitude effects are combined which affects the

heat-transfer trom the avionics.

b. Operational altitudes are included which affects seals, equipment
"breathing" phenomena, arcing of high-powered avionics, etc.

c. Avionics operational checks are included at various temperature-
altitude combinations, which cover the normal flight envelope.

d. Short-time, high-temperature, altitude conditions are included
'o represent ighter aircraft high-speed dash conditions, when the ECS
performance i: degraded, and aerodynamic heating becomes a significant thermal
factor.

e. Avionics operational checks for intermittant failures are included,
when the altitude is changing.

f. Avionics operational checks are included, for the frost-thaw-
frost conditin.

g. The test times, at the test pOint!s, are much longer than the times
in DO-160.

-' A comparison of the differences between DO-160, and M[I,-STD-810 is illustrated
in Figure 1, where the O-160, catc'gory El equipment (no temperature or pressure
ontrol, and operational to 70,000 ft) is compared to the MIL-STD-810, Category

6 equipment (tip to 70,000 ft), which is typical for f ighter aircraft avionics.
Considerin , all the differences between military and commercial avionics,

which are alluded to in para. 2 above, the differences between DO-160 and MIL-
STD-810 are generally considered significant. The combinations of te- perature
and altitude are important, and LDi-160 11o00 not address these combinations.

At sea level conditions, the taii,-STI-S!0 temperature requirements may be
reduced to the requirements of IO-16(, altooch the test-times of MIL-STD-810

(continued)
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should be maintained (with the exception of time spent at 950C).
Closer eviluation of the MIL-STD-810 temperature altitude test points

may increase ,r decrease the temperature values, as related to avionics testing.
Future Air Force emphasis, on avionics environmental control, may also reduce
the temperature test points at the various altitudes, but the altitude require-
ment will not be eliminated.

In a related issue, MIL-STD-810 is being revised to where the fixed set
of temperatui,-altitude test points are being replaced by a variable set,
depending on aircraft application. This type of tailoring has generally been
done in the past, anyway, by the acquisition/contractor engineers associated
with specific Programs.

A more serious limitation of DO-160 qualified equipment for military
aircraft, is the thermal fatigue condition associated with internally forced
iir cooled equipments in fighter aircraft. This condition will be simulated
in the revised MIL-STD-810. Normally, there would be no reason for 1)0-160
to have a thermal fatigue test, since tlore are minimal excursions in the cooling
capacity of the cooling air in commercial airline, environmental control
systems. Fighter aircraft ECS, though, have significant excursions in cooling
capacity, during ground operations, and during changes in altitude. Various
sources of information indicate that thermal fatigue is a more prevelant source
of avionics failures, than exposure to constant temperatures. Another solution
to this problem, though, is for the Air Force to emphasize the use of a fighter
iircraft ECS which essentially provides constant cooling to the avionics during
ground and flight conditions.

Another :,erious limitation, for internali forced air cooled avionics,
is the diffe-nces in commercial and military cooling, air capacities.

these differences are not specifically addressed in DO-160 or MIL-STD-810,
but the cooling air is included by reference in the test set-up procedures.
The practical effect is -hat commercial airline avionics will be receiving
j-8 pounds/minute/KW at 30-70 0 C, while the military equipment will be
receiving 2 pounds/minute//KW at 30-70'C, when the units are undergoing
DO-160 and MIL-STD-810 tests. This effect is more serious than the
differences in chamber temperatures, since the component temperatures are
orimarily controlled by the cooling air parameters.

Future iAir Force emphasis on avionics environmental control may reduce
the commercial-military differences in cooling air, or the significance of
these difference- may be limited to aircraft ground operations, which may
be handled by modifications to the engine bleed air system for ground
operations.

5. HUMIDITY
The primary DO-160 test requirement, for airline avionics, is Category

A. Since this test is limited to an avionics performance check after two,
twenty-four hour cycles, using a reduced temperature limit, it is considered
anacceptable -or Air Force applications.

On the other hand, DO-160, Category 3 test requirements are essentially
he same as MIL-STD-810, Proce..ure I requirements with slight differences in

the approach to checking equipment performance .at the end of the test.
(continued)
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There should be minimal problems with using DO-160 (Category B) require-

oents for Air Force applications.
In a related issue, the Humidity tests are questionable in terms of not

'laving altern, ting dry and wet cycles, and in terms of not having electro-

lytic moisture (present tests use pure water).

0. VIBRATION
Vibration is sufficiently complicated to prevent any typical comments,since

it is dependent en so many local aircraft conditions,which are generally not
afinable orior to the final development phase for aircraft development programs.

to compli-ate tbe issue, there exists an infinite number of choices of spectra,
evels, and tice histories, which are dependant upon a specific installation
a a specific aircraft.

Even so, there is a need to initiate some thought on the general boundaries
vibration requirements so that the use of I)0-160 for Air Force equipment

applications may be evaluated.
From this viewpoint, a comparison is made of the DO-160 vibration require-

ments and the requirements of MIL-STD-810 (as interpreted by the author).

a. ' neral Comments. 'fo boil-down the many choices of Vibration procedures and
evels in DO-160 and MIL-STD-810, this review will cover only avionics in jet
iircraft, which covers the large majority of Air Force avionics applications.

tn addition, this review will cover only the avionics located in the foward
and center fuselage, and in the cockpit, which covers the large majority of

vionics installations which may be feasible for commercial avionics.
DO-160 alloys either sinusoidal or random vibration tests for avionics

.quipments. Avionics equipments, qualified to sinusoidal vibration tests,

are considered unacceptable for Air Force applications.
MIL-STD-810 requires both a vibration Performance test level, and a vibra-

-on Endurance test level, to be applied to each equipment, in all three axes.

DO-160 is written in such a manner that it requires a vibration Performance
level to be conducted, in all three axes, but the vibration RKobustness'

(Endurance) level (which is the "severe" vibration level) may be eliminated,

rreording to how the avionics specification is written. Avionics equipments,

qualified without the "Robustness" tests, for all three axes, are considered
unacceptable for Air Force applications (',ote: The actual vibration levels are
not as important as the need to run some type of vibration endurance test).

Gunfire vibrations are not considered important ,since avionics can generally
be placed outside of the gunfire vibration affected regions of most Air Force
aircraft.

The following review covers a comparison of vibration levels for different

classes of aircraft.

b. High-Performance Aircraft. The aircraft categories in th's group include
ilghter, fighter-bomber, and bomber aircraft. This review is very general,
of necessity, since there are always exceptions .to the rule, especially in

the vibration area.
A general comparison of DO-160 and MIL-STD-810 vibration level requirements,

a' the Performance level of vibration, is illustrated in Figure 2.
The major difference in vibrati.on levels is in the cockpit area, where

commercial airline cockpit vibration levels are far below the high-performance

aircraft cockpit levels.

(continued) Li
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In terms of fuselage locations, the DO-160, "Standard" vibration spectrum
below the typical spectrum for high-performance aircraft, and it does not

address the high-frequency content, in the 600-1000 Hz region (which is ex-
ected, since commercial airlines do not have to worry about aerodynamic pressure
fluctuations, as a dominant source of vibration). While the "Severe" vibration
spectrum is significantly above the typical spectrum for high-performance
aircraft, in the lower frequency range, it also misses the high frequency
c )ntent.

In terms of comparing vibration Endurance (Robustness) test levels, the spec-
trum for high-performance aircr~ft, could be moved up until the high plateau
egion (Fuselage) reaches 0.1 G /Hz. The DO-160 "Robustness" levels are the

levels for the "Severe" vibration category.

As a consequence of the above, the DO-160 random vibration requirements
need to be modified, in some fashion, to be readily applicable to Air Force
avionics vibration requirements, for high-performance aircraft.

In terms of related issues, the 0.04 G2 /H1z level is generally established
as a lower vibration test limit for high-performance aircraft equipment, to
cuver efficient production quality assurance vibration levels, and to cover
transportation vibration levels. Also, a lower vibration range for testing
i. given, from a practical viewpoint, since vibration ceases to be a problem,
when the levels are sufficiently low. An alternative to no testing at all,
.7ould be a minimal Performance level check.

In addition, MIL-STD-810 vibration test are being revised to replace
discrete sets of vibration spectra with blanks, to be filled in as the specific
dvionics/aircraft application becomes known. A related handbook will be proveded,
giving the user some rationale for deriving test levels.

c. Medium Size Cargo & Transport Aircraft. These requirements may be the same
as the "high-performance aircraft" requirements, or slightly less.

d. Large Cargo & Transport Aircraft. These requirements may be the same as the
DO-160 requirements with the following conditions:

(1) If supersonic, use "high-performance aircraft" requirements.
(2) Below the vibration level range of 0.004-0.006 G2/Hz, the vibration

Lest is considered inefficient anyway, so the difference between sinusoidal
and random is inconsequential. Even so, if tests are required, try to use random

vibration.

- SALT SPRAY .LST
DO-160 incl ides Category X, which meai: that the salt-spray test is not

-. u red, and Category S, which is essentiilv the same as MIlL-STD-8l0.
No hard statement can be made about thc salt-spray test, since:

a. The test generally causes relatively few and minor failures.
b. The test is questionable in terms of lacking moisture - solar

radiation-moisture cycles, which are typical of aircraft operations.
c. The test should be primarily limited to exposed equipment (e.g.,

:ighter aircraft cockpit equipment).
8. ALL OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

The remaining environmental test of Table I are generally inconsequential.
The acceleration test should he limited to ayionics with mooing mechanisms.
TLe shock lest normally does not generate avionics failures, and the input

effects may well be covered by the random vibration tests. (continued)



The fungus test is usually accomplished by similarity-by-analysis (i.e.,

equipment materials do not support fungus growth).

The explosion test is limited to areas with explosive atmospheres (e.g.,

engine compartments rather than avionics bays).

The solar radiation test should be limited to exposed avionics (e.g., fighter

a-rcraft cockpit equipments), although it seldom causes failures by itself.

The acoustical noise tests should be limited avionics located in high noise

areas (Overall level greater than 140 dB re. 0.0002 dynes/cm 2 ), although this

condition seldom occurs in Air Force aircraft aivonics bays, which generally

sults in acoustic tests with no equipment failures.

The Drip-Proofness test and the Spray-Proofness tests in DO-160 are optional.

The comparable Rain test in MIL-STD-810 is questionable since electrolytic

water is not used (pure water is used instead), and since the operational

sequence of electrolytic rain-solar radiation-electrolytic rain is not simulated.

T .is condition is of primary concern for fighter aircraft, cockpit equipment.

It will be included in the revised MIL-STD-810.
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5. ASD/ENES Comparison of Military and Commercial Standards for Failure

Warning and Built-in Test Equipment (BITE)

1. The standard requirements and guidance for commercial on-aircraft

avionics test capability are included in the following ARINC documents:

a. ARINC Report 415, Failure Warning, addresses the system which

alerts the flight crew of conditions which affect safety or perfor-
mance of the flight mission.

b. ARINC Report 423, Built in Test Equipment (BITE) addresses

the system which assists the maintenance personnel in performing the

appropriate maintenance action in the event of a failure.

c. ARINC characteristics 563 and 573, Aircraft Interrated Data

System (AIDS), addresses the system which acquires and records data from

the whole aircraft (and fleet) to be used for .-aintenance, administrative,

and crash history purposes.

The Air Force has requirements for each of these types of on-aircraft

systems, and often has additional requirements.

a. MIL-STD-411 and 4IL-STD-1472 apply to the type of test addressed
by ARINC Report 413.

b. There is no Air Force standard for AIDS type aircraft level test.

c. Built-in-test features for Air Force aircraft have not been

standardized. '[IL-STD-415D and >IL-STD-1591 address the process of

determining the BIT capability required for new electronic systems.

However, they do not specify BIT performance or features, nor does ARINC

Report 423.

2. There is currently much activity in the Air Force and other military

services to improve BIT performance ani the process of acquiring PIT.

Better standards, specifications, handbooks, fi-ures of merit, and

verification techniques are sure to result from this activity. Documents

of current interest include:

a. .Acquisition Planning Guide for Systec Fault P)tection/
Isolation Capability, July 1978, 1Bone Air Development Center (RADC).

b. PIT Desi:,n Guide, September 1976, and undated draft revision,

::A.-1ATINST 39,')0.9A.

c. A Design Guide fo. built-ii,-Test (BIT), April 1979,

,gADC-TK-73-224.

d. IT/SI Improvement Fro ject (Phas L) report, soon to be

releaseu, ASD-1fR-79-XX.

(continued)



3. There are several levels of lntei,,ration at which self-test per-
formance could be specified.

a. iiult det.~ction/ isolation capa)biljties can be specified to be
resident in cacli shopt replaceable unit (S!RL) to detect and isolate to
a replaceable component, although this Le St function usually resides
in depot rest equipment. Test point specifications then apply.

b. Self-test capabilities cant ye 1;Pecifiu6 Lo be resident uithin
each line replaceable uinit (LREJ) to detect and( isolate faulty SRL's,
dlthouFgh thiS resL fUact iOn is usuall1y fe'uae LP intermediate shop test

equipment.

K. C. lost often found in Ai r lozce avc ic; ; Lihe cap~ability of a
subsv.ste'i to U.te( L a failure and isolate t4~ anl LRU. Sometimes each
LRU detects its cwii failures indiependently from other LRUs in the sub-
system. This is tile level of integration adldressed by ARING Report 423.

d. in soin-e coimplex avionics syt ems, a system integrated test
(SIT) subqystem performis the fault deetioni/isolation function, and
thle self- -est capabilities are specified at the system level.

e. The last option is to recoi; ddat-a on-aircraift for later use in
fault detection/isolatior (and otheruss) This is the approach
taken by .XINC characteristics 503 and 573'.

4. ~ARINC Report -23 is a a tatement of phiieooph: ;and some recommendations
concernig the design of BITE. On the hee it is consistent with the
Air Force enviroiul.,ent, but several exetlnshould be noted. Thle

tollowii, com nnts pertain to varlacis parag raphs fromt this report.

a. Pamn 1. 2 - The document only cireee fault isolation to an
LRU and ver ificat ion of proper ope rait;on at tur maintenance. 'Ihe
Air Force- looks at a larper test rcquircoient.

b . Pa ra 1 .6, 4. 2 - Apparent per fnrti.anc e canunot he usea as thle
criteria for nked of maointenance action in- a ';te waiich includes,
for reliabili ty or safety rt~iasons, -.ILI sat icc;11 ivCentreled re-
d-Indancy, or ''fault tolerance'. 1;, .C": oa mpr0rmaneC We Uld

be satis actorv kinii;ti all caaiI :i a lout, lad, hence, no maintenance
would be perforoaed until then-1. (S k, k p uir l 7.7)

C. i .ra 2. 8 - W.i th ai h ih 1J ev,. of aytrintoi.rat ion, 6Spe'Cially
with proce-s 11, .100i dispLav OF fr;ai,. is often1 diffleul to
determir. which subsystem ;,;Ifot ini:p.-coeorc, a lex'e, of
B"E irt,,.;ration at a level hidhfer thiin tlic 1,1 1 i; oftenJsiid

di. Para 4.4.6 - A. tra-de-off i > :; u: J I perfredt
determine 'shether olll, or suiirt V i t (,-" ) i, usoc c tetio
'- ice Air isree aii ri a ft as-, 1,sp Io%,,,d i<a x *rY li nuib rofia

(c niud)



and often the weight/power costs of BITE are large, especially in small,
high performance aircraft or RPVs.

e. Para 5.8 - A standardized output to a higher level test system
is a worthwhile feature, but the AIDS interface is not standard with the
Air Force. More likely, the MIL-STI)-1553 interface bus will be the medium
and a software algorithm will be the BIT standard interface. (See also
para 7.9). I

f. Para 7.2.c)2) - The Air Force does not yet have a standard set
of paraireters to specify i'erformance of BIT. Due to tile differences i,,
the maintenance concepts and data collection techniques, the particular
figure of merit cited in this paragraph would probably not be useful to
the Air Force.

g. I ara 7.12.2 - Sometimes it is necessary to BIIE the BITE. On
of the ways to increase confidence in BITL (Para 2.9.1) is a test of the
test. The logical design of some self-test, typical for computers, i6
to test some few elementary circuits and logic, and then use them to
test more sophisticated circuits and logic, and so on. Self test of an
AIDS type system is appropriate.

h. Para 9.3 - The Air Force requires a more comprehensive definition
of BITE effectiveness than this one, which only addresses false alarms
and isolation accuracy.

i. i, ese comm,.ents should not be interpreted as criticisms of
ARINC Retport 423. This report is well writtcn, appropriate for
commercial aircraft, and meets a real need there. Also, most of what
it has to say is appropriate for Air Force systems.

5. The IntegratcL' Digital Avionics (]JA) pro5ram is dCveloping and
validating a set of standards for defining compatible common,

supportable avionics and one area to be addressed by IDA is testability.
Interface specifications for system level fault detection/isolation will
most likely be created as well as standards for internal self-test
capabilities and interfaces with support equipment. The IDA
standardization effort and this commercial standards effort will
surely affect the traditional process of determining new test re-
quirements for each new avionics system, but the magnitude of this
impact is difficult to predict at this time.



6. ASD/ENACB Comparison Between ARINC-559A and Military H.F. Radio

Specification (ARC-XXX)

1. This report is in response to your request for a comparison between
ARINC-559A and military HF radio equipment. The comparison has been
divided into two categories: the physical interface parameters of the
radios, and the operational parameters ot the radios. Only tile more

significant parameters are considered ill this review. The comparison

will be between ARINC characteristic 559A and the ARC-XXX 11F replacement
radio specification. In addition to this comparison, actual equipment
items built to these specitications will be dis ussed: the Collins
728U-2 was built in accordance with the ARC-XXX specification, and the
Collins 628T-1 follows the ARINC-559A characteristic. Information
about the 628T-L was obtained from a prelimnarv brochure text.

2. Physical Intertace Parameters.

a. Weight: The ARC-XXX re(jiiirement is 50 lbs. or less. (The

728U-2 weighs 48.51 lbs. including R/T unit and control box.)
ARINC-559A assumes a weight in the rangk ot 20 to 30 lbs. The 628'1'-I
weighs 2b lbs. excliudijg tihe control box.

b. S i .: Thc ARC-XXX spec It i Cation gives maximum dimensions of
11.2" w x '' i x I.6" h. The actual dimensions of the 728U-2 are
10.12" w x 18.9" d x 7.b2" h. ARINC-559A specifies a 3/4 AIR short
case, (7.5" w x 12.5b25" d x 7.625" h). the ARINC radio is sufficiently
smaller so that there should be little proh lcm with re trof it as far as
space is concerned.

c. Size (control panel): Tht ColiinL remote control for the 728U-2
measures 4.5" d x 5.75" w x 2.62" h. Tht. ARINC' diniensions are 3.5" d
x 5.75" w x 2.625" h. Again, there :hould be little problem as far
as space is Concerned.

d. Power: Both the ARi(-XXX and ht- ARINC-659A radio use 115
volt, 400 lz, three-phase power.

e. Cool I ing: The 728U-2 has a inn w it h a blower for installa-
tions where no central cool ing air system is tISd . The ARINC-559Adesign should comply with ARINC-4h4A type "A" I low-through cooling,

however, a blower should be included for cooling in certain retrofit

installations where no cooling air is provid,,d.

i. Audio Outlpu : The '2 1i-2 i lit ilv rad io I ia n antid io oiitput

of 150 mW with an impedance o l'(t oI')( . 'l . t281'-l AP IN(: radio has

an audio output ot 200 mW into 6(0) ililii
, 

wi!l' a siollrce impedance iii

less than 300 oh1ms. 'lIeur sLioii l t. ) prob lvi. Witli diliviing the military

interphone system with the ARIN(i iadio,.

(continued)
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g. Audio input: The audio input circuit impedance is 150 obms

in the ARC-XXX radio. With an audio input from the interphone system

of 4 volts peak to peak, the voice processing within the radio will

pass an audio signal with a peak to average ratio of 12 di. For ARlNC

radios the input impedance is also 150 ohms and the input levels are

in accordance with ARINC-412.

h. Wiring: The ARC-XXX is conligured to replace the old ARC-65

radio and, therefore, does not have a standard ARINC form factor. Some L
changes in "Group A" would be required to retrofit an ARINC radio
in an ARC-XXX installation. However, many military aircraft use the

Collins 618T transceiver which is an ARINC-533A characteristic radio. L
In these aircraft the newer ARINC-559A radios could be installed with

the use of an adapter rack with little or no change in aircraft wiring.

3. Operational Parameters.

a. Frequency Range: Military HF radios have a frequency range of

2 to 30 Mfz. ARINC-559A requires a frequency range of 2.8 to 24.0 [
MHz (the Collins 628T-1 has a range of 2.8 to 26.999 MHz).

b. Frequency Channeling Increments: Military radios use 0.1 |

KHz increments whereas commercial HF radios use 1.0 Kliz increments.

c. Channels: The two previous specifications combine to give

military radios 280,000 channels whereas the commercial radios are

required to have only 21,200 channels (the 628T-2 has 24,200 channels).

d. RF Power Output: The ARC-XXX radio is required to have 400 [
watts PEP (Peak Envelope Power) or 400 watts average power. ARINC-559A

is asking for 400 watts PEP, but 200 watts PEP will be allowed as a

temporary expedient to accommodate solid state transmitters. The

628T-1 is a 200 watt PEP radio; however, it uses speech processing which

boosts the radio's "talk power" to that ol a 400 watt PEP radio without

speech processing. [
e. Modes: The ARC-XXX will operate in tipper sideband (USB), lower

sideband (l.SB), amplitude modulation equivIlent (AME), cw (continuous
wave), and DATA. ARINc-559A radios will operate USB, AME, and DATA. [
The most significant difterence is the Lack ol LSB mode in ARINC radios.

S. secule V)ice: the AR( -XXX is required t(; operate with secure
voice equipn,,rif . The ARIN( rjd is have no such requirement. A band-

width ol at least i11) t,, 210) lz is req uired for secure voice operation.

AR1NC radios have a ha.ilwiwdtt ,,I 150 to 2 '00 liz. This narrower response
may degrade tht ia I I tI i iv in S rrt, Mode. Tie amount of degreda- L
tion would have ta It hIt'llillt'd bV test Ing.

4. in ski jr ,,, t i I i i :ttid, that in most cases d change [
in ''(;roipj) A" vq , jiii . i!d h, .1 ) tI t I .', nM-uc ded to insta1ll an

ARINC. t ypc ridi i. I i ,,on i-wt-, (,nly a11i adipt. cr rack will be required.

(continued)
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However, tire operational differeneeus between thle two typres of radios
Pose a More serious problem. Chu lower performance of the AR1NC radios
in frequency range, freqrienmy tlrjrrieli ing ill rellents, RF power output,
and modes of operat ion way niot lie acccpted hv i I t tary users. Further-
more, there Is ank increas ing coti eni ibhoiit n iuclIear hardening (a
requirement I or Lihe ARC-XXX) thait is not dual t wi th in commercial
radios. The AKI NC radilos could be' not!d ii d or special 1 y designed to
incorporate all or most ol thle Icdtkore(s piesentlljly used by thle military.
However, a Co111un10n rilitary/C111Cornji.41ia radio is niot Very foreseeable
because commercial users art: ntot wi I lii ~ to pay thle extra price for
features that thecy neithter need iio wwrtt inl their hff system.



7. ACD/ENACA Comparison Between Military and Commercial Standard Inertial

SystemsL

ARINC-561-11 (INS) ENAC 77-1 (INS)

ARINC-704 CIRU)*

1. This comparison of ARINC Characttiriiti(s 5k,-1l anid 704 w ith the
F 3 INS specified in ENAC 77-1 will s;tre: s the packaging, iniuuitirig and
cooling consideration referud to in tht: tas kiryj for this study however

other aspects will be covered, it should be riutt-d tii~t whilie both

ARINC and the ENAC documents dtefine inertial -itrr tdnddrdization,
ENAC 77-1 covers apjplicatioi5 in ade(C Vatliuty of aircraft and roles;

the ARINC characteristics are specifically de igried tor installation[
in the rather beneiqni environment of conurercial t ranisport aircraft.

- The ARINC 561-11 defines anl Inertiat Navigadtion S3ystumr (INS) Navigation

Unmit, ENAC 77-1 defines a similar INS Inertial Navigation Unit arid the I
ARINC 704 defines an Inertial Reference Unit (I )whiich requires an
external comp~uter to be conihdered equivalent to thre AR11NC 561-11 and

ENAC 77-1 units.

PACKAGI NG

2. ARINC 7()4. Specific dimensional requirements of the IRU are fully
detailed in ARINC Specification 600. Lxcc-pt fur cooling openings and

front hold down locations, the wiit should comply with the basic standards:
established in ARiINC WO( ror tine 10 MCU form factor. Thle location of[
the cooling openinys arid front hIolndd)wns should be for an 8 MCU rather

than a 10 MCU form factor. Thle IRJ hads spucified dimensions of:

a. lenyth 12.48" to 12. 56' (IKsf) ;L

b). height 7.60" to 7.64" (Ret) ; aind

C. width 12.69" ± 0.02"[

3. This IRU has a volume of aj 1 tuxiinately 1210 in 3 anid approximates a

3/4 Short size box in length and hljhnt but exceedi5 the specified width

(it should be 7.50"1).

4. ARINC 561-11. Thle commercial inertial navigation unit should comply

with the basic standards establishied .i ARINC specifications 404 for the
1 ATh 1.0mg size. This navigation unit hads tu following specified
dimensions:[

a. length 19.61";

b. height 10.625' (MAX) ; arid

c. width 10.125" 1 0.03125"

*ARINC704 Inertial Reference Unit providies all of the basic, INS functions.-
ARINC-702 Flight Management Computer adds sophis-ticated waypoint navigation.

(continued)I



5. The Navigation Unit has a volume of 211u in and violates the 1 ATR

Long box size in the height dimension (it should be 7.62") for equipment

reasons.

6. F 3 INS (ENAC 77-1). The packa~ing o thte INU u thu 1 3 INS is
defined by thu attached drawings. Phis Unit ., :a di following dimensions:

a. length 15.187" (plus 1.4L" MAX optiJoI.A front for connectors and
handle- ad 1.5 MAX fur optional doghouse in thu

back)

b. height 7.625 MAX; arid

C. width 7.531" MAX (plus (1.18" optional on both sides)

3
7. The INU has a volume of approximately lU4u) in arid fits a 3/4 ATR
Short box size in height and width but excueds thU ]lngtli sjcCification

(it should be 12.62").

8. Thus whilu none of thrue units under comparison e.xactly measure to

ATR sSecifications, they approximate a 3/4 ATI, Short size fur the INU of
the F INS and the ARINC IRU and 1 A'T'R tong for the ARINC Navigation Unit.
It is not entirely rcalistic to include thu Juli in tJhis comparison since
it does not have the capabilities of Ihe otuer two units. The point to

be made here is that the INU of the F' INS which does more than the
ARINC 561-11 Navigation Unitdoes it in a ptackage of almost half the
volume.

MOUNTING

9. ARINC 704. The IRU should use ARINC form factors dufined in this
specification for the mounting tray. The tray's dimensions are: 12.45'
to 12.40"long (outside); 7.t4" max height and while overall width is

not specified, the two rear mounting pins arc 8.158" apart. There are
three mounting pins: two on the buck; o)e- round, the other diamond shaped
and a forward round pin on the tfay's center line. The IU must be
capable of proper orientation when it is, mounted with its longitudal
dimension parallel to the directi-,n of flight - it is normally mounted
facing aft (i.e. to be removed it i., pulled toward the rear of the
aircraft) arid if it is mounted facing forward interwiring changes
involving program pins must be inuorporated. Mountiny tolerances (with
reference to the principle airuritt ax:s; are 112 arc minutes in pitch
roll and azimuth.

10. A!<INC 561-1i. The Naviget tl) fii t Ti a I, is jiimi lar to the ARINC 704
specification. it has an optional h,jightt retui,-nient but is specified

as 19.469" + o.,31" long (in:ide) ,rid I0.156" (minimu1M) wide. While the

arrangement of round and diamond inis are the. same, the pins on the

Navigation Unit are sliglhtly laigcr than the IRU tray (0.3110" OD on

the ARINC 561-11 tray; 0.3075 o th, APINC 704 tray). The same restric-

tions on mounting the Ntivigationi 1nit loniitudal dimension parallel to

(continued)
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the direction of flight, facing aft apply as do interwiring changes if
it is mounted facing forward. Mounting tolerances are dependent on
subsonic and supersonic aircraft and relative to the aircraft or other
INSs on the aircraft. Relative to the aircraft, pitch, roll and azimuth
accuracy is + 12 arc minutes on subsonic aircraft and ± 6 arc minutes for
pitch and roll and t 12 arc minutes for azimuth on SST aircraft.
Relative to other INSs, pitch and roll accuracies are t 6 arc minutes
and ± 12 arc minutes for azimuth regardless of aircraft type.

11. ENAC 77-1. This specification specifies the mounting rack as
reference only. These drawings are attached. It is specified to be
15.00" max long (outside) not including the air inlet, 4.su" high and
7.90" max wide. There are also three mounting pins; 2 diamond pins
and one round however the front pin is a diamond pin and i,3 off the
center line of the tray. Pin :;izes are 0.3097" OD which puts them
between the sizes of the previous two units. Fore arid aft installation
is possible by simply setting the appropriate pin on the power (J132)
plug. The ENAC 77-1 document does not upecify aircraft to mount
tolerances.

12. The three specifications have no apparent physical similarity;
no dimension is the same anid pin size and locations vary. The ENAC
specification makes installation facing forward or aft easier than
ARINC characteristics. There is no provision for any unit to be
mounted sideways in any aircraft. Of interest is the omission of any
tolerances in the mounting of the Navigation Unit to the rack. The
ARINC characteristic clearly state tlere are absolutely no mounting
accuracy requirements while the ENAC specification states that mechanical
boresighting of sensors will not be required after LRU replacement and
that the INU mount shall provide for interchangeble installation of
INUs without adjustment to retain INO boresight.

COOLING

13. ARINC 704. This characteristic states that all cooling, thermal
design and appraisal should be in accordance with ARINC 60U level 2.
The airflow rate provided to the IR] should be t/hat required to cool
200 watts minimum of internal power dissapation (para 3.5.4.3 of ARINC
600). This will require 44 Kq/IHR (1.6 lb/min) of 40 degree C inlet
air cooling at the Thermal Design Condition of AkINC 600 Section 3.5.1.6.
The pressure drop of coolant airflow should be level 2 of 25 1 5 mm
(I inch) of water.

14. ARINC 561-11. This characteristic states that ARINC Specification
404 (with Supplement 2) must be followed regarding the specific require-

ments of cooling provisions. This document specifies cooling air for
flow-through system as 0.8 lb/min of cooling air per 100 watts of
dissapated energy when the unit inlet air is 37.8 degrees C (100 degrees F)
at sea level. The unit pressure drop it design air flow rates should
not exceed 1 inch of water when measured across the box (does not include
tray orifices) and corrected to s.;ea level at 10) degrees F. (continued)
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15. ENAC 77-1. This specification states that cooling air shall be
provided according to the attached cooling air specifications. The cooling
air is to be able to diss~pate approximately 340 watts through a temperature
range of -51 degrees C to +38 degrees C. The specified pressure drop is
specified at 2 inches of water 1 10%. This requirement is at 1.2 lbs/min
at 27 degrees C and sea level pressure. ENAC 77-1 also specifies over-
cooling and undercooling provisions that require operation but allow
degraded performance.

16. Both ARINC characteristics lavc silu ilat cooluiuj sir requirements.
The ENAC 77-1 specification is kinc h morL i.,oIdit, ii the A('rA of over
and under cooling.

17. In general, th: tiruu ..iteria COinj.iki, JuIvc sow the I" 1
requirements are more stringent. 'hs is! to 1" Uxpected: the F
system has very high rea(cioi timue critteria, the AlINC systemni do not
specify this criterion; F- accortso vs :Iotstb.d, ARrjC is not. There
are many other characteristics thlit tlt I-,, s;.z,tein has but aru absent in
_9e commercially sjocifiod systc!ii-. For a fiiller uppreciition of the
F system it is recomiteidod t.hit interested ,arti s ruad ENAC 77-1.
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8. ASD/ENAM.D Comments nn Commtiercial Stadaid 'Weat'ier kaciar

1. ARINC Characteristic: 708

a. Paragraph_ I_. Weat herl JdcLkcot i, ranitii lg, andi anal y-
si s s 1 1sted ats a pmiima rv reqo i rement wvi rh ground mappi nea

secondary requi renment I fie (1 AFgier fv requi Ires gon
mappi n 4 as we] I as we at her dte (--t i on . Ranuk i rig the two requi re-
me nt s a s pr imrnry a nd s ec ondatr Y mayv nont be ;j)ppr o Pr ia te.

b. Paragraph .2 mpha-, i s ot onhara-ct eri st ic 708 is
placed on weather detoct- i on :wd~ anal \'si 5

C . ~ Pa rraoh I . 3 .2 . h i s pa r a Lra ph spe c i F 1e s alIl s t a bi i -

zat ion , cont rol , anlad di s pI a v i nf orinat i onl should4 bc ser ial1d
tal . Are the sta' ndards listed (ARJN( 42c), AR[NC 70V4 , and ARINC
705) cormpatible with, MII.-S'll-1553? Military weather radars
should be (compatible_ with M h-SIP- I S 3.

d . Parag raph 1 .3. 3. 1 .lbi s togahimplies that all
circui try niecessaryv for r- ejption, transmi s ion, and s;i gnal
processing must he in A si> box. It F ground map modes are
also re qUlred , it mnar not he prac t ical to( ptut all three func -
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actual spot size does not. Perhaps paragraph 4.5 contains
a typographical error and 0.5 mm was intended.

2. RTCA Document DO-134

The minimum performance standards listed in DO-134 have no
relationship to any current USAF weather radar requirements.
The standards are minimum acceptable, but aill current Air
Force weather radar requirements exceed these standards. Our
actual requirements are, therefore, used in specifying weather
radar performance.

i
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9. ENFTC Comments on Commercial Standard Automatic Flight Control

ARINC 701 Flight Control MII-F-949D

ARINC 702 Flight Management
ARINC 703 Thrust Control

1. The ARINC characteristics 701, 702 and 703 have been reviewed

and evaluated by ENFTC. The documents were found to be useful
guidelines for commercial transport aircraft manufacturers and
airlines. However, they do not incorporate the necessary criteria

needed to specify design characteristics for high performance
military aircraft. Furthermore, the ARINC documents provide only

general guidelines centered around the operational characteristics
of the automatic flight system for commercial transport aircraft.

Dynamic flight control requirements are not provided by these

documents.

2. The design, mechanization, packaging, mounting, and cooling

of the automatic flight control systems used on military aircraft

is influenced by mission requirements and operational environments,
i.e., attack and fighter aircraft flight control system require-
ments differ drastically from those of transport aircraft.
Specification MIL-F-9490 incorporates the necessary design

specifications and comprehensive requirements that cover the total

spectrum of flight control systems for military aircraft. Presently

the MIL-F-9490 is in the process of being updated (contract no.
F33615-79-C-3617) to incorporate state-of-the-art technological

advancements in digital avionics, microelectronics, packaging,

actuators, sensors, etc..

3. Nevertheless, it is recommended that the Flight Management Computer
System ARINC characteristic 702, which describes the next generation

of automatic flight guidance, be utilized as a reference document
for the development of the automatic flight control systems for

future military transport aircraft. This will incorporate into

the design of future automatic flight control systems the necessary
parameters to accomplish an automatic flight path control mode

to accomplish optimum energy efficiency.



APPENDIX C

COMPARISON OF RADAR ALTIMETER
SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS ARINC 522A

AND ARINC 707-1 VERSUS LARA

This appendix presents comparisons between the USAF Low Altitude Radar

Altimeter (LARA) requirements (as of July 1979) and the commercial airlines

standard low altitude radio altimeter requirements contained in ARINC 522A

and ARINC 707-1.

The paragraph numbers quoted in the following sections identify lara-

graphs in the LARA specification where the LARA requirements are not met
by the ARINC Characteristic.

1. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LARA AND ARINC 552A

Altitude Range

Paragraph 3.2.1.4 requires 0-5000 feet capability. ARINC 552A requir- e

only 0-2500 feet and specifically requires that performance be o}timizt-d
for the 0-2500 feet region and that any increase in maximum height not inter-
fere with this optimization.

Ground Speed

Paragraph 3.2.1 requires reliable operation at ground sleeds up to

2)00kts. ARINC 552A does not address ground speed range. However, the RTCA
Minimum Performance Re(,,uiremnts-Airborne Low Range Altimeter, DO-i 55, which
is the basis for the FAA Technical Standard Order (TSO), requires perform-

ance in the range 0-50 fee t/s, eond (29.6 kts) lateral velocity and 0-300
feet/second (177.6 kts) longitudinal velocity. Since these values are more

than adequate for final a!proach and landing of transport aircraft, manu-
facturers of airlines altimtLrs have not be,,,n motivated to design for the
higher ground speed. Howver, t-. ability of their equipments to function
within s1-cification beyond the DO-i2 v, 1o cities could be determined by
either analysis or test of the individual equi},ment designs.

Aircraft Altitude

Paragrai 31.1 .) requiiree oj,_ration ,t hank and !,itch angles uP to
% dgr ;. ARINC 552A r:quires oeeration at roll nd pitch ang]es only

: to (egre since, this is consider,,d adequate for final ae, roach
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and landing. The low value of roll and pitch has been used by manufacturers

of commercial altimeters to permit higher-gain and more directive antennas,
which provide more rejection of multipath signals than could be obtained

with antennas compatible with the LARA specification. Consequently, it is
unlikely that any altimeters in commercial use will satisfy this LARA speci-

fication requirement.

Tracking Rate/Time Constant

Paragraph 3.2.1.7 requires following of changes in altitude up to
t2000 feet per second. Because of the intended application of airlines

altimeters, the maximum altitude rate for which the altimeters need be
designed is about 1,500 feet per minute (25 feet/second). ARINC 552A does

not address this requirement. RTCA DO-155 requires that accuracy standards

be met at sink rates up to 25 feet/second (1,5000 feet/min).

Cooling

Paragraph 3.2.1.13 requires that no forced air cooling shall be em-
ployed. ARINC 552A pe-mits cooling air be supplied to the altimeter R/T
unit in accordance with ARINC 404A.

Input Power

Paragraph 3.2.1.14 requires that the LARA operate either from 115 Vac,
400 Hz or from 28 Vdc and that a power off/on switch be -rovided on the
face of the Height Indicator. ARINC 552A does not require ooration from
28 Vdc, it specifically recommends that an off/on switch not be used and
terms an indicator with such a switch "non-standard". However, a pin on
the indicator is reserved for those users who may desire an off/on switch

in spite of this admonition, and a "non-standard" indicator with a switch
certainly could be procured.

Adj us tments

Paragraph 3.4.1.10 requires that the R/T have means available to adjust
for aircraft installation delay (AID) without removing the F/T from its
case. ARINC 552A requires this adjustment to be made by installing jumpers
between pins on the rack connector. AID does not change after installation
of antennas and cables; consequently, no ARINC 552A R/T adjustment is
required or allowed.

Blanking Pulse

Paragraph 3.4.1.4 requires that the R/T accejt and produce blanking
pulses to permit blanking of the LARA and other systems. ARINC 552A does
not require this canability, and no connector pins are reserved for this

Fpurpose.
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Clock Synchronization

Paragraph 3.4.1.7 requires that the R/T accept synchronizing signals
to synchronize digital outputs. No digital outputs are provided by the
ARINC 552A altimeter.

Synchronization Pulse

Paragraph 3.4.1.6 requires that the R/T accept and generate synchroni-
zation signals to synchronize the pulse repetition frequency (for pulsed
designs). No such provision is specified by ARINC 552A,and no connector
pins are reserved for this purpose.

Analog Altitude

Paragraph 3.4.1.2 requires two independent AC analog altitude outputs
with linear-8mv/foot scales. ARINC 552A supplies one synchro and one iog-
arithmic, analog output with a radically different scaling factor.

Digital Altitude

Paragraph 3.4.1.3 requires 2 diqjtal outputs. ARIN 52A has none.

Track/No Track Signal

Paragraph 3.4.1.8 requires a discrete "Track" signal. ARINC 552A dotes
not specify this and no connector iin is reserved for this purpose. The
flag warning output of 552A altimeters seems to fulfill this requirement,
however.

Paragraph 3.4.1.8 requires tihat the analoq output voltage for NO-TRACK
rise to -46.7 - 0.7 volts and theft the digital outpour increase to all ones.
ARINC 552A does not specify sucn output signal chanqe s.

Modulator Pulse Output

Paragraph 3.4.1.5 requires an R/T output video pulse during each trans-
mitted ; ulse (for a pulsed system). ARINC 552 does not specify this output,

and no connector pir is reserved for it.

Time Totalizing Indicators

Paragraphs 3.4.1.12 and 3.2.1.3 require time totalizing indicators for
the R/T and Height Indicator, respectively. (Some of the ASD comments on
the LARA specification indicate that this is desird in R&D units only.)
ARINC 552A does not specify a time totalizinq indicator for either the R/T
or the Indicator.

Power and Signal Connection

Paragraph 3.4.1.13 sTecifi,2 pow,,r and signal connections different
from those specified by ARINC 552A.
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Size

The following table shows the differences between sizes listed in
paragraphs 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2.2 and those listed in ARINC 552A:

R/T Unit LARA 552A

Height 3.125" 7.62"

Width 3.75" 4.88"

Depth 7.81" 12.52"

Indicator

Height 3.25" 3.175"

Width 3.25" 3.175"

Depth 4.54" 5.00"

Nuclear Hardening

Paragraph 3.2.2.5.1 indicates that the degree of nuclear hardening
required will be established by the procuring activity. ARINC 552A does
not require any degree of nuclear hardening.

Gunfire Vibidtien

The July 1979 draft of the LARA specification will be modified to
require the ability to withstand gunfire-induced vibration. Commercial
equipment is not required to withstand this stress, although suitable vibra-
tion mounts might provide this capability.

2. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LARA AND ARINC 707-1

For the following items, the differences between the LARA specifica-
tion and ARINC 707-1 are identical to those between the LARA specification
and ARINC 552A:

Altitude Range Adjustments

Ground Speed Blanking Pulse

Aircraft Attitude Clocking Synchronization

Tracking Rate/Time Constant Synchronization Pulse

Track/No Track Signal Time Totalizing Indicators

Modulator Output Pulse Pewer and Signal Connector

;unfire Vibration
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Output Noise Level

Paragraph 3.2.1.1 limits output noise level to a three sigma value of
+ 1 least significant bit (0.076 feet for 5000 feet full-scale) on the

digital output. Below 100 fuet altitude, ARINC 707-1 limits rms noise
output to 0.25 feet (in the band 0.05 to 5 Hz), and its least significant
bit is 0.125 feet for binary output and 0.1 feet for BCD output. No noise
restrictions other than those implied by the accuracy requirement are spec-
ified by ARINC 7'i7-i for altitudes above 100 foot.

Cooling

Paragraph 3.2.1.13 prohibits the use of forced air cooling. ARINC
707-1 requires 11 Kg/hour of 40'C (or less) cooling air. The air is per-
mitted to impinge directly on piece parts and must be dry and clean enough
to avoid contamination.

Ino ut Power

Paragralh 3.2.1.14 requires the LARA to be operable from either 115
Vac 400 Hz or 20 Vdc and that an on/off switch be provided on the indicator
panel. ARINC 707-1 does not permit the use of 28 Vdc and specifically pro-
hibits "... master on/off poower switching within the radio altimeter..".

Height Indication Face

Paragraph 3.4.2.16 requires both an analog pointer and a digital dis-
play. Neither of the ARINC 707-1 indicators has a digital display.

Size

The following table shows the differences in size requirements between
the LARA specification and ARINC 707-1:

R/T LARA APINC 707

Height 3. 1 7W 7.64"

Width 3. 750" 3.36"

SDep~th 7.81" 17.76"

In(IJ ca tor

Height 3. 3. '7<"

Width 3 .

Depth 4.:4" 4.54"

IC
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APPENDIX D

SURVEY OF INDUSTRY OPINION

This appendix includes the survey questionnaire that was mailed, a
summary of the answers received to our svecific questions, reproduction of
the letter replies received, and a list of firms that were solicited.
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Gentlemen:

ARINC Research Corporation is under contract to the Air
Force (Contract Number F33657-79-C-0717) to evaluate and re-
port on the possible costs/benefits of the standardization of
USAF avionics packaging, mounting, environmental control re-
quirements (PME) and to determine the extent to which such
standardization, if beneficial, could utilize civil airline
avionics standards. As a part of this contract, we are re-
quired to solicit inputs from aircraft and avionics manufacturers
to obtain opinions and viewpoints on at least the following ques-
tions.

a. Is a military standard based on ARINC 600 concepts a
viable approach to simplifying avionics installations
obtaining greater equipment reliability and achieving
reduced acquisition, modification, and support costs?

b. What qualitative or quantative benefits has the man-
ufacturer previously observed in commercial practice
versus military practices?

c. If the new USAF standard requires a new design of
mounting racks and connectors, and an upgraded en-
vironmental control system, what are the expected
areas of concerns and impacts?

1. for a new aircraft

2. for major avionics modernization programs

d. Should the USAF standard attempt to be all inclusive
across all types of aircraft and core/common/mission
avionics, or should it address only certain subsets
of these?

We would appreciate your comments on these questions
together with any related information or observations that you
feel may be of benefit to our study. If possible, we would like
to receive your comments by 15 August so that we may expand or
clarify comments recieved, if necessary, by in-plant visits and
more detailed discussions during the period 15 August-September
7. In addition to your textual response to the listed questions,
we would appreciate your completing the attached form to supply
background information about your company and to summarize your
overall opinions in a way suited for easy tabulation.

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. Should you
desire further information, you are encouraged to call either
Mr. Neil Sullivan, (301)224-4000, extension 289 or Mr. James
Russell, extension 576.

V ery truly yours,

Kennet.h E. Lyons

Managor, Ai-uisitic.n
Systems Program

KL:kb

Enclosures (K)
1. Industry Survey Form
2. ARINC Specification U0(n-I
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INDUSTRY SURVEY: AVIONICS PACKAGING, MOUNTING, ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARD

RETURN TO:

ARINC Research Corporation
2551 Riva Road

Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Attention: Mr. N. Sullivan

SCOMPANY_________________________________

ADDRESS CODE

POINT OF CONTACT_

PHONE NUMBER

PRINCIPAL AVIATION

PRODUCT LINES COMMERCIAL MILITARY

1. Organization feels that standards would be beneficial?
Yes No

Packaging E-] E--]
Mounting 0- [

Cooling 0l -I
Power FI- Eli

2. Organization feels that standard should be:

D irect adoption of ARINC 600 L--
Adaptation of ARINC 600

Other concept L-

3. Standard should be made applicable to:

New design aircraft only L-
New and older aircraft E-

4. Standard should address:

Core avionics (e.g., computers) -l

Common avionics (e.g., radios) L-]
Mission avionics (e.g., FW equipment) E-
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Avionics .o0 N:,,.-

Division ,
,, 30, '2 4'r2'

ARINC Research Corporation
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Ml. 21401

August 15, 1979

Attention Neil Sullivan

Subject : Standardization of Avionics Packaging

Gentlemen:

In response to your inquiry of July 30, 1979 we are pleased to offer our
opinions relative to the use of ARINC 600 and other standardization
philosophies for possible application to Air Force avionics. The comments
below relate to the four questions of your letter by letter designation.

a. ; military standard basedon ARINC concepts probably is a viable
ripproach for certain classes of aircraft. It must be recognized,

however, that the ARINC concept prohibits many practices common in

military design and vice versa. For example, all ARINC boxes have
blind rear panel connectors and permit forced air cooling while the
military counterparts have screw on or bayonet locking connectors

(often on the front panel) and sometimes require sealed cases for
environmental protection. Military equipment, on the other hand,
does not utilize the edge connected PC boards which are common in
airline equipment.

If these differences can be accommodated, a military standard could
be an important step toward improved reliability and reduced cost
of futbre avionics hardware.

b. The major advantages observed in commercial practice lie in the areas
of productivity, maintainability and minimum aircraft down time.
ARINC standardization permits a great degree of commonality between

boxes which are functionally different. This commonality helps
produce better products and lower cost through larger production
runs, transfer of proven technology and standardized test fixtures.

ARINC characteristics and specifications are devoted to the definition
of equipment which can be easily maintained through accessibility and
abundant test points. The rapid interchangeability feature keeps
aircraft down time to a minimum.

7 -



Avionics
Division

ARINC Research Corporation
Attn: Neil Sullivan
Page 2

August 15, 1979

The price paid for these features is flexibility. ARINC equipment does
not generally represent the ultimate in compact design and the standar-
dized packages do not permit optimum space utilization in the equipment
rack.L

c. The military has long proclaimed that blind push-on connectors are not
as reliable as the positive contact type. While this may be true, the
connector in most ARINC equipment is not the weakest link from a re- i
liability point of view. The use of new mounting racks, with front or

rear connections, would be most appropriate for new aircraft, but may
also be applicable in major modification program. This would be deter-

mined primarily by the type of aircraft involved.L

d. If a standardization program is implemented, it should be as all in-
clusive as possible to realize benefit from economies of scale. From r
this point, exceptions are required to meet all installation require-
ments. If the exceptions exceed the standardized installations, theL
benefits of standardization will be essentially lost. In this event,
standardization by subsets should be considered as an alternative to
full standardization even though some of the benefits cited in b will

not be realized.

Very truly yours,

W.E. Rupp, Sianager

Government Engineering

/ kc

Enclosure: Industry Survey
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BOEING AEROSPACE COMPANY e 0 Bo, 3999

A D0oson of Th, Boeing Company

October 22, 1979
2-8080-LAI-130

ARINC Research Corp.
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Attention: Mr. G. E. Flowers

Dear Mr. Flowers:

The Avionics Technology Staff of the Boeing Military Airplane
Development organization is pleased to review the several questions
asked by you in your letter. We apologize for the tardiness of our
reply.

In answer to your questions:

We don't believe that a military standard based strictly upon ARINC
600 is a viable approach. The accompanying diagram explains this belief.

In a broad sense and approached4 as a philosophy, standardization of USAF
avionics packaging, inuting, cooling, etc. will be beneficial. Appli-
cation and use of such a standard will reduce costs of installation and
also the life cycle cost.

ARINC 600 standard is applicable to certain types of equipment, generally
using air as the coolant. For this reason, ARINC 600 cannot be adopted
"as is." Adaptation of ARINC 600 will only cover a small portion of the
avionic equipment installed on military airplanes. An examination of
the attached diagram will help to understand this point.

The avionic equipment installed in military airplanes can be classified
in a number of groups as shown in Figure 1. ARINC 600 or an adaptation
of it, can be used for a portion of the equipment installed on transport
type airplanes. However, this comprises a small portion of avionic
equipment installed on military airplanes. Other groups have different
constraints and operational requirements, which make the application of
ARINC 600 a hindrance.

As the amount of total avionic equipment goes up, which is the case on patrol
and command type airplanes, cooling air requirement exceeds the airflow
available. This necessitates use of closed loop systems or use of coolants



Page Two 2-8080-LAI-130

other than air. In the case of bombers and fighters, a standard such as
ARINC 600, which specifies rack and box sizes, will result in space
limitations. Similarly requiring a box of logic card files to meet a
standard designed for electronic equipment will be wasteful.

To conclude, a standard such as ARINC 600 would be desirable. However,
such a standard will have to be divided into sections to serve the

different types of airplanes, different types of avionic equipment and
also to leave room for newer equipment that is expected to be installed
on future airplanes.

Yours truly,

L. A. Irish

Enclosure

A/,
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MENERAL DYNAMICE
.Fort Worth Division
P.O. Box 748, Fort Worth, Texas 76101 e 817-732-4811

GRE/MCD:Jw/Gen.FW#060-12675
17 August 1979

ARINC Research Corporation

2251 Riva Road

Annapolis, Maryland 21401

Attention: Mr. N. Sullivan

Subject: Industry Survey: Avionics Packaging, Mounting Environmental Standard

Reference: (a) ARINC Letter, ASG/ASP/A&V-79-140, dated 31 July 1979

(b) ARINC Specification 600-1

Gentlemen:

We appreciate being included in your survey with regard to standardizing environ-

mental control requirements. We feel that there is much to be gained by an
effort toward such standardization. The coments in the following paragraphs

are keyed to the specific questions in your letter. We would be glad to work

with you in more detail if you desire.

Reference paragraph a

The concept of a recognized standard for the physical aspects of

avionics equipment is appealing for all the reasons listed in

paragraph "a" of reference message. Such a standard would improve
or simplify communications between the aircraft provisions designer

and the avionics manufacturer by providing a common baseline either

to follow or to take exception to if the standards were not applic-

able. Certainly, there will be exceptions because of the special

packaging requirements of small, high-density military aircraft.

As an example of this, the F-16 has an approximate total of 70

LRUs; of these 70 LRUs, 42 (60%) have a volume of 1 MCU (1/8 ATR)

or more. To best utilize available space of these 42 LRUs, 22
need to be less than 12.56 long and/or 7.62 high (ref MCU box
size), 5 need to be more than 12.56 long and 9 LRUs are form

fitted. Of the 42 LRUs having a volume greater than I MCU, 6

LRUs (9% of 70) are adaptable to a MCU size. These numbers sug-

gest that to best utilize the aircraft space, the LRUs will need
to have some flexibility in length and height and at time also

in shape. ARINC 600 is certainly a viable approach and should

be a useful tool to the aircraft and avionics community if applied

to aircraft/avionics development/production programs in proper

context.
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GRE/MCD:Jw/Gen.FW#060-12675
Page 2

Reference paragraph b

The resolution of differences between comnercial and military speci-
fications for commonly used avionics should lead to fewer development
programs for the relatively small quantity requirements of the mili-

°1 tary. Systems such as communication, identification, civil navigation,
computers, etc., could be identical in the same time frame and could
benefit by the maturing effect of the longer production runs pro-
duced by common military and commercial requirements.

Reference paragraph c

It is generally expected that each new airplane could require mounting
racks that are unique due to the specific physical interfaces involved,
but if the new rack requires vibration isolators, the problem becomes
difficult not only from a space standpoint, but the question of quali-
fication test must be addressed and much of the advantage of using
standard equipment disappears with the start of a rack development
program. If the equipment were specified to be "hard mounted" and
some appropriate criteria defined, the impact on aircraft space and
program dollars would be less on new and modified aircraft than if
the rack "served as an attenuator of aircraft vibration modes" as
required in paragraph 3.2.5.1 of referenced specification.

More efficient connectors are always desirable if the logistics
problems of supply, multiple source, tools, and training are solved
at the same time that design requirements are met. We have success-
fully used rack-and-panel connectors on many installations and would
not resist applying any standard hardware specified.

The thermal design requirements in section 3.5 of referenced speci-
fication indicate a need for drier air in larger quantities per KW
than is presently provided. In either new or modernized aircraft,
the increased requirements would require more bleed air from the
engine which would in turn reduce airplane performance. There are
some ways of minimizing the impact of providing dry air, but more
space is required than is usually available on tactical military
aircraft. if the "cold plate" method of cooling is used rather
than the implied open component/air wash arrangement, the stringent
requirement of paragraph 3.5.4.2 could be relieved.

Reference paragraph d

It would seem useful to apply the USAF standard as an objective to
all aspects of avionics at the onset of a program and depart from it
only as the best interests of the program are served. As mentioned

D- 10
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GRE/MCD:jw/Gen.FW#060-12675
Page 3

in the opening paragraphs of this message, there will be many varia-
tions, but repetitive deviations will serve to update the document.

Mr. John M. Murphy, Manager, Electrical Systems and Installation Section, is
responsible for avionics packaging in our organization. John will be most
pleased to discuss this subject in more detail if you so desire (phone
(817) 732-4811, ext. 4101).

Sincerely,

GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

Fort Worth Division

I. R Eng d

irector of Avionics

D-11
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Cada Rapids, Iowa 52406 Rockwell(319) 395-1000

Cabl CO.,NRAD C.dar Rapids International

August 15, 1979

ARINC Research Corporation
2551 Riva Road
Anapolis, Maryland 21401

Attention: Mr. Kenneth E. Lyons
Acquisitions Systems Program

* I Gentlemen: a

As a major supplier of avionics equipment for both civil and military
requirements, we are very pleased to respond to your inquiry of using
civil airline type avionics standards for military installations. Our
response to your specific questions is as follows:

a) "Is a military standard based on ARINC 600 concepts a viable
approach to simplifying avionics installations, obtaining
greater equipment reliability, and achieving reduced acqui-
sition, modification, and support costs?"

Yes! The ARINC 600 specification establishes interfaces bet-
ween the avionics, its associated racking, and the aircraft
which offers the capability for mutually sharing trade-off
analysis responsibilities on all design parameters like
acquisition costs, reliability, support costs, etc.

A specification of this type could provide the military with
a means to:

(1) specify a cost effective and reliable avionics environ- .
ent for all aircraft. (Due to the wide range of military
aircraft and variable mission requirements, a single speci-
fication may not be practical but instead could contain
categories. )

(2) assure interchangeability of avionics and provide a pre-
planned means for updating and modernization of aircraft. -

(3) realize some degree of standardization of hardware and allow "
for the perfection of these standardized areas without affec-

* I tion technology advancement of other areas.

Di-
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Mr. Kenneth E. Lyons
August 15 1979
Page 2

(4) establish a workable and consistent maintenance test
program.

b) "What qualitative or quantative benefits have the manufacturers
previously observed in commercial practices versus military
practices?"

As an avionics manufacturer, benefits from commercial versus
military practices have been realized in higher reliabilities,
lower support costs and lower manufacturing costs.

The apparent higher reliability of commercial avionics is con-

tributed to a more favorable and consistent environment and main-
tenance. Reliability of comparable commercial equipments will
vary from two times to well over four times that of the mili-
tary.

Benefits in manufacturing costs are realized from hardware
standardization, self-imposed quality control standards, and
reduced environmental requirements. Military products will
typically run 15% to 20% higher in quality control costs.

c) "If the new USAF standard requires a new design of mounting
racks and connectors and an upgraded environmental control
system, what are the expected areas of concern and impacts?"

For new aircraft, the procurement procedures and attitudes
of stressing the reduction of weight and volume will have
to give way to the results of other trade-off studies involving
cost, reliability and equipment support.

For major avionics modernization programs, the cost of retro-
fitting the aircraft to the new standard must be traded-off
against benefits expected.

d) "Should the USAF standard attempt to be all inclusive across
all types of aircraft and cor/common/mission avionics or
should it address only certain subsets of these?"

D- 13



Mr. Kenneth E. Lyons
August 15, 1979

I. I Page 3

Avionics standardization becomes more and more difficult to
implement across more aircraft with various and more missions.us It is felt that some degree of standardization across the
entire fleet would be beneficial and could be handled by
categories within a specification. It is also felt that all

* types of avionics, or portions of avionic systems, that can
functionally be remote mounted in an aircraft, should be

cont, alled by the standard.i Thank you for allowing us to comment on a subject we consider
of major importance.

* Should additional information be required, please feel free to
contact us.

Yustuy,*

R. A. Saunders
Mechanical Design Manager
Goverinent Avionics & Missiles Group

RS:ll
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SINGER

AEROSPACE & MARINE SYSTEMS
KEARFOTT DIVISION

18 September 1979

ARINC Research Corporation
2551 Riva Road
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

4 Attention: Mr. N. Sullivan

Subject: Comments on ARINC Specification 0600-1 as regards its use
... as a basis for Military Standards

Reference: Your Letter ASG/ASP/A&V-79-140, dated 7/31/79.

Gentlemen:

The Kearfott Division of The Singer Company is pleased to present its comments relative
to the referenced subject.

The summation of Kearfott's opinion is that the subject specification is sufficiently different
From actual military requirements that it would have to be severely modified in order to be
suitable for military application. Further, we think that a new USAF standard should apply
only to new design aircraft and those existing aircraft that will undergo complete overhaul.
Our comments, which are enclosed, elaborate on the opinion summarized in this paragraph.

We trust that the comments provided herein will assist you in that portion of your evalua-
tion regarding the extent to which civil airline avionics standards can be used for military
applications. Also enclosed is the complete industry survey as requested.

Should you require any additional information, please do not hesitate to call the undersigned.

Sincerely,

a. Marketing Manager
JPS:bea
Enclosures: (1) Comments on ARINC Specification #600-1 as regards its use as a basis

for Military Standards.
(2) Completed Industry Survey.

1*5 M, BO f AVE DL-L VALtS N J 07424 201-256400( TWX 710-988-570()
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ENCLOSURE I

Comments on ARINC Specification #600-1 as regards its use as a basis for Military Standards.

Question (a) Is a military standard based on ARINC 600 concepts a viable approach
to simplifying avionics installations obtaining greater equipment
reliability and achieving reduced acquisition, modification, and support
costs ?

Answer Standardization of military equipment is a feasible method of obtaining
the benefits of reduced cost of ownership and increased reliability.
Kearfott is already vigorously engaged in providing support to the USAF
for this concept for the Standard (Form, Fit, Function) Moderate
Accuracy Inertial Navigation System. This program is designed to meet
USAF requirements through the 1980's and into the '90's. The Phase I
requiremen of ARINC 600 conflict with the packaging committed to the
Standard F unit. Moreover, it is unknown at this time what impact
the evolut.n of ARINC 600 through Phases II and III might have on the
Standard F program. It is conceivable that much of the design effort
would have to be repeated, thus opening the fiscal floodgates because
of new tooling requirements, requalification of hardware, and logistic
considerations.

Specific arIas where ARINC 600 differs from the requirements of the
Standard F INS are:

o Package dimensions
o Cooling air pressure drop too low
o Ratio of power dissipaqion to volume is too low for

dense military packaging
o Vibration input to MCU appears unrealistically low

While these differences may be resolved by the process of specification
give and take, a more fundamental problem exists in any attempt to
make an inertial navigation unit compatible with an ARINC 600 installa-
tion in which it is mounted in a common rack, shelf, or cabinet with
other equipment. This problem concerns the need for the inertial naviga-
tion unit to be precisely aligned on its mount which, in turn, is adjustable
through limited angles with respect to the aircraft axis. In addition, the
mounting rack must maintain its orientation highly stable to allow removal
and replacement of the inertial navigation unit without the need for re-
alignment.
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Question (b) What qualitative or quantitative benefits has the manufacturer previously
observed in commercial practice versus military practices?

Answer An answer to this question is quite classical in context. Namely, there
are the rigorous design requirements (environmental in particular) imposed

by the military that result in units being very well designed indeed and
possibly er designed in some instances. This statement is not critical
of said rigorous design requirements, but rather a reporting of the results
of these requirements, for it is understood that a significant safety factor
must be incorporated into military design in order to allow for unpredict-
able extreme environmental conditions. These rigorous military require-
ments certainly make for more expensive items as would be expected.
While these military requirements do not inhibit innovative designs,
actually in some cases the military requirements act as a spur to ;nnova-
tions, they are sufficiently restrictive so as to channel the design develop-
ment by independent manufacturers along parallel paths thus resulting in
similar designs.

The corollary to the above is also classical. Namely, designing to the
more relaxed commercial standards yields a design that is generally less
costly to manufacture and generally not as good as one designed to
military standards. Commercial standards also tend to have more room for
innovative design and can result in independent manufacturers coming up
with designs that are quite different for the some item.

Notwithstanding the previous comments, there is a somewhat unexpected
benefit in the area of reliability associated with commercial practices.
Kearfott has observed an improvement in reliability in commercial vs.
military practices for avionics equipments that is from 2 or 3 times better
to as much as 10 times better. Among other things, this improvement is
associated with the relatively benign operating environment, longer equip-
ment operating times, and different (better) maintenance procedures that
commercial equipments experience versus military equipments.
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Question (c) If the new USAF standard requires a new design of mounting racks and
connectors, and an upgraded environmental control system, what arethe expected areas of concernsand impacts?

1. for a new aircraft
2. for major avionics modernization programs

Answer The response to this question as it pertains to inertial equipment is
included in Answer (a) above.

Question (d) Should the USAF standard attempt to be all inclusive across all types
of aircraft and core/common/mission avionics, or should it address
only certain subsets of these?

Answer The ARINC 600 specification appears more appropriate to transport type
aircraft, whose installations can be made to accommodate the new
packaging and mounting schemes, than to smaller aircraft. Also, we
would recommend it only for new aircraft and aircraft slated for major
avionics overhaul. Ideally a new USAF standard should apply to and
benefit core, common and mission avionics equipments across the board,
however, in our opinion it wou!d be impractical to have this new standard
address mission avionics equipments due to the specialized nature of this
type of equipment.
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FUGH SYSEMS

P 0 BOX 21ill
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 65036
TELEPHONE (602) 942- 231t

10 August 1979

Reference: Letter dated 31 July 1979

ASG/ASP/A&V-79-140

Mr. N. Sullivan
ARINC Research Corporation

2551 Riva Road

Annapolis, MD 21401

Dear Mr. Sullivan:

The attached information is provided in response

to the request contained in the referenced letter. As
you are no doubt aware, the question of using commer-
cial packaging standards for military equipment is a
many-faceted one that is difficult to discuss in a
few pgragraphs.

The information attached has been prepared by
our Engineering group that is responsible for packag-
ing all of our Droducts; both military and commercial.

I hope that our response will be useful and if

we can be of further assistance, please do not hesi-

tate to advise.

Donald A. Few
Commercial Marketing Manager
International Marketing

DAF : lmc

Attachment

cc: W. Squires

D. Burkholder

SPERRY FLIGHT SYSTEMS IS A DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
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RESPONSES TO ARINC LETTER ASG/ASP/A&V-79-140, dtd 7/31/79

a. It must be recognized that the ARINC 600 concepts are
based on a more benign environment, both thermally and
structurally, than that normally encountered for military
equipment. In additior, ARINC 600 does not address require-
ments such as human factors which, when imposed by military
specifications, have an adverse effect on equipment cost.

b. It is difficult to be specific relative to benefits of
commercial versus military practices. In general, com-

* i mercial equipment has less structural weightsimpler a

access for maintenance and lower fabrication cost.

c. In any new specification for equipment installation con-

cerns would include:

1. Location of cooling air inlet and outlet

2. Quantity and quality of cooling air provided

3. Nature of unit hold-down fittings

4. Grounding and bonding of the unit to the air frame

5. Connector types - zero or low insertion force, locating
features, whether the units are plug-in and, if so,
whether the rear connector supports the unit, sealing
requirements, number of spare pins, whether spare pins
are installed, etc.

6. Unit finish requirements, paint systems, color, etc.

7. Will handles have to provide for gloves or mittens?

d. It is not felt that a single requirement will be effective
for all classes of aircraft. The thermal and structural
requirements for fighters are significantly more severe

than those for transports. If a single standard was used
it would require all equipment to be designed to meet the

most severe environment.
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APPENDIX E

COST-BENEFIT MODEL

1. INTRODUCTION

This appendix contains an expansion of the methodology used in the
formulation of the cost-benefit model, together with the necessary proce-
dures to run the program.

2. METHODOLOGY

The cost-benefit model is divided into three cost areas -- initial
integration, operation and support, and avionics update modification -

each of which has two subroutines. One of these subroutines is selected

* for each cost area on the basis of the complexity of the available data,

which has been stored in the associated file. A description of the variousI
subroutines in mathematical form is presented in Tables E-1 through E-6.
The cost-benefit model does not use these equations as written because the
multidimensional arrays require too much core allocation, which causes the
program to become core-limited in the time-sharing system being used (Mark

III, FORTRAN 77). Instead, performing the individual computations and writ-
ing them to tape accomplishes the objective indicated by the equations in
Tables E-1 through E-6, while only using a small core allocation. A unique
record number is assigned automatically by the program for writing to tape
and reading back from tape for subsequent computational steps.

The subroutines are used to compute a baseline cost element for each
of the designated avionics groups in each of the three cost areas. These
computations are then repeated for each of the chosen standardization

-J alternatives, by use of the cost-weighting factor appropriate to each case.

The main program computes the cost saving hy taking the cost difference
between the baseline and each of the chosen standardization alternatives for
each cost area of each avionics group and accumulates the baseline LCC and
the avionics life-cycle-cost saving for each standardization alternative
and each avionics group. In the course of this computation, the annual cost

saving (or required additional investment, if negqative,) for each aircraft
type is calculated, together with an annual total for all of the aircraft
types programmed, for each standardization alternative. A discount factor
can be applied separately to certain annual suhtotals, thereby providing
discounted values for the following totals of each standardization
alternative:

E- 1
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Table E-5. SUBROUTINE OAS 1 1
Operation and
Support Cost = K5 (J,I,K,L) x Operation and Support Cost 1 (J,I,K)
(J,I,K,L)

Operation and

Support Cost operation and Support Cost (J,I,K,L) x (1 - P) (I-l)
Discounted

,. (J,I,K,L) .

Note: J = Number of Aircraft Types, I = Number of Years, K = Number
of Avionics Types, L = Number of Standardization Alternatives,

and P = Discount Percentage.

!ii
Table E-6. SUBROUTINE MOD 1

Modification Cost = K (J,I,K,L) x Modification Cost 1 (J,I,K)(J, I,K,L) 6

Modification Cost-

Discounted = Modification Cost (J,I,K,L) x (1 - P)

(J,I,K,L)

Note: J = Number of Aircraft Types, I = Number of Years,
K Number of Avionics Types, L = Number of Standard-
ization Alternatives, and P = Discount Percentage.

E

Li

Ii
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Annual total cost savings (i.e., all aircraft types and all avionics
groups together)

. Life-cycle-cost savings for each avionics group (i.e., all aircraft
types together)

. Life-cycle-cost savings for each aircraft type (i.e., all aircraft
types together)

. Life-cycle-cost savings for all aircraft and all avionics groups
together

Figure E-1 illustrates a flow diagram of the overall concept of the
cost-benefit model.

3. INPUT REQUIREMENTS

The input requirements are separated into data inputs and control
inputs. The control inputs are used in selecting cost areas to evaluate
data inputs and the range associated with selected "DO loops." The data
inputs contain the values of interest for the various elements in the
euquations (Tables E-1 through E-6) for the cost areas being evaluated.
There are two control input files, designated INIT9 and ARRAYAC. The first
control file, INIT9, is basically a vector that contains 11 terms, as
defined in Table E-7. The second control file, ARRAYAC, contains the oper-
ational status of each aircraft for each year of interest in an array for-
mat. There are five operational status situations used to branch to the
various cost areas in the program, as illustrated in Table E-8.

Table E-7. INIT9 VARIABLES

Variable Program

Number Variable Variable Description

1 LO Numbor of aircraft

2 Ll Number of years

3 L2 Number of avionics

4 L3 Number of weighting factors (7)

5 L4 Number of standardizations (6)

6 L5 One dimension of K1 array (8)

7 L6 One dimension of K3 array (5)

8 L7 "0" Initial or "I" Initial 1

9 L8 "0" OAS or "1" OAS 1

10 L9 "0" MODD or "I" MOD 1

11 LIO One dimension of K4 array (4)

E-7
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Table E-8. ARRAYAC VARIABLES

Subroutines
Variable Available for Variable Description

Activation

0 None Aircraft not operational that year

1 Initial 1 or Initial Initial year of operation
OAS 1 or OAS

42 OAS 1 or OAS Operational this year

3 OAS 1 or OAS Modification this year
MOD 1 or MODD

4 Initial I or Initial Additional initial equipment and
OAS 1 or OAS modifications to existing
MOD 1 or MODD equipment

The array format is such that the rows define aircraft type while the
columns contain years. Therefore, the intersection of a row and column
will have a 0, 1, 2, 3, or 4 in its place, depicting the operational status
of that aircraft type for that year. The particular subroutines that are
activated depend on the variables L7, L8, and L9 of INIT9, as shown in
Table E-7.

Data for each cost area are set up in a dummy file that describes the
aircraft type, year, avionics, and weighting factors for that particular
aircraft type, year, and avionics. Data are entered in a prescribed manner
as indicated in the read statement of the subroutine of interest. The data
consist of the weighting factors (which are also entered in a prescribed
manner) and the variables associated with the equations (as shown in Tables
E-1 through E-6). A unique record format is used in entering the data that
are read and converted to a unique record number, which the program uses
to read and write to tape. The unique record format is straightforward -

the first aircraft type of interest is labeled "l", while the second is
labeled "2", and so forth; the first year of interest is labeled "I", the
second year is "2", etc; and the first avionics p iece or group is labeled

"1,and follows the same technique as for the aircraft type and years.
Therefore, the third aircraft type in the seventh year for the fourth
avionics would be indicated as "3, 7, 4". This unique record format is
converted to a unique record number and is in a look-up table that has
been previously computed.

The weighting factors used for this task are presented in Tables E-9
through E-11. A copy of the computer program has been provided separately
to ASD/XRE.

.L.E-9



Table E-9. WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR AIRCRAFT A

Standardization 1 rsnJIDIG- PBILbrIO&S fMOD
Alternative Preen I I __- GP- Labor_

Common Equipment

PME 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.4

LRU 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.5

Rack/Mounting 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.4

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0

4 Environmental Equipment

PME 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0

LRU 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Rack/Mounting 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Environmental 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Mission-Unique Equipment

PE1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.6

LRU 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.7

Rack/Mounting 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.6

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0

4. CREATING FILES[

Creating files is a two-stage operation -- creating the space required
for the data and calling a routine that reads the dummy files and restruc-
tures them into the files that the program will be calling, allocating
unique record numbers, and packaging the data.

Since the cost of storing data is directly related to the space used
for storage, it is essential that core space be allocated judiciously. A
second factor to be considered is how often will the storage space need to
be enlarged or decreased. If the core space required is going to vary
significantly, it may be more cost-effective to place the core space in
the largest size necessary and pay for the unused space than to incur the
additional cost of computer time to recreate new file space and the unique
record number look-up tables.
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Table E-10. WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR AIRCRAFT B

Standardization111ternatie Present I&D GP-A GP-B Labor O&S MODAlternative II I I I I

Common Equipment

PME 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.4

LRU 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.5

Rack/Mounting 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.4

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0

Environmental Equipment

1.0 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0

LRU 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Rack/Mounting 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Mission-Unique Equipment

PME 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.8 0.4

LRU 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.5

Rack/Mounting 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.4

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.8 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0

The required core space allocation is determined by an algorithm that
makes use of the number of aircraft types, years of interest, and avionics
classifications.

5. RUNNING THE PROGRAM

Running the program is straightforward once all the files have been
created. However, there are a few lines in the proqram that may require
changing if the data sets are going to be chanqd in the areas of the number
of aircraft types, years of interest, or avionics classifications. If the
program is going to be used for sensitivity analysis, then it is not neces-
sary to make changes to the program. In fact, the program can be loaded and
saved, which will decrease the overall cost when the program is to be run

E-11
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Table E-11. WEIGHTING FACTORS FOR AIRCRAFT C

Standardization G
Alternative Present I&D GP-A GP-B I Labor O&S MOD

Common Equipment

PME 1.0 1.2 1.1 0.9 1.0 0.9 0.5

LRU 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.6

Rack/Mounting 1.0 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.5

Environmental 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.1 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9 1.0

Environmental Equipment

1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

LRU 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Rack/Mounting 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Environmental 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 i.j

Mission-unique Equipment

LRU 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

LRU 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Rack/Mounting 1.0 1.0 1 .0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 11
Environmental 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Common Power 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

repeatedly with only perturbations to the data set. The program is run
by simply saying "run" and citing thu name of the program. Each time a •
change is made to the dummy data set, it is necessary to call the routine
that updates the file and repacks the data. Once this is done, the pro-
gram can be run again for the new output.

6. OUTPUT i
The output from the computer model contains the following:

" Total LCC (and discounted LCC) for life span of aircraft

" Total LCC for each piece of avionics equipment [1
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Tabulated payback from each standardization alternative as a
function of aircraft type and years

Typical tabulated output for the five standardization alternatives,
as used in this task, are presented in Table E-12. These tables show the
cost savings and discounted cost savings per year for all aircraft types
of interest or for the lifetime of interest. Application of the remaining
data output was used in the computations for sensitivity analysis as out-
lined in Chapter Four.

Table E-12. OUTPUT FOR STANDARDIZATION ALTERNATIVES

i',! O- Y-T : .:r. EFIT - 't,'MF'g ' ... !t" r L! - , -FL ..- :-:
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1 ' .,- 4 .9 . - t : ' . 1 4 :

:11

441C

11-4. a-',: { . . - . -1 !.= -LL

-144

I : 7 44ei. 14-7. i i.-t! .. ,-1 4 14. 7 ,7

... 44 1' j 7 < _ i_

, !4 7. 1-1 . 1 .7

i i ~4 4 -7 ' 4 71 11
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(continued)
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Table E-12. (continued)

LRU PACKAGIN' L CO"-.T BENEFIT :lrliP ., IN THOU:.ND,' rOLLAF- 1 979)

","EA AC FF-N AC -B AC' -L" SN F:" £ UN

19'":5 C. O.,.
19': R C . 1 -.

Su. 4-- 4 7.
-I f4'"s 1 4 . i - I
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Table E-22. (continued)

EH'V,IROMErT CD:$T EMEFIT -"7:UMI'RiARY IN THOLCAND DOLLAPI'.1979'

YE R4R PC -A AC-F C- T_:" ,1 -N

0 9='5r. r0 . 0.n
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